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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS & CONCEPTS 

Community: The sense in which Community is used is based on Etzioni's definition 

as comprising a political community which possesses three kinds of integration: it has 

monopoly on the control of force, it has a single centre for decision making, and it is 

the dominant focus of identification for members. 

suggests a voluntary alignment of specific national (project) investments whether 

public or private in various sectors of activity. It may even involve an alignment of 

policies at the meso or sectoral level in such key areas as power, transport, 

communications, water resource management and so on. It is the level at which 

several regional integration arrangements (RIAs) in the developing world actually 

function at the moment. 

Cooperation: The term regional cooperation is a loose construction, which embraces 

several levels of integration. It denotes a willingness on the part of countries to work 

together in achieving regional economic interests on the assumption that, in the long 

run, this will result in enhancing national economic interest and welfare even if 

national interest might need to be subordinated in the short run. 

Developmental Reeionalism: Is the concerted efforts of State and non-State actors 

within a geographical area to increase the economic efficiency and development of 

the region as a whole and to improve its position in the world economy. 

Economic Development: Increase in the level of economic activity in a nation, often 

measured by growth in GDP or per capital GDP. Generally, economic development 

involves structural changes, with popUlations moving from agricultural (primary 

sector) to manufacturing (secondary sector) to service (tertiary sector). The concept 

is rooted in the experiences of Western nations, especially Britain, the United States, 

and Germany. 

European Union: The European Union (EU) is the successor organisation to the 

European Community as defined by the Maastritch Treaty. As of 1995, the European 

----------~--'"~-- -- -~ 
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Community became the European Union. The European Union now has a common 

currency called the "Euro" enabling it to accomplish all aspects of integration but 

short of a political union. 

Integration fRI): In Haas' definition, integration is a process whereby political 

actors in several distinct national settings are persuaded to shift their loyalties, 

expectations and political activities toward a new and larger setting (Haas in 'Beyond 

the Nation State". 1964). In this context, 'integration' means 'trade integration'. It 

requires members of a regional integration to cede sovereignty over particular 

economic functions and activities as well as policies and instruments to an authority, 

which exercises its policies and instruments and power at the regional level. 

Integration thus means formulating and applying regional trade, exchange, labour 

market, fiscal and monetary policies at the regional level. Integration also implies the 

development of a common currency and a single central bank or monetary authority 

which regulates the monetary - and indirectly the fiscal - parameters within which 

national governments function. It implies free movement of factors of production and 

technology across borders within the region or the sub-region. In its ultimate form of 

political union it would require a regional legislature. 

Interdependence: Interdependence is defined in a number of ways however, it is 

most commonly used to refer to a state of affairs of mutual dependency; the negative 

effects of a disruption of two or more States' relations that is fairly and equally 

distributed among them. 

International Regimes: A set of co-operative arrangements, of greater or lesser 

formalisation and institutionalisation, to enable States to cope with issues in 

international relations that affect them jointly. 

Monetary Union: A group of nations that actively co-ordinate their monetary policies 

Nation-state: Synonymous with the term "country". 

"New Regionalism": The concept is characterised by multi-dimensions, the complex 

nature of things, the flexibility of things and its non-conformity. In the mainstream 
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economics 'new regionalism' is also called 'open regionalism' to indicate its 

compatibility with the hegemonic doctrine of trade liberalisation and free capital 

flows. 

North-South: The relationship between developed, industrialised countries (the 

North) and less developed countries (the South). The concept is often associated with 

core-periphery analysis in economics. 

Political Economy: The social science that examines the dynamic interaction 

between the forces of Market and State, and how the tension and conflict between 

them affects the world. 

Political Integration: Implies accompanying high levels of economic and social 

interactions among nations 

"Regionalisation": Economic integration or co-operation. 

Sub-Saharan Africa: Unless otherwise specified, the term sub-Saharan Africa (and 

the abbreviation "SSA") refers to all countries in Africa other than South Africa and 

the countries in Northern Africa (Algeria, Egypt, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morrocco, 

and Tunisia). 

Supra-nationalism: A recognised interest within a political grouping of several 

nations, which is different or distinguishable from the interest of anyone of them. 

Sustainable Development: A pattern of economic development that is consistent 

with the goals of non-degradation of the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a critical examination of the Economic Community of West 
African States (ECOWAS) since inception, the institutional protocols, and the 
operational procedures on regional integration. The study argues that ECOWAS is a 
transplant of the European Union's neo-functionalism model of regional integration 
and has been a misapplication. Far from relieving the economic, social and political 
conditions of West Africa, typical of developing countries, it has contributed to the 
defeat of the goals and objectives of its Founding Fathers. 

The chief consequence has been the lack of unanimity among the countries, 
resulting in the non-implementation of policies. Similarly, the treaties adopted by 
ECOWAS for a development model are increasingly divorced from the policies 
applied by member states at the national level because the member countries do not 
factor the interest of the sub-region into their domestic planning. 

The study reviews the institutional protocols in the light of the actual practice 
of regional integration in West Africa. The result is that varying conflicts have 
compounded the policy inconsistencies resultingfrom the gap between the formal and 
informal modes of integration. The failure to address these directly is a primary 
cause of the slow pace of integration. 

The study suggests that an iterative planning process grounded in the political 
realities of one of the continent's most fractured and conflictual sub-regions would 
have allowed ECOWAS to evolve as an effective regional institution. As it is, 
ECOWAS operations continue to be fatally undermined by the failure of ECOWAS' 
institutions to understand the natur.e of African bureaucracies and to craft policies 
and instruments which are properly shaped to fit the underlying economic, social and 
political realities of its environment. 

The study concludes that the political, economic and social measures so far 
adopted by ECOWAS have not had a major impact in West Africa and cannot be said 
to have contributed to the formation of a self-reliant economic grouping for regional 
development. Like many other regional organisations in Africa, the Community has 
adapted an "alien model" without regard to the prevailing conditions and realities of 
the West African sub-region. 

Regional integration is an absolute necessity for West Africa. But it has to be built from the 
bottom up, with institutions in each national state reflecting the key constraints of its particular polity. 
It is only on this basis that regional plans can be devised, into which local plans can dovetail. 
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CITATIONS 

"The desire for regional economic co-operation among African 

states is a sine qua non for the achievement of national socio

economic goals and not an extra to be given thought, after all, 

the process of development is well advanced"(Adebayo Adedeji, 

1991:85) 

"The case for regional economic co-operation in West Africa is 

self-evident. It serves to play a fundamental role in the 

development of the countries of the region and the welfare of the 

peoples of West Africa" (Ibrahim Gambari, 1991: 14) 

"If an organisation is to strive towards the achievement of set 

objectives, the possibility lies in breaking down outmoded 

structures and creating an organisation that can thrive in 

tomorrow's uncertainty. The process in doing so is grounded in 

values, shaped by vision, guided by a strategy that is rooted in 

the critical processes of the organisation" (Gordon Sullivan and 

Michael Harper, 1996:84) 

XIV 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Regional Integration (RI) is a concept that has acquired new significance in the last 

few years as policymakers attempt to grapple with the numerous, apparently intractable 

problems that have impacted the world. With the long, drawn-out world economic recession, 

and the increasing scale and incidence of political conflicts and violence characterising the 

African continent, policy makers have been convinced that regional cooperation and 

integration are viable paths to effectively tackling mounting problems (Obiozor 1994, 2). 

Against this backdrop, the formation of regional integration schemes among 

developing countries became imperative to overcome the practical, political, economic and 

social difficulties arising from the balkanisation of Africa in the 1880's. The formation of 

integration schemes was to put in place Africa's long-term interests ahead of the European 

imperialist countries who were the beneficiaries of the scramble for, and partition of, Africa. 

In this respect, regional integration and co-operation efforts in the early post-independence 

period were characterised by pronouncements made decisively within a pan-Africanist 

philosophical base and orientation (Asante 1984,65). 

Most schemes were formed as a result of disillusionment with the international 

political and economic systems, which were viewed as being unfavourable to developing and 

emerging "democracies." Other regional integration schemes such as the East Africa 

Community (EAC) and those in the CF A Zone were formed by or with the assistance of 

former colonisers, particularly France with regards to CEAO and others within West Africa, 

with the view to maintaining closer links (Lyakurwa et al. 1997, 12-75). 

The formation of these schemes also coincided with the era of export pessimism in 

Africa around the 1960s. There was a school of thought that argued at the time that the 

world trading system was not favourable to developing countries as a result of declining 
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commodity terms of trade against Less Developed Countries (LDC) exports. There was 

instability in the export earnings of the LDC; the LDC experienced low elasticity of trade and 

the unfair protectionism against their (LDC) primary goods exports by developed countries. 

Such arguments led to the conclusion by most developing countries that their trade could not 

promote development, hence the justification of the use of Import Substitution 

Industrialisation (ISI) policies (Lyakurwa et al. 1997, 63). 

On the basis of these strategic policies (ISI), the countries in Africa hoped they could 

widen their markets, as well as protect their important sectors, which would result in 

'economies of scale' and would ultimately lead them to increased intra-union trade and the 

promotion of overall development. But history has shown that the import substitution 

industrialisation policies did not only fail in individual countries, but also in the regional 

groupings that were formed (de Melo and Panagariya 1993, 12). Despite the failures, the 

glamour of regional integration in Africa did not diminish. 

There has also been much discussion of the impact of the end of the cold war on 

African development. In particular, there has been concern about the effect on sub-Saharan 

Africa of the decided shift of emphasis in resource transfer, in terms of investment funds in 

favour of Soviet Union and Eastern Europe (Onitiri 1997, 12). Africa's share in the global 

total inflows of foreign direct investment has remained at an average of 2 per cent since 1986 

(Eichengree and Irwin 1999,4). 

The share of aU developing countries in the global total in 1992 was 32 per cent (de 

Melo and Panagariya 1993, 16). According to the Global Coalition for Africa, Africa has 

been largely left outside these fast growing capital markets. Since 1980, foreign direct 

investment in Africa has remained below US$l billion, in a period in which direct foreign 

investment in Latin America has ranged between US$3.5 billion and US$ 14 billion. Global 

Coalition reveals that only US$570 million of direct foreign investment flowed into Africa in 
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1990, compared with US$2.7 billion in China and US$964 million in Indonesia (UNCTAD 

1993,3). During the 1980s, direct foreign investment in Africa was about 1% of the world 

total, and in 1991, Africa received only 6% of the private investment flows to developing 

countries (UNCTAD 1993,4). 

Equally disturbing figures show that Africa's relatively small share of foreign 

investment inflows to the developing regions declined from an average of 12.9 per cent for 

the period 1981-85 - already a strikingly low figure when compared with the 37.6 per cent 

share for South, East and South-East Asia - to 5.9 per cent in 1992. Comparatively, the share 

of South, East and Southeast Asia increased from 37.6 per cent to 57.1 per cent during the 

same period. A continuation of these disparate trends will be certain to translate into wider 

disparities in future rates of economic growth between Sub-Saharan countries and particularly 

West African countries and most ofthe developing world (World Bank 1995,216). 

World Bank projections for 1995-2000 reveals that the average growth of real GDP in 

West Africa and surrounding countries of 3.8 per cent during this period will be lower than 

the 4.95 per cent for all other developing countries (World Bank 1995, 12-18). To this end, a 

UN report has underscored the efforts to be made by African countries in need of direct 

foreign investment and the many profitable opportunities waiting to be explored in terms of 

the relatively high rates of return on foreign investment in Africa (United Nations 1995, 17). 

While it is not easy to quantify the effects of these variables on development, especially as 

they impinge on ECOW AS' regional development, several observers have drawn attention to 

some of the consequences. Edward Joycox of the World Bank notes that in the course of the 

world-scale political and economic changes currently underway, Africa risks being 

marginalized, and that obtaining aid and foreign investment has become an increasingly 

competitive process and is much more unpredictable than in the past (1993a, 34; 1993b, 19). 
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The United Nations magazine, Africa Recovery, has also reported that evidence is 

mounting that the international strategy to boost aid to Africa is in crisis (World Bank 1993, 

16). The situation has since 1993 not improved. Both the World Bank and the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) have reported downturns in lending to Africa during the financial year 

(1993), and the subsequent years. The above sources have also noted that the fall in Bank 

lending to Africa has coincided with a large surge in commitments to Eastern Europe, which 

have increased from $US1.7 billion to $US3.8 billion (Onitiri 1997, 17). Henry Louis Gates 

aptly sums up the current situation: 

Africa .... is probably worse off after the cold war. With the loss of socialist allies in international 

organisations, Africa has become more marginalized, the resources available for solving its 

problems are beginning to decline in the face of competing claims on the West and on 

international lending institutions - claims from the former members of the Warsaw Pact and, 

increasingly, from Vietnam. (Gates Jm. 1993, 1). 

Similarly, sub-Saharan Africa has fallen behind the rest of the world in terms of its 

participation in the global economy in the general view of both researchers and policy makers 

alike. The general conclusions are the results of trade liberalisation and economic 

integration, which have so far been disappointing. Consensual decision-making 

arrangements, overlapping and often conflicting integration scheme memberships, lack of 

regional monitoring of the implementation of decisions, unwillingness of governments to 

cede authority to regional bodies, and the subsequent lack of power by the regional 

secretariats to take initiatives have significantly reduced the effectiveness of regional 

integration schemes. The absence of effective compensation arrangements in many regional 

integration schemes has further hindered implementation of certain trade liberalisation 

measures. 

Documented evidence suggests that the Sub-Saharan African region has been 

experiencing economic decline since the 1960s. Because of that co-operation in terms of 

development has become the alternative means for these West African states to achieve the 
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goal of economic self-reliance. The Sub-regional development in terms of economic 

integration as will be argued in this study has been ECOW AS' cardinal objective. The belief 

is that integration will inevitably lead the way towards economic development in the sub

region of West Africa (ECA 1980, 46) 1. 

For these reasons, the Founding Fathers of Africa, in their quest to place "unity of 

purpose" above everything else, unanimously agreed in the Lagos Plan of Action (LP A) that 

"the effect of unfulfilled promises of global development strategies had been more sharply 

felt (and still is) in most of Africa than in other continents. They added that "rather than 

reSUlting in an improvement in the economic situation of the continent, successive strategies 

have made the continent, and particularly the sub-region, to stagnate and become predisposed 

more than other regions. This clarion call by concerned African leadership was intended to 

take a closer look at the decades (1960s and 1970s), which were declared by the United 

Nations (UN) as "development decades" devoted to the "development of the developing 

countries." The declaration was also in the context of the fact that the social and economic 

situation in Africa has not been as satisfactory as was expected and therefore there was the 

need to design a comprehensive regional strategy.2 

Globalisation presents yet another form of challenge as it has atomised consensus 

building by ECOWAS member countries. By its nature, globalisation is an affront national 

sovereignty, and the more it is entrenched, the more national leaders succumb to the dictates 

of the executives of global conglomerates. The impact of globalisation is making it difficult 

for African leaders to employ concerted efforts on issues of relevance to the continent. Issues 

such as the wanton degradation of the environment by these multi-national conglomerates 

from industrial countries in the mining fields of Africa, drug trafficking and narcotics, cross

border crimes, dumping of toxic wastes, and many other problems, are now globally dictated. 

\ Held in Lagos, Nigeria, April 28-29, 1980, by the ECA for Economic Development of Africa, 1980-2000. 
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The inability of leaders to agree on measures to deal with these emergent problems continues 

to balkanise the countries in Africa and has had tremendous implications for public policy in 

the rest of the continent. 

Again, globalisation explains the increased importance of these issues. Like other 

countries, African states face growing pressures both to decentralise and to adapt to emerging 

global governance structures and standards. Globalisation brings risks of increased economic 

instability, which can lead to social institutions from mediating conflicts and promoting social 

co-operation The ideal of globalisation is not a singular condition, a linear process, or a final 

end-point of social change in which African countries are a part. Globalisation is such that it 

is not yet in a universal state of equal integration in worldwide economic activity, which can 

benefit African countries (Manboah-Rockson 2000, 47). The increased interconnections of 

economic activity throughout the world accentuates uneven development between different 

countries, and exaggerate the dependency of 'peripherals' in developing countries such as 

those in West Africa (Manboah-Rockson 2000, 49). It is in light of an these that the 

economic plight of the poorest countries of the international community (such as most 

members of ECOW AS), has never been more desperate. 

Attempts through various economic, social, and political measures by individual countries 

to uplift the living conditions of the people have not yielded any fruits, as policy upon policy 

is experimented and abandoned. The pursuit of structural adjustment programmes by 

individual countries has also not been of any benefit, and inflation, unemployment, abysmal 

growth rate, trade, etc still characterise the economies of most members of the sub-region. 

One may ask: Why has ECOW AS failed all these years to string together policies that can 

bail West Africa out of economic underdevelopment? What measures are likely to improve 

the condition of the people in this era of global competitiveness? What are the possible 

2 United Nations 1979. 
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implications of regional integration and the future development of the sub-region? In short, 

what is wrong with the West African economic and regional sub-grouping that took off with 

such good will and high expectations but has not been able to deliver after twenty-seven years 

of existence? 

II. Background of the Study 

The hope of pursuing economic integration in the West African sub-region was 

partially realised on 28th May 1975, when the final articles of association were ratified for the 

commencement of activity of ECOW AS. On that date, Heads of States and Governments of 

fifteen independent states, later joined by the sixteenth3
, from divergent linguistic, political, 

and cultural backgrounds, signed the Treaty of Lagos establishing the Economic Community 

of West African States. With the completion of the signing of the protocols, about 180-210 

million people in the sub-region became bound together to share a common destiny in one of 

the largest sub-regional economic groupings on the African continent. The creation of 

ECOW AS has been seen by a number of analysts and sub-regional observers as one of the 

boldest political initiatives ever taken within the second decade of post independence Africa. 

The rationale behind the formation of ECOW AS has been predicated on three 

important goals of public policy. First, the formation of ECOW AS is to ensure success in the 

struggle against economic domination and SUbjugation by external forces. To ensure success 

in the struggle, small states need to co-operate as much as possible to effectively resist 

external domination. A strong regional economic base will no doubt be an effective weapon 

in making such resistance possible. Second, the co-operation and ultimate integration is 

meant to alleviate and eventually to eliminate poverty and to achieve a strong West African 

economy. And finally, economic integration would enable West African economies arrest 

national economic development limitations (West Africa 1985, 1055). The failure of 

3 ECOW AS membership include Republic of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Ghana, Gambia, Guinea, 
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economies of most West African States to develop during two United Nations Decades was 

due, among other things, to the fact that the pattern of development in the sub-region was 

isolationist (West Africa 1985, 1055). It was isolationist because trade among countries in the 

sub-region was based on small national markets within each country. It failed therefore to 

encourage the expansion of existing industries and the creation of new ones. Given this 

rationale, the general aim of ECOWAS as specified in Article 2(1) of the 1975 Treaty of 

Lagos is: 

To promote co-operation and development in all fields of industry, transport, telecommunications, 

energy, agriculture, natural resources, commerce, monetary and financial questions; and in social and 

cultural matters for the purpose of raising the standard of living of its people. It is also aimed at 

fostering closer relations among its members and of contributing to the progress and development of 

the African Continent. (ECQW AS Treaty, 1975, as amended, Lagos, Article 2) 

The Treaty makes provisions for the creation of a common market among the member 

countries of the sub-region in the initial stage, and later to cover the whole continent. The 

Treaty aims at trade liberalisation by eliminating customs duties and other quantitative and 

administrative restrictions on trade in the sub-region, the creation of a common external tariff 

wall and common commercial policy towards countries outside the union. The Treaty also 

aims at the elimination of obstacles to the free mobility of persons, services and capital within 

the sub-region. The Treaty guarantees the mobility of persons, services and capital within the 

sub-region as well as the harmonisation of agricultural and industrial policies and the 

promotion of development projects in several sectors (ECOWAS 1975, 4-5). Besides, the 

Treaty also aims at the evolution of a common policy in the area of industrial incentives, the 

elimination of regional disparities in whatever form, and the establishment of a fund for co-

operation, compensation, and the financing of development projects in the sub-region. Given 

these ambitious aims, the objective of forming ECOWAS can be summarised as 'fostering 

Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and Sierra Leone. 
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rapid and balanced development of the West African sub-region' through integration (West 

Africa 1985, 1055). 

In addition, the challenges propelling the need for integration in Africa is further 

compounded by the transformation of the world into a global village. The large economic 

zones that have been established in Europe (the European Union), in North America 

(NAFTA), in Asia (ASEAN), and elsewhere, give a preview of the world in the 21 st century: 

a world divided into large blocs. No longer merely a desirable goal, regional integration (RI) 

has today become an imperative for countries in West Africa. 

Also, the challenges posed by the third millennium make integration imperative for 

West African countries to strive to achieve a speedy integration of their individual economies. 

By doing so they would be able to effectively put an end to poverty and to ensure the smooth 

integration of the West African sub-regional economy into the world economy. The sustained 

pace of integration in the developed world has now mandated developing countries, such as 

those in West Africa, to deal with partners which are themselves integrated. The glamour by 

these countries to integrate will be the only way that developing countries can satisfy the 

criterion of size that will be dictated by world trade from this time forward. 

In the case of Africa, the end of colonialism was one of the most important 

achievements of the century. It, however, did not lead to the take-off of the African 

economies, although some countries have made significant progress in terms of urban 

development, infrastructure development, life expectancy, and school enrolment rates. 

Despite tremendous improvements in the standards of living in most of these countries, 

ECOW AS member countries continue to embark on new political, economic, and social 

transitions in one form or another. Such transition is often rendered difficult by the economic 

crisis, which the transition attempts to eradicate in the first place. In West Africa, poverty is 

more pronounced than anywhere else in the developing world. More than half of the 
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population in West Africa survives on less than one donar a day. The most vulnerable are the 

rural dwellers, the young, and the female population. 

The West African problems are further compounded by problems of good governance, 

democracy and human rights, which constitute the foremost preoccupations of most countries. 

In the majority of other countries, the old political order is disappearing, with single parties 

giving way to a multiparty system, while the market economy is taking over from 

government-dominated economies. On the other front, the political economic reforms going 

on concurrently in West Africa have generated tensions within government machinery that 

are quite fragile in terms of their destabilising effects. Never before in the history of the 

world had countries with such low levels of revenue per capita attempted to liberalise their 

political machinery and their economies at the same time. But such a process has been 

rendered inevitable, taking place, as it is, at a time when such countries are no longer required 

to choose between two blocs on the international scene. The notion of a West African sub

regional bloc is embedded in these facts, and the earlier realisation among these countries, 

namely: 

(i) That no one-state in West Africa can achieve economic independence in the 

region without the collaborative support of the other neighbouring states. 

(ii) That the size and resource bases of the sub-region make integration the immediate 

alternative for economic development. 

(iii) That integration in one area of the economy will obviously lead to integration in 

other areas. 

(iv) That the recent economic history of the West African sub-region can thus be 

considered to have been, for the most part, a period of often acute economic crisis. 
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The sub-region since 1975 has acted to reverse this situation. But the debate about 

regional integration and cooperation has long centred on the choices that must be 

made between growth and social development, and between stringent management 

and economic recovery. 

(v) That the common challenge by the creation of trade blocs in other regions of the 

world, and globalisation which risks marginalizing Africa makes it necessary to 

accelerate the transition towards an autonomous and self-financed development 

within the framework of African integration. 

(vi) That the harmonisation of the programmes of ECOW AS and UEMOA in 

connection with the acceleration of the process of integration in West Africa is 

imperative (Bundu 1997, 76). 

In response to this trend, Africa's development partners stressed the continuation of 

present structural reforms with particular emphasis on regional integration, an increased role 

for the private sector, and liberalisation of macroeconomic policies. These prescriptions, 

including the need for good governance and peaceful resolution of conflicts, featured in the 

Tokyo Declaration on African Development - "Towards the 21st Century." This declaration 

was adopted by the Tokyo International Conference on African Development CTICAD) on 

October 5 and 6 of 1993 to underline the role of the private sector, the importance of regional 

co-operation and integration and the lessons Africa as a whole should draw from the 

development experience of East and Southeast Asian countries (Onitiri 1997, 45). The 

conference emphasised the role of regional integration in West Africa and its response to 

current world trend, as particularly important. In an increasingly competitive world, where it 

will be ever more difficult to resort to protective measures, ECOW AS needed a high level of 

productivity as the key to improved competitiveness of their products in the world market. 

----------------------------------
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There was the need to secure a greater regional co-ordination and harmonization of policies in 

several spheres within ECOWAS to accelerate the process of development and provide 

greater incentives for foreign investment. 

Another important area, which needs mentioning is the impact of Structural 

Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) on the economies of ECOWAS individual countries, and 

which has in several ways contributed to negate their effective participation in the integration 

process. The deterioration of West African economies through the International Monetary 

Fund (lMF) and World Bank (IBRD) structural adjustment programmes can be singled out as 

a serious dilemma to ECOWAS' sustainable development since 1975. Major reforms have 

been introduced, and the international community has mobilised to provide necessary support. 

It all began when between 1980 and 1998, when all the ECOW AS member states undertook 

economic reform measures. They carried out more than a hundred stabilisation and 

adjustment programmes combined with the assistance of the Bretton Wood institutions. 

However, these reforms were often not fully implemented by the various governments 

because the directives by experts from these institutions were "alien" to the conditions 

prevailing in those countries (West Africa 1985, 1055). 

In terms of their effectiveness, Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) were 

implemented in countries with markets too narrow to create the economies of scale needed to 

sustain economic growth. Particularly missing in the chain of events within the SAPs was the 

failure to take adequate account of the regional dimension of development in the West 

African sub-region. In many West African countries, Gross Domestic Production (GDP) 

growth rates, which are below 2 per cent in many cases, are still below the rates of population 

growth. Large fiscal deficits and high rates of inflation are still the rule rather than the 

exception in almost all West African States. In addition, the terms of trade have continued to 

deteriorate; interest on foreign debt continues to climb (World Bank 1993, 23). The 
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assessment of all the structural adjustment programmes extended out by the Bretton Woods 

institutions to the countries in West Africa reveal that they exhibited a combination of 

inappropriate directives, and miscalculations, and transplanted on to a developing and fragile 

economic framework prevalent in West African economies (ADB 1992, 16). 

Because little attention was given in the early years to the social consequences of the 

Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs), deteriorating social situations in many adjusting 

countries did not create a favourable environment for the implementation of the programmes. 

Therefore, special programmes have had to be designed to alleviate the impact of SAPs on 

the poor. The recent report on adjustment in Africa by the World Bank has drawn attention to 

some of the pitfalls in the adjustment process and suggested the paths to faster progress 

(World Bank 1993,24). It is evident in this study that serious economic integration requires 

the harmonisation of national macroeconomics policies and the establishment of regional 

mechanisms for purposes of effective integration. In particular, are the movement towards 

greater convertibility of currencies by ECOW AS, which requires co-ordination and 

consultation as useful tools to ascertain exchange experience, reduce uncertainties, and 

increase mutual confidence among the member countries within ECOW AS. 

In all these and many areas, much progress has not been achieved because of the lack of 

co-ordination of fiscal and monetary policies among the member countries. The experience so 

far leads to the conclusion that more conscious efforts are necessary to ensure the 

harmonisation of fiscal policies and to allow integration objectives to reinforce each other. 

This is because the improvement of the regional dimensions of the sub-region has wider 

implications, which are well too known. 

At the close of the twentieth century. all of Africa and in particular, ECOW AS is 

being shaped by a great variety of dynamics. It is not only the pluralism of regionalism and 

regionalisation, but simultaneous interactions in a complex game with other processes. In the 
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case of Africa, the choice is an increasingly stark one between continued incorporation into 

the world system and disengagement from it, that is, between the perpetuation of outward-

looking growth and the adoption of some form of self-reliant strategy for development as 

envisioned in the LPA (1975) and the Abuja Treaty of 1992.4 As with any integration 

attempt, there are problems ranging from the distribution of benefits to the ability of member 

states to incorporate their national plans with those of the integration arrangement. The 

difficulties arising from past integration attempts elsewhere should serve as case studies for 

ECOWAS since it is a parallel transplant.s 

There are also implications of the concern about the environment for countries within 

West Africa, which needs the attention of policymakers. For the rest of the 1990s and 

beyond, environmental concerns will be major factors in world development and will have 

major implications for development at the national and regional levels. Environmental 

concerns are a problem for ECOW AS in pursuance of sustainable regional development as 

their cardinal goal. By their very nature, environmental issues require very close co-operation 

on the regional level, and several inter-government organisations would have to work in close 

harmony to carry out the programmes and projects identified in Agenda 21 agreed to at the 

World Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. 

The unprecedented drought in Africa in the 1980s and the untold hardship and misery 

that it brought to the populations of several sub-Sahara African countries kindled great 

interest in the protection and preservation of the environment. For millions of people who had 

already been affected, famine had become the order of the day; tens of thousands died of 

starvation in Niger, Ethiopia, Liberia, Mali and Sierra Leone and millions of those who 

survived were destined to endure lifetime scars from the effects of famine. There was 

4 Reference is made to the ECA document, serving Africa better: strategic direction for the Economic 
Commission for Africa, May, 1996, E/ECA/CH.22/2. Addis Ababa. 
5 Bundu 1997, studies conducted by a former Executive Secretary of ECOWAS, p. 5. 
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awareness that the drought was the result of misguided policies and the misuse and abuse of 

natural resources that were dangerously altering the ecological balance in many areas. In 

most of Africa, millions of hectares of forest covers are being destroyed daily and culminating 

in desert acreage annually, and the Sahara Desert continues to expand southward and has 

since gained by a belt of at least 150 kilometres wide (United Nations 2001, 34). 

Toward this end, the 1993 United Nations World Investment Report states that 

economic developments make it more important than ever for developing countries to build 

up their own human and physical infrastructure. In addition to providing the basis for 

industrialization and development of the domestic economy, it would allow national 

enterprises to join up with Transnational Corporations (TNCs) on a more equal basis. It 

would raise the quality and sophistication of the foreign direct investment (FDI). A host 

country would attract and would strengthen the prospects for technology acquisition. It 

would also enable host developing countries to build up supplier capabilities which are 

sometimes a precondition for the location of TNC activities and which, moreover, add to the 

economic and technological spill over from affiliates. The building up of such facilities has 

been an essential feature in developing countries, including those in Asia and Latin America 

that have succeeded in restructuring both their international and domestic production sectors 

towards higher-value-added activities. In another related and important aspect of 

developmental integration, and as demonstrated in "the project Conflict Prevention in West 

Africa:" Dakar, 1998, the West African sub-region possesses a multitude of actors and 

institutions that are active in the containment, if not prevention, of violent conflicts. The 

political status of these actors and institutions vary considerably; while they operate on 

different levels and in different contexts, each has its mandate. The global interests in peace 

efforts have increased remarkably since the late 1980s; so have peace efforts being violated in 

many regions of the world. The West African sub-region is not an exception in this regard. 
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The end of the Cold War and super power retrenchment and withdrawal from many parts of 

the developing world, and the post-Cold War redefinition of security have impelled regional 

and continental organisations as well as the United Nations to widen their peacekeeping role 

because of the increase in the scope and intensity of ethno-political violence in particular. As 

a result of this twist, regional organisations are forced to focus greater attention on their 

defence protocols, while some peace scholars are calling for the need for a new paradigm in 

peacekeeping. The ECOW AS sub-region has had its share of wars of recent and takes this 

view seriously. 

The Liberian civil war - a war underlined more by ethnic animosity, erupted and 

coincided closely with the end of the Cold War. In response to this overtly ethnic war, 

ECOMOG forces landed in Liberia on August 24, 1990. Coined "Operation Liberty" by the 

ECOW AS Heads of state, this humanitarian peacekeeping intervention was deemed necessary 

because of the death and destruction, ethnic bloodletting, and starvation rampant aU over 

Liberia as a consequence of the escalation of the war. The ECOMOG experiment underscores 

the power of Community expectations and the practices of co-operation through which a 

number of states from the same sub-region could form and sustain a collectivity that 

possesses an effective authority with respect to the goals and survival of the Community. The 

Liberian peace process poignantly demonstrates the enormous difficulty of organisational 

adaptation to new circumstances, and the complexity of fashioning compliance and co

operation habits that has endured in the context of clashing domestic and regional objectives. 

Given this conception of ECOW AS and the ECOMOG experiment in the Liberian civil war, 

one can briefly elaborate on three different but interrelated perspectives. These perspectives 

are directly applicable to the purpose or the rationale of ECOW AS, particularly why 

ECOW AS must be sustained and by which strands to approach discussions about regional 

integration within the sub-region. The first perspective is founded on domestic politics - the 
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inabilities of one state in the sub-region to achieve fun industrialisation because of the small 

size of its economy. The second is based on the power of regional and global 

interdependence - where each state within the sub-region needs the other, in terms or 

security, intra-state trade and peaceful co-existence; and the third is on the effectiveness of 

adaptive mechanisms or the adaptive reflex of communities whose members are nation states. 

In short, West African States, in the establishment of ECOWAS, realised that, while 

independence had been the primary goal, their frontiers were largely an artificial bye-product 

of still a colonial scramble due to the weaknesses of their individual economies. With this in 

mind, an integral politico-economic reconstruction of their countries was urgently needed 

(West Africa 1997, 1015-1155). They decided that ECOWAS was it; and that it was going to 

be based on functionalism, a model of integration of the European Economic Community 

(now the European Union). But the formulation of plans, the modalities, and the way 

forward based on the European model was doomed from the start. The establishment Treaty 

of ECOW AS failed to initiate models from an African perspective. It is against this 

background that this study examines the policy implications stemming from the false starts, 

the inconsistencies and the problems associated with integration within the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOW AS). The examination is necessary as a 

contribution to the questions of why ECOW AS cannot resolve the numerous institutional and 

policy inconsistencies, to effectively promote economic co-operation in the sub-region, as 

well as, to enhance the development of these countries in an fields of economic activity. 

III. Rationale of the Study 

The rationale of this study is to justifY why West African states came together to form 

ECOW AS and to discuss areas where policy inconsistencies and lapses have impeded 

progress and how important, coherent, and pragmatic policies can facilitate the integration 

process. The need for this study at this time is to examine policy implications within 
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ECOW AS, which have kept the transformation of the countries in West Africa at a snail's 

pace toward regional development. In particular are the treaties and protocols establishing the 

economic integration of West African States and the lack of potential they exhibit for 

accelerated regional development in the sub-region. 

The various studies on ECOWAS since its inception in 1975 have been centered on 

the critical appraisal of problems emanating from co-operation and attempts at integration 

within the sub-region. The studies have not paid much attention to the inconsistencies and 

limitations of the establishing Treaty of 1975, as wen as the Revised Treaty by the eminent 

personalities of 1992, which purports to move the cooperation of countries in West Africa 

towards a regional integration. The contribution arising from this study will illuminate the 

impact of a combination of flawed policies, conflicting policies, or the inconsistency of 

policies, on the efforts of West African countries' attempt to transform a cooperative 

endeavour into a regional integration for the development of the sub-region. 

From this premise, the success or failure of ECOW AS can only be measured by the 

extent to which the intended objectives or targets envisioned have been achieved or met by its 

member countries. More importantly, focus is placed on the regularity of technical and policy 

harmonisation and implementation arising from the protocols at which resolutions and 

declarations are adopted. The failure of any of these mechanisms from the critical appraisal 

of the achievements of ECOW AS should address the extent to which such mechanisms have 

failed to make a contribution to regional development in the Community's current form. 

The questions then are how have the existing economic communities fared in policy 

harmonisation or integration? Have the necessary policy guidelines and programmes for sub

regional industrial development been put in place? Have most communities in Africa been 

able to establish major multinational industrial projects so pertinent to their development yet? 

In view of the above, the research question guiding this study is: To what extent can the 
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Treaties of ECOWAS be blamed for the lack of synergy to tackle planned strategies 

towards a sustainable regional development in West Africa? 

The contribution from this study is to determine to what extent the imposition of the 

European model of integration lacks an "African content", in terms of iterative planning 

process. The study will also contribute to the lack of "home-grown" ideas about the changing 

political and economic realities, which takes cognisance of the environment. Against this 

backdrop, the significance of this study and its contribution to the discipline are enumerated 

as fonows: 

First, the study will identify the policies within ECOW AS that are divergent from the 

European Union due to the varying economic, political, social and cultural underpinnings. 

The attempt to integrate anglophone, francophone and lusophone countries, with the aim to 

break a common colonial legacy of political and socio-economic barriers is flawed with 

inconsistencies and realities. 

Second, the study will illuminate the fact that the attempt to establish a community 

encompassing sixteen (16) countries,6 from West Africa, with differing political and 

economic backgrounds, could have been achieved if the harmonisation of policies has been 

done along the lines of co-operation, rather than integration. 

Third, to contribute to an existing void that exists in the disciplinary sector of this 

study, which usually deliberate on the problems stemming from the lack of commonalities 

among the member countries of ECOW AS rather than the bad policies. Unlike other studies 

which fail to incorporate both empirical as wen as theoretical policy dimensions impeding 

ECOW AS' integration efforts, this study will bridge that gap by highlighting the major policy 

issues and inconsistencies that must be resolved in order for the community's efforts to 

materialise. 

6 Reference is made here to the sixteen countries before the withdrawal of Mauritania. 
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Fourth, the study has specific concerns for West African states within a continental 

perspective to revive the idea of an African Renaissance. The significance of the study is also 

to demonstrate that, despite daunting problems, there is stin an enthusiasm by ECOW AS 

member states to integrate their economies for regional development. 

Finally, this study is significant in order to recognise the changes and the dimensions 

currently taking place within ECOWAS. This assessment is necessary in order to incorporate 

ECOW AS' latest invention, ECOMOG (ECOW AS Cease-fire Monitoring and Observer 

Group), which has come to symbolise that economic integration is to a large extent, 

conditioned amongst other factors by political stability in the sub-region. 

In view of the above, certain trends and dynamics are noticeable in the study of 

regionalism as it affects the convergence and coherence of states in the West African sub

region. The analogy here is that certain streams within International Relations (IR), and 

International Political Economy (IPE), and in combination with Bureaucratic Politics, affect 

the sustainability of sub-Saharan African countries in their intended integration as coherent 

regional blocs. As Fawcett and Hurrell point out, these theories can be understood in two 

ways: when the entire region plays a defining role in the relations with the rest of the world; 

and when the sub-region serves as the organising basis across a wide range of issues within 

the region (1995, 97). Such strands provide a base from which to start theorising regional 

economic integration. 

IV. The Central Hypothesis of the Study 

The establishments of the articles of association giving birth to ECOW AS in 1975 

marked the fruition of a noble idea of ECOW AS Founding Fathers. While independence had 

been the primary objective in the 1960s of most African statesmen, their frontiers were still 

largely artificial bye-products of a colonial economic scramble. The creation of ECOW AS 

was a realisation by West African countries that no one country in the sub-region could 

~~--------------- ~-- ~------ -
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achieve economic independence without the collaborative support of the other neighbouring 

states. There was also the realisation that the overall size and resource base of the sub-region 

and the proliferation of small, non-viable political entities made integration the only realistic 

option for economic development. The ultimate goal was that sub-regional integration in 

West Africa would be a major step towards the integration of the entire region. But 

ECOW AS from an institutional, a functional, and an operational perspective has been and 

still remains inappropriate in form. This is so for a number of reasons. 

It is first and foremost a direct transplant of the European Union model, and not a 

product via iterative processes of a homegrown concept. Secondly, the creators of ECOW AS 

failed to take into account the crucial political distinctions between the member states; hence, 

it has been unable to accommodate their political aspirations. Thirdly, ECOW AS failed to 

marry its economic propositions with the political ideologies prevailing in West Africa. 

Deliberations on economic development through integration need to have been subordinated 

to consideration on the key political realities of the sub-region, namely that it was highly 

politically unstable, and was characterised by a constant stream of coups d'etat, threats of 

military take-overs, and the assassination of key leaders. Fourthly, the creation of ECOWAS 

failed to take into account the nature of African bureaucratic processes and the likely 

interaction between the organisation and the political leaders of the weaker states, where 

inter-state relations were peculiarly fraught. This failure to understand the forces for and 

against bloc formation, and shape ECOWAS accordingly, lies at the core of the problems that 

prevent ECOWAS from making a success of the integration process in West Africa. 

The core of this hypothesis is then that the founding fathers of ECOW AS falsified the 

vision and aspirations of Pan-Africanism by adopting the European model of integration and 

crafting a regional integration from the blueprints of the European Union. This study sets out 

to demonstrate that regional integration in West Africa might have worked better through an 
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iterative planning process, crafted within the context of the problems predominating in the 

social, political and economic areas of the sub-region. It is argued that integration in terms of 

the objectives set for ECOW AS will work best if the models are home-grown, reflect an 

African perspective, and take account of priorities for action significantly different from those 

of other areas. 

In summary, it is not the static pursuit of the standard goals of regional integration, 

such as the development of custom unions, the creation of a common market, and other such 

steps towards regional integration, that matters within ECOW AS. It is the identification of 

key political priorities; the need to anticipate and allow for major areas of sensitivity (such as 

the lowering of national barriers to population movement); and perhaps most importantly, the 

enhancement of the authority and effectiveness of ECOW AS's key body, the Secretariat, to 

ensure it has the real capacity to implement the policies and projects of ECOW AS. At 

present the programmes are alien to African realities, and ECOWAS in its current form and 

dimension is destined to faiL If ECOW AS is reconstructed the benefits will not be limited to 

the West African sub-region. They may have great significance for the wider debate on 

globalisation, and the manner in which regional groupings of less developed countries may 

organise under polities and economies in a co-operative and co-ordinated manner in order to 

articulate with, and compete in, the global economy. 

V. Limitations of the Study 

This study is not intended to be the definitive history of all co-operative or integration 

efforts in West Africa. Neither does this study intend to recapitulate fully the many economic 

and other policy justifications for integration as opposed to national approaches to 

development. Both of these issues have been dealt with extensively elsewhere, and there is 

little need to repeat these findings here (Asante 1984, 77). This study is concerned with the 

practice of regionalism, recognising that all practice, whether explicitly or implicitly, is 
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guided by theory - and in the case of ECOW AS, their strategic policy implications. The study 

is limited to the failures in terms of the planning process and the parallel transplant of 

Functionalism or Neo-functionalism as the path for development in West Africa without 

paying attention to the social, economic and political dynamics prevailing. Academic 

theorists of regional integration, especiaUy of the neo-functional persuasion, initially ignored 

"the external causes and effects" and have only belatedly incorporated them within their 

analytical frameworks. It is now widely recognised that processes of regional change are not 

autonomous or self-generated, but rather they are responsive to a context of internal factors, 

as wen as to global interdependence and interaction.? 

Finally, the study will distinguish between integration agreements (that focus on trade 

and factors of production) and cooperation agreements (that involve selected policy 

harmonization or joint infrastructure projects). It makes a further distinction between the 

objective of economic integration and the specific mechanism of a formal regional integration 

agreement. It does not evaluate monetary unions within the sub-region of West Africa. 

7GJobaJ Coalition for Africa 1993, 14. 

-----_ .. _-_ ... 
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CHAPTER II 

Review of the Theoretical Framework and Empirical Literature 

This chapter presents the theoretical framework and also the literature guiding this 

study. The theoretical debate about ECOW AS is enonnous, but it is also contextually uneven 

and fragmented. In studying the economic integration process within West Africa, Parsons 

(1995) argues that such a study should be about governments' organisation of ideas and 

concepts (23). The world generally, and ECOW AS in particular, is a complex place, and in 

order to understand issues confronting the integration process, we need to simplify such 

issues (Parsons 1995,23-24). When we simplify issues, we can comprehend the multiple of 

factors and forces, which shape problems and social processes. The identification constitutes 

frameworks in which we can use to explain the impediments and implications confronting 

ECOW AS. The following frameworks provide a map and describe what conditions or 

arrangements should exist if the given goals are to be attained. This study will be guided by 

the nonnative theoretical approach, which is concerned with what ought to be rather than 

what is. Underlying the need, this study is framed around the following approaches: 

(aJ. FunctionalismlNeo-functionalism Theories of Integration 

Traditional theories of integration are derived from nineteenth century models with 

the growth of functional international organisations. The goal of functionalism is to build a 

supranational authority in which the importance of the nation-state is either overridden or 

altogether eliminated. The Functionalists' theory assumes that progress in international and 

social co-operation is a pre-requisite for the elimination of political conflicts and war. 

These models can amply explain the implications in the Treaties establishing 

ECOW AS and other areas of economic activity since the driving force of integration in West 

Africa is modelled after the European Union - an offshoot of functionalism. The theories 

serve as a comprehensive, and largely accepted, international integration theory, and remain 
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valid in explaining the kind of integration arrangement, whose objectives are, among others, 

the achievement of regional political integration and development. In order to test the neo-

functional integration model, we have adopted the case study method, and ECOW AS 

integration arrangement has been chosen as the case. 

Neo-functionalism is an integration theory proposing a model that can achieve an 

established political community at the end of the integration process (Haas 1958a, 45; 1964, 

59; 1966, 65; Haas and Schmitter 1966, 78; Pentland 1973, 87; Puchala 1999, 98). In the 

model functionalism creates a linkage between economic and political integration.8 Similarly, 

neo-functionalists claim that after the creation of an economic integration within the 

framework of a supranational organisation, political integration would come into existence 

almost automatically. By pursuing this form of integration, the neo-functionalists anticipate a 

gradual transformation of their economies through supranational arrangements to attain a 

federal or a confederate State at the end. 

To test the neo-functionalist integration model, we have applied its hypothesis to the 

ECOWAS integration process, and we have tried to observe especially the differences and 

similarities between this hypothesis and the changing dynamics of the relationships in the 

West African integration process. In a similar vein, we have tried to analyse the historical 

developments of ECOW AS relations and the economic and political issues stemming from 

this relationship in the theoretical framework of neo-functionalism. Thus, we have assumed 

to explain on the one hand, the dynamics of the ECOW AS integration arrangement, and on 

the other, the fragility of neo-functionalism as the international integration theory based on 

which ECOW AS was established. 

8 Functionalism and neo-functionalism are the theories that most African writers on integration refer to when 
they are comparing the problems inhibiting transformation of ECOW AS. 

------------ ~-- ~------------
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In order to assure a better understanding, we have analyzed the ECOW AS integration 

process in two phases. The first phase commences with the establishment of the integration 

process in the mid-1970s (Chapter V). and the relationship between ECOWAS as an 

institution charged to provide a way-out of compressed markets and the limitation imposed by 

(effects of SAPs) and the near absence of intra-trade among the member states. The second 

phase starts in the 1990s, (Chapter VI), and extends to the present day, showing the 

inconsistencies in policies, regardless of the revisions made to the establishing Treaty to 

correct them in 1991-1992. The changes that have taken place in the ECOW AS integration 

process and within the two phases are matched against the hypothesis of neo-functionalists 

integration theories, which forms the central issues of this study. We will then attempt to 

analyze the areas where there are contradictions between the neo-functional theory and the 

changing dynamics of ECOW AS integration. In short, the study attempts to revise neo

functionalism as an international integration theory and to determine the aspects, which are 

lacking in this theory within the establishing Treaties of ECOW AS. This will help shed light 

on the falsification of policies by the Founding Fathers of ECOW AS, in terms of the plans or 

actions that failed to take into consideration the prevailing conditions of West Africa. 

Neo-functionalism is a relatively new approach to many of the international 

integration theories. In the writings of Ernst B. Haas (1958a), especially through his book 

Uniting of Europe, but perhaps most clearly by Lindberg (1968), neo-functionalism has found 

its primary foundation. This approach has its origins in the critique of functionalism and has 

been structured on the initiative of the passage from the European Coal and Steel Community 

to the European Economic Community. In this context, it would not be wrong to say that neo

functionalism is one of the best theories that can be used to theorize the West African 

integration movement. 
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As a comprehensive theory, neo-functionalism aims to reach a political community 

larger than a nation-state and looks for the conditions in which this new type of political 

community will evolve. With this characteristic, the neo-functionalist theory resembles 

federalism. Both project a model of the end product, a purposeful transfonnation to a 

supranational state or political community. However, neo-functionalism differs from 

federalism by virtue of its method reaching that ultimate goal. The method of integration 

pursued by neo-functionalism is taken from functionalism. Contrary to federalism and 

similar to functionalism, neo-functionalism proposes a step by step method starting from 

economic sectors and spreading through political fields for creating a supranational political 

community. We can thus conclude that in the light ofthese characteristics neo-functionalism 

is an amalgam of federalism and functionalism (Lindberg 1963, 71). 

Neo-functionalism started to build up its theoretical construction with the description 

of "political community." Haas (1 958a), as the founding father of neo-functionalism, 

describes the political community as "a condition in which specific groups and individuals 

show more loyalty to their central political institutions than to any other political authority, in 

a specific period of time and in a definable geographic space"(Haas 1958a, 44-72). According 

to this description we can say that Haas views central political institutions and loyalty to them 

as the landmarks of a political community as a set of conditions in a given period of time and 

in a definable geographic space. To sum up here then, those conditions, given in a specific 

time frame, shape the loyalty of groups and individuals bestowed to their central political 

institutions. Having said that, the set of conditions, which shape the loyalty of a population, 

can change in a different frame of time, resulting in the loyalty of a population to shift from 

one central political institution to another which can cause the fonnation of a new political 

community in a different frame of time. In using the neo-functionalist theory, an attempt 
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would be made to conclude that ECOW AS might have drifted away from the imposition of 

functionalism or neo-functionalism as a theory to drive her integration process. 

(b). Iterative Planning Processes ("Muddling Through" Theory) 

Another interesting theory that has been developed for the transformation from the tools 

of the analytic (rational) tradition towards the conceptual models for societies and 

organizations and will be employed in this study is "muddling through." The tradition of 

"Muddling through" is a descriptive theory for continuous adaptation, often used as a strategy 

in public planning situations (Johansen 1977, 14). The theory is invoked here as a model 

because it can function in situations with a high degree of uncertainty. The principle behind 

the theory is the use of many small steps in an adaptive and learning process instead of 

making larger and more fundamental changes (Popper 1964, 1). Because of the interplay 

between effects and various goals, such as those proposed by the cardinal goals of the 

establishing Treaty of ECOW AS, a mix of various initiatives will emerge. The underlying 

goal here is that one cannot expect all desired effects to show at once, but because effects can 

be countered by other changes in society, new initiative or changes in the existing policy must 

be implemented to move towards the desired effects. The desired effect will change due to the 

development of new or changed goals. The decision maker thus will have to be prepared to 

repeat the process continuously and make corrections as he goes along. 

Thus "Muddling Through" can be a useful tool if we have long-time goals and visions 

(such as the motives of ECOWAS) to support them, or at least an understanding of what kind 

of future situations we want to avoid (CEPS 2000, 1-4). At the same time the "control" over 

the means may be low in terms of resources. The model is often used to describe the tactics 

one has to fonow to reach the long-term goals. The model presupposes a strong and 

centralized management, managing through the larger lines and leaving the adaptation to 
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subordinate levels like what takes place between ECOW AS and its institutions when 

"substitutes" are sent to the Conference of the Authority summits. The characteristics of the 

model are presented here: 

(i) Problem formulation: Defines time-scope: a cyclic and rolling way of planning 

(e.g. the relationships between yearly budgets to yearly programs). The systems of 

multiple time-scopes e.g. long, medium and short range time-lines in planning. 

(ii) Information Gathering: Implies the strengths and weakness, opportunities and 

threats. The attempt is to describe the situation at hand as far as existing 

knowledge can go. It can take the form of responses from the civil society, local 

and regional organizations, as well as inhabitants. 

(iii) Vision Building: Is the expression of the desired outcome(s). Using the 

involvement and the description to formulate understandable visions/goals for the 

future and suggest how to get there. The support of stakeholder (like the civil 

society within ECOW AS) is also crucial to the success through "internalizing" the 

vision. 

(iv) Strategy Forming: Is to allow for flexible and dynamic organizations, 

responsibilities; that are to do what and when. Equal power for participation or 

agreement on the distribution of power or incentives is provide, in this case, the 

distribution of benefits. 

(v) Implementation: The power of the participants to implement actions is crucial; the 

need for partnership forming and individuals as well as collection actions must 

have visible activities and "rewards" for achieving goals and finally; 

(vi) Evaluation: A need exists for active reporting systems that should enable the 

assessment of results and formulation of new goals and changes in framework, 

ensure open and democratic processes and information system, and enable 

changes of attitudes as well as actions according to experiences. 

(c) The Bureaucratic Politics Approach 

To further guide this study, the Bureaucratic Politics approach will be used due to the 

fact that leaders, who sit on top of organisations like ECOW AS, are not a monolithic group. 

Rather, each is, in his or her own right, a player in a central, competitive game (Viotti and 
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Kauppi 1995, 29-34). The name of the game is "Bureaucratic Politics;" bargaining along 

regularised channels among players positioned hierarchically within the government. The 

behaviour of institutional bureaucrats can thus be understood according to this model not as 

organisational outputs (the organisational model), but as outcomes of bargaining games 

amongst them. The Bureaucratic Politics model sees no unitary actor but rather many actors 

as players, who focus not on a single strategic issue but on many diverse intra-national 

problems (Viotti and Kauppi 1987,30). 

As Allison and Halperin have explained, the Bureaucratic Politics model is centred on 

the basic assumption that the maker of government policy is not a single calculating decision

maker as the rational actor model suggests (Allison and Morton 972, 40-72). Rather, they are 

conglomerate of large organisations and political actors who differ substantially about what 

their government should do on any particular issue and who compete in attempting to affect 

both governmental decisions and the actions of their government. Therefore, the use of the 

model leads the analyst to an examination of the influence of an organisation's behaviour on 

the processes of foreign policy, decision-making, and implementation. 

Decision-makers, who converge on ECOW AS at any given time, may have some shared 

images of their society, but they may also have different interests and priorities. Many of 

them may be preoccupied by events at home and have to deal with events abroad only as 

those events interact with, and affect their ability to pursue their interests at home. 

Consequently, what any government does in any particular instance can best be understood 

not as a consciously planned and carefully directed effort to influence other states but as a 

result of bargaining among "actors" or "players" positioned hierarchically in the governments 

of ECOW AS. A foreign policy action in this case, from outside the government, which looks 

like a methodically orchestrated attempt to achieve a well-defined national interest, may, in 

fact, represent a shaky compromise between rival elements in the bureaucracy. The outcome 
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of such a transaction is that each participant is in the process, pursuing its own distinct 

organisational or personal interest. In this manner, each rival stresses that both the bargaining 

process and the results are affected by a number of constraints, including those arising from 

the organisation's processes or procedures as wen as those of the individuals' shared values. 

The model consists of three sets of questions and, therefore, three sets of tentative answers. 

Correspondingly, there are three stages in which the model can be used. The questions 

commonly employed are the following: (i) who "plays;" that is, whose interests and 

behaviour have an important effect on the government's decision and actions? (ii) what 

determines each player's stand and his or her perceptions and interests, which lead to a stand? 

And (iii) how are the player's standing aggregated to yield decisions and actions of 

government? 

To provide answers to these questions, the analyst has to proceed in stages. The first 

stage involves identification of the bureaucratic units or organisational groups sharing the 

policy-making process, their roles, and shared images as wen as their organisational, personal 

and political interests. The Bureaucratic Politics model postulates that the mix of players will 

vary depending on the issue and the type of game (Viotti and Kauppi 1987, 79). 

The second analytical stage in the Bureaucratic Politics model entails a determination 

of the various organisational interests and the various manoeuvring techniques used by the 

bureaucratic groups. In general, the interests that affect the players' actions are classified 

under four categories: national interest, organisational interests, domestic political interest, 

and personal interest (Viotti and Kauppi 1987, 114). The third stage consists of analysing 

what happens after the government has made a decision; that is, the processes by which 

decisions become actions. The main finding here is that "action games" which follow from 

"decision games" involve maneuvering. Players manoeuvre to get an issue into the channel -

an issue that they believe offers the best prospects for getting the desired results. An example 
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is the use of a number of techniques to influence the nature and content of decisions in the 

course of policy implementation during ECOW AS meetings (Viotti and Kauppi 1987, 89). 

Some of the techniques are the following: (i) evading or disregarding instructions by 

deliberately taking actions contrary to specific instructions (ii) delaying taking action (iii) 

obeying the letter but not the spirit ofthe instructions and (iv) taking actions in the absence of 

specific instructions, etc. The idea here is that the above techniques tend to widen the gaps 

between policy decisions and policy implementation, and the Bureaucratic Politics model is 

interested in accounting for such gaps when employed. 

(d). International Political Economy (IPE) 

Here the IPE would be employed to support the analysis of ECOW AS, relying on the 

work of Moravcsik and Matlary, in their critical review of integration theory and international 

relations theory (Moravcsik 1993, 78; Mitrany 1975, 15). Moravcsik seeks to ground 

integration theory in theories of international political economy, arguing that we need two 

types of theory: one of national preference formation, and one of interstate bargaining 

(Moravcsik 1993, 482). The former is referred to as 'intergovernmentalism'- modified in 

other works, where an attempt is being made to determine state strength or autonomy as well 

as optimal state strategy (Mitrany 1975, 17). Moravcsik proposes to look at interest groups 

and governments and the bargaining that takes place over the formation of 'national interest'. 

Thus we may arrive at state strategies when we make reference to the presence of such 

interest or the lack of it within ECOW AS. The analogy by Moravcsik with regard to the EU 

is that there was no European-level energy policy at the time; what emerged of such a 

common policy came in time after the formation of State interests. In a theory, however, we 

need to take into account how interests are influenced by factors exogenous to the State. The 

literature that deals with this link between the State and the international environment arises 

from theorising about interdependence, especially economic interdependence (Cooper 1968, 
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67; Keohane 1989,41; Nye 1971,89). 

The central concern here is how interdependence affects State interest formation as 

well as State action within countries in West Africa. The common term for policy in this 

sense is State strategy. The emphasis is on how to manage interdependence, in the most 

advantageous way to State interests, and also on how to use international level opportunities 

domestically. The sources of State action are thus partially domestic (e.g., the effects of 

cross-border activities) and partiany international (e.g., the shocks from world trade or 

impacts from Structural Adjustment Programmes). In short, the theory is in reality the 

assumption that international relations and domestic politics are intimately related, and that 

"they should be analysed simultaneously" (Katzenstein 1977,67; Gourevitch 1978,90). 

For, in attempting to explain events or cases, such as the lapses in policies, as wen as 

the non-implementation of numerous protocols of ECOW AS, one cannot simply describe the 

full state of the events without a purposeful combination of the functional/neo-functionalist 

theories, the International Political Economy theory, the lack of vision (iterative planning), as 

well as the Bureaucratic Approach. The tying together of aU these theories underscores the 

logical explanation of phenomena, such as the personalities within the Bureaucratic 

Approach, and singles out the nature of their relevance, and the important determinants of the 

occurrences. Nevertheless, the theory most relevant to the impediments hampering 

development within ECOWAS is functionalism and neo-functionalism - theories that offer a 

broadly plausible rationale for explaining past experiences. The objective is to make adequate 

conclusions about the identification of policy challenges, the setting of targets, and the 

signing of declarations and agendas, which are one thing; and showing how translating them 

into concrete programmes on the ground is another. 
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I. Review of Related Literature 

One of the most important tasks of a literature review is to structure the material in 

order for it to be systematic and coherent with the formal organising framework of the study 

(Baldwin 1994, 15). The complexities of the political, social, economic and cultural 

dimensions of the West African sub-region have been acknowledged and highlighted by 

previous writers on this subject. 9 First of aU, we need to state at the onset that the regional 

economic grouping in West Africa is unique. What makes ECOWAS unique is that the 

countries came together because they realised that as long as member countries are, in terms 

of resource endowment, too small to be self-sufficient, they needed to act together or be 

swallowed by others. The strategy of sub-regional interdependence they envisioned wi111ead 

to a more competitive international trade with industrial countries. In this situation there was 

an implicit emphasis within the Treaties establishing ECOW AS on intra-regional trade. By 

pooling the regional resources and creating wider territorial markets, the regional grouping 

removes some of the major constraints of industrial development within the sub-region. 

Chiselebwe Ng'andwe, Chatal, and Mandaza (1987), point out that in the absence of a 

formal regional trade agreement, member countries could easily be tempted to buy from 

outside the regional grouping and thus deny the new industry the market it needs to survive. 

Thus, in a situation of mutual trade agreements, the regional efforts at industrialisation are 

well rewarded, in terms of a higher pace of industrial progress. However, in the absence of 

political union, the distribution of benefits tends to be biased in favour of a country with a 

superior economic base (de Melo and Panagariya 1993, 21). In addition to national 

investment resources, the major influences on industrial location are market concentration, 

9 See, to a large extent, the work ofS. K. B. Asante, 1976, 1986, 1991,2001; Abass Bundu, 1997; Okolo 1997, 
OkoJo and Wright (cds) 1990; and others. 
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and economic and social infrastructure. All these factors will tend to favour the country with 

a superior economic base. Towards this regard, mounting literature on regional economic co

operation with particular reference to Africa, and in the context of European integration, 

suffices as a model for African integration schemes. 

When the Organisation of African Unity was established almost four decades ago, 

there were many fewer international and regional organizations, and their mandates and tasks 

were much more limited. In the intervening years, matters have changed substantially. 

Within Africa, a range of sub-regional organizations has developed in response to specific 

challenges. But most of them are today at a crossroads due to various economic, political and 

social problems. The scale of poverty and suffering on the continent is daunting. According 

to an Oxfam report, three hundred million people live on less than US$l per day.lO Life 

expectance is 48 years and falling. More than one-third of all children are malnourished; 

more than 40 per cent have no access to education. Twenty-eight million people live with 

HIV/AIDS, and for over 100 million people, war is a part of daily life (Oxfam 1993, 1). And 

yet, in spite of these grim statistics, there are grounds for optimism. 

In parallel to the increased emphasis on regional economic integration in the 

industrialized world, or among the latter and some developing countries, there has recently 

been a revival of regional initiatives among other developing countries and a strengthening of 

trade within their regional groupings. Since the wave of independence movements in the 

1960s, African leaders have time and again spoken of the importance of regional cooperation 

and unity. In fact, there have been more regional integration and cooperation agreements 

consummated in Africa than on any other continent. But, with few exceptions (notably SACU 

and possibly the franc zones) these agreements have yielded disappointing results. They have 

not led to increased trade within the region, or between the countries of the region and the rest 

10 Oxfam is an international charitable organization with offices in Africa. 
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of the world. Moreover, except for the franc-zone monetary unions, they have had little 

success in actually integrating the economies of the member countries. Basically all analysts 

agree that the great amount of time, effort and resources expended to date in the name of 

regional integration in Sub-Saharan Africa has had little payoff. 

Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has a long history of regional integration and cooperation 

agreements. The South African Customs Union (SACU), for example, evolved from an 

earlier union that was established in 1910. Similarly, the countries of the recently resurrected 

East African Community (EAC)--Tanzania (then just the mainland of Tanganyika, Uganda 

and Kenya), first established a common internal market early in this century, and the Congo 

Basin Treaty emerged from the Berlin conference of 1884. Yet the enthusiasm for regional 

integration remains. The other examples are the Southern Rhodesia Customs Union 

established in 1949 between South Africa and present day Zimbabwe; the Ghana-Upper Volta 

Trade Agreement between Ghana and Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso) in 1962; the African 

Volta Common Market linking Algeria, United Arab Republic (Egypt), Ghana, Guinea, Mali 

and Morocco in 1962; the Equatorial Customs Union and Cameroon composed of Central 

African Republic, Chad, Congo and Gabon in 1962 and which formed the origins of the 

present Customs Union of Central African States. 

Other schemes, outside Africa are the Caribbean Common Market (CARlCOM) 

established in 1973 to succeed the Caribbean Free Trade Association of 1965. CARlCOM 

provides for the establishment of a common external tariff and a common commercial policy 

towards third countries. The member countries include Antigua, Barbados, Belize, 

Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguila, St. 

Lucia, St. Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago. 

Also in January of 1989, Canada and the United States of America established the 

Free trade Agreement between them (CUSTA) to eliminate tariffs by January of 1998. The 
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agreement has a dispute settlement mechanism covering diverse areas such as energy, 

investment, government procurement, automobiles, wine and spirits. The North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) followed the success of CUSTA with the inclusion of 

Mexico in 1991. The agreement involving the U.S.A., Mexico and Canada, covers areas such 

as the elimination of tariffs and non-tariffs barriers, co-operation in a number of fields 

including the environment, and most importantly immigration between the U.S and Mexico 

on drug trafficking (NAFTA 2001, 1-7). 

Similarly, today's global economy is the growing tendency towards regional economic 

and trading blocs. The pioneering endeavour and the most successful one to date, and 

virtually the role model for all subsequent integration projects, is the European Union (EU). 

The EU started in 1952 as the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) following a plan 

by its founders to create a united Europe after World War II that would establish conditions 

for economic growth and social cohesion among European peoples and for greater political 

integration and co-operation among governments. Over years thereafter, the ECSC became a 

framework for pooling resources and co-ordinating and harmonising industrial policies and 

activities in coal, iron ore, and the steel sectors of France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, and Luxembourg. It served as a single economic market, that is, a customs 

union and a free trade area for these limited economic sectors and, thus, operated free of 

national tariff or quota restrictions (EEC 1979, 16-97). 

In 1957, the treaties of Rome brought the six ECSC member countries together to 

establish the European Atomic Energy Community (ERA TOM) and the European Economic 

Community (EEC or Common market). Again, ERA TOM served as a framework for greater 

co-operation and harmonisation in the field of atomic energy and nuclear research common to 

the countries. The ECSC extended the concept of the common market and free trade to most 

of the other sectors of the countries' gradually. By 1965, the common institutions (i.e. ECSC, 
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ERA TOM, and the EEC) for the three communities were brought together. The Merger 

Treaty as it is often referred to, resulted in the establishment of the Council of Ministers, the 

European Commission, the European Parliament, the Court of Justice, and the European 

Council (Merger Treaty). Over a period of two decades, the stage was then set to transform 

the merger into what is known as the European Single ACT (ESA), which dismantled all 

remaining barriers towards the attainment of a Community-wide unified market by the end of 

1992. Before the attainment of the Common Market, the Europeans signed another Treaty 

(Maastricht Treaty), to create with effect from January 1993, a single currency, a European 

Central Bank and a Community-wide freedom of movements for people. II 

The EU's common market objectives have been fully achieved giving way to the total 

movement of goods, capital and people within the national borders of the fifteen member 

states of the Community. The economic and monetary union have also been achieved in 

which common policies in foreign trade, agriculture, fisheries, transportation and fiscal and 

monetary activities are all being pursued. The European currency (ECU), a denominator for 

the weighted average of currencies linked in the European Monetary System (EMS) has been 

successful as a primary unit of exchange for EU transactions. Also, the EU has common rules 

and joint programmes in the energy and environmental sectors, education research and 

development, and technology, making the EU the only integration scheme that has 

transformed from joint harmonisation and co-operation to a union of states short however of a 

political one. 

The Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) is yet another integration 

scheme that was established in 1967 by five member nations namely Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Brunei became the sixth member in 1984, and Vietnam 

joined some years afterwards. The objectives of ASEAN are to strengthen regional cohesion 

11 The EU now comprises fifteen members: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
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and promote regional peace and stability conducive to national development. ASEAN was 

never from the beginning conceived as an integration scheme. It was set up to manage 

conflicts and to provide an atmosphere of tranquillity for the region, but it soon evolved in the 

industrial sharing and resource pooling of mechanisms which allowed ASEAN to liberaIise 

intra-ASEAN trade in intermediate products fabricated in the ASEAN region. By 1994, other 

joint ventures culminated into the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFT A) and from then on, the 

regional integration scheme has made progress in economic liberaIisation including 

deregulation as part of the key features of ASEAN economies and can be described as a 

showcase that others like ECOW AS can emulate. 

The Latin American Integration Association (LAIA) is an offshoot of the Latin 

American Free Trade Association (LAFTA). It was established in 1981 to liberalise, on a 

more flexible basis, trade among its member nations of Uruguay, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 

Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. When its 

predecessor LAFTA was established in 1960, the intention was to reduce trade restrictions 

over a 12- year period. But an amalgam of factors such as (i) high transportation costs (ii) 

economic nationalism and protectionist tendencies and (iii) feelings of unequal benefits 

among the member states greatly impeded progress. LAIA has since encouraged within it the 

establishment of other sub-regional arrangements. These include the Common Market of the 

Southern Cone (MERCOSUR) established in 1991 and comprising Argentina, Brazil, 

Paraguay and Uruguay, and the Group of Three nations of Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela 

created in 1993. The achievement of LAIA is minimal because the philosophy of economic 

co-operation and integration within LAIA is the fact that members have the liberty to pursue 

bilateral and sub-regional initiatives. The underlying principle for this approach is that 

because of the different levels of deVelopment and economic problems, the LAIA member 

Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. 
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states cannot be expected to advance at the same speed of progress in the integration process. 

The Common Market among the Central American nations of Guatemala, Honduras, 

EI Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica (CACM) is another example of regional integration. 

CACM was formed in 1960 with the objective of liberalising regional trade mostly in 

agricultural products. From the 1950s, it begun as the Economic Commission for Latin 

America (ECLA), which provided the framework for achieving a wider market to permit 

efficient industrialisation within Central America. By 1960, their focus shifted to free trade 

objectives at the prompting of more industrialised members within the sub-region (Guatemala 

and EI Salvador). But problems associated with the sharing of benefits (conflict between 

Honduras and Nicaragua), of the integration process soon led to the realisation that the free 

trade objective as the principal focus of the integration process had ignored any effective 

mechanism for the equitable distribution of such benefits. 

In West Africa, there are a number of peculiar features, which have definitely 

influenced trends in integration. Not only does the area have some of the densest populations 

in Africa, it also contains the largest number of individual nations, fifteen,12 and embraces 

three different agro-ecological zones; versus the one or two zones of other African regions. 

West Africa has the largest variation of mineral ores, and the topographic relief is generally 

flat, thus making it conducive to the development of railways and roads. Within West Africa, 

only three of the countries in the sub-region are landlocked. Despite its natural wealth, the 

sub-region contains some of the world's poorest countries, such as Guinea Bissau, Liberia, 

Mali, Cape Verde and Burkina Faso (ECOW AS 2000a, 19). 

The West African sub-region nurtures a large number of inter-governmental 

organizations, which are active on integration issues. Despite the "natural instinct" for 

integration, most of them have performed poorly. Few governments have shown the political 

12 This is a reference to the countries encompassing ECOW AS in the West African sub-region after the exit of 
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will to surrender sovereignty to supranational bodies. Many countries have been involved in 

several different arrangements at the same time, sometimes with conflicting goals and 

strategies. Up until the 1990s, the closed nature of political and economic regimes have also 

run counter to any expectation that regional integration could contribute to better governance 

and more fruitful insertion into the world economy. 

Among the several schemes in West Africa competing for attention, investment funds, 

donor support, and the limited other economic variables of effective integration are three 

other economic communities whose emergence occurred within a span of three years. The 

first was Communiate des Etats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest (Community of West Africa States 

(CEAO), now caned Union Ecomique et Monetaire des Etats de l'Afrique de /'Ouest 

(Economic and Monetary Union of West African States (UEMOA) in 1973. The second was 

the Mano River Union (MRU) in 1974; in fact, this occurred at the same time when the 

countries involved in this union were also ratifying the establishing protocols of ECOW AS 

(ECOW AS 1985). The third was the Union Douaniere et Economique des Etats de I 'Afrique 

Centrale (Economic and Monetary Union of Central African States (UDEAC) which was 

given a new treaty in 1974 and the fourth was the Economic Community of West Africa 

States (ECOWAS) in 1975. The final establishment was the Communaute Economique des 

Pays des Grands Lacs (Economic Community of the Great Lakes (CEPGL) which started its 

business in 1976 (Africa Recovery 2001,5). 

Recently, there have been great expectations that the political changes in South Africa 

can pave the way for increased integration and cooperation around the southern rim of Africa, 

and in turn, that the South African economy can be an engine of growth for the entire sub

Sahara region. Several initiatives are under way, including an attempt to expand the agenda of 

the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) to include trade policy, the Cross 

Mauritania. 
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Border Initiative (established in 1991), and the Common Market of East and Southern Africa 

(COMESA), which was established in 1993. The resurgence is not limited to Southern 

Africa: the East African Community was re-inaugurated in March 1996, nineteen years after 

it was disbanded (Africa Recovery 2001, 6). 

In addition to these explosions in agreements of co-operation or integrations schemes 

in sub-Sahara, the early 1980s was also marked with the adoption of the Lagos Plan of Action 

(LP A) and often referred to as the Final Act of Lagos. The LPA re-emphasised the promotion 

of economic integration as a prime mover of aU Africa's individual and collective socio

economic transformation and called for an impetus for the formation of integration in the 

various forms of integration: preferential trade areas, common markets, free trade areas, 

custom unions and even economic communities. The results of the LPA culminated in the 

establishment of the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) in 1983; the 

Preferential Trade Area for East and Southern Africa (PTA) in 1983 and which was later (in 

1994) changed to the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA); the 

Indian Ocean Commission (lOC) created in 1985; and the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA) 

which was established in 1989 by the North African countries (ECOW AS 1990, 55). 

The 1990s has witnessed a greater interest in pursuing formalized private cross-border 

capital transactions, even if this phenomenon is stilI at a very early stage. The best example is 

the transformation of the Abidjan stock exchange into a regional exchange with trading floors 

in other Francophone countries, and one which even authorities in a non-Francophone 

country like Ghana have seriously considered joining (Aryeetey 1998, 45). Similarly, the 

interest in, and expected benefits from, initiatives to provide air transportation on a regional 

basis remain quite high, despite problems encountered by Air Afrique, a regional airline of 

the Francophone countries (Goldstein 1999,36). During the 1990s, there has been a revival 

of the establishment of another sub-regional airline with Nigeria and Ghana as the major 
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interested parties. Another joint project under development is the current gas pipeline project 

to link Nigeria, Benin, Togo and Ghana, which has been scheduled for completion at the end 

of 2001. West African governments have begun to discuss currency convergence and the 

establishment of a single currency zone within the context of a two-tract approach that will 

involve non- UEMOA countries. 13 

In West Africa, Nigeria's lethargy has adversely affected the rest of the sub-region 

economies such as Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal. These countries have sought to 

position themselves to take advantage of the weakness of this African "giant." Of particular 

interest is the nature, pace and outcome of reform in Ghana and Cote d'Ivoire, which are 

countries that share a 669 km-Iong border. Ghana pursued a very comprehensive economic 

reform programme between 1983 and 1992, after which it began to relax its orthodox 

approach while still arguing it had not abandoned structural adjustment (Ghanaian Times 

1999, Ie, 7c). At the height of the Ghanaian reforms, the liberalization of all economic 

policies became a major strategy, pursued at relatively great speed. Ghana has performed 

better over the years in many sectors of the economy, including the trade sector, the exchange 

rate, interest rates, the organization of the financial market and the determination of monetary 

policy, and eventually, the labour market. In contrast, Cote d'Iviore approached policy 

reform with a more circumspection, probably because its entry point was not as bad as 

Ghana's in terms of economic performance (Aryeetey 1998,20). Senegal is also strategically 

positioned in many of these variables to transform its economy and to close the economic 

variables that it lacks for monetary convergence (ECOW AS 1998a, 99). Nigeria's economic 

position vis-a.-vis the others in the sub-region is not at best because of several years of 

military rule coupled with corruption. In view of these, Easterly and Levine (1995), have 

analysed how much more difficult it would be for West Africa to achieve macroeconomic 

13 This has culminated in the motivation and discussion ofthe second union, which will involve the non-
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stability than other regIOns in the developing world, particularly the ASEAN economic 

community. 

Also during the 1990s, ECOW AS leaders revisited two important protocols of 1978 

and 1981. These protocols called for mutual respect and non-interference in internal affairs 

and the establishment of a regional mechanism for mutual assistance in defence matters. 

Uniquely, the protocols place equal emphasis on threats from without and within - domestic 

fissures and fission. The measures in Article 4 of the ECOW AS Protocols compels member 

states to intervene in "the internal armed conflict within any member state engineered and 

supported actively from outside and likely to endanger the security and peace in the entire 

sub-region." The protocols further allows for legitimate intervention in internal matters of 

member states, unlike those (non-intervention clauses) within the charters of the United 

Nations and the Organisation of African Unity (now African Union). 

In terms of shielding the integration schemes within the West African sub-region, 

these provisions have facilitated regional conflict resolution efforts initiated by ECOW AS 

when they were most needed. The ECOW AS Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) was 

established initially on an ad hoc basis as a multinational peacekeeping and enforcement 

force, and it was the first such group to be established by a regional body successfully. 

ECOMOG was principally responsible for the restoration of peace in Liberia and later in 

Sierra Leone and Guinea-Bissau as well as to address other conflicts in sub-region. The 

recent civil wars and other political unrest in some West African countries have forcefully 

revealed the need for social and political stability in the development process of those 

countries. With this success by the countries in West Africa, the ECOWAS Heads of State 

and Governments signed a protocol to reinforce peace with a Mechanism to ensure lasting 

means of conflict prevention, management, resolution, peacekeeping and security in 

EUMOA countries with the intention of speeding up the entire process. 
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December of 1999 (ECOWAS 1988,99). 

III. Concept of Regional Integration 

The concept of regional co-operation can be defined as the move to establish linkages 

between and among a group of countries within a given geographical area or space. The 

countries are said to be motivated by a common and shared interests to co-operate in the areas 

of trade and other economic sectors, with a view to achieve a Free Trade Area and 

subsequently to establish a Custom Union. In contemporary economic theory, economic co-

operation is also used to mean "regional economic integration." The stages in classifying the 

degrees of integration schemes in this study are based on the framework of Balassa and 

Javanovic, and provide a more useful way of evaluation and analysis of the policy 

implications regarding ECOW AS in regional development. Regional economic integration 

schemes are classified in stages and interpreted by scholars as the degree of how deep and 

wide such schemes can evolve. A brief discourse of the stages of economic integration is 

necessary in this regard (Jovanovich 1992, 72; Balassa 1961, 19). 

(a) Preferential Tariff Agreement 

At this initial state of regional integration, customs duties on trade among the 

participating member countries are reduced relative to those on trade with non-members. In 

the African context, a preferential tariff agreement is in existence among states of the 

Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA), which was 

reconstituted into the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) in 1993. 

(b) Free Trade Area (FTA) 

Member countries in this situation remove tariffs and quotas on trade in goods 

originating amongst them. They retain, however, control over their own restriction on trade 

with non-member countries. The tariffs and other restrictions applying to external trade will 

vary from one country to another. They nonnaUy embrace "rules of origin" agreement in this 
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situation. Within two years of its existence, UEMOA, an organisation comprising eight (8) 

out of the 15 ECOW AS member states, was able to create a free trade zone in 1996. The 

UEMOA also established a common external tariff and harmonised their macro-economic 

policies in 1998. 

(c) Customs Union (CU) 

Within a customs union, member states do not only abolish restrictions on internal 

trade (as in the FTA), but also impose a Common External Tariff (CET), on trade with non

member states. In this situation the rules of origin are no longer necessary and cease. The 

integration effort of the Southern African Custom Union (SACU) is an example in this regard 

in the African context. 

(d) Common Market (CM) 

A common market exists within an integration scheme in which there is also a 

customs union. Apart from this, a Common Market entails the free movement of factors of 

production. There are, however, restrictions on the movement of factors of production with 

non-members states. In sub-Saharan Africa, ECOW AS was intended to achieve a common 

market at this stage of its integration efforts, but its intended objective of doing that is still in 

despair. 

(e) Economic Union (EU) 

In an economic union, major economic policies such as fiscal, monetary, and 

industrial, are co-ordinated, and monetary union in some member states of the European 

union. In the African context, there are monetary zones of a special nature like those in the 

West African French-speaking member states of France-dominated CF A and the South Africa 

dominated Rand zone in southern Africa. The monetary arrangements in this respect do not in 

itself qualify these countries as reaching the stages of a truly economic union like the 

European Union. 
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The realisation of integration schemes in Africa stem from the lack of the attainment 

of several of these stages of integration, and that is troubling. As opposed to the proposed 

levels of integration stages of regional integration schemes in Africa, it can be generally 

agreed that most have not gone further than level (c). An exception to this evaluation is the 

East African Community, which has ceased to exist (Onwuka 1990, 14). The next sub-section 

is a focus on the relationship of the above stages, and an account and subsequent analysis of 

the policy implications of ECOW AS in its bid to achieve levels representing the most general 

of (a), (b), and (c) above, and as representing the case which has been analysed in most detail 

in the theoretical integration literature of integration schemes in sub-Saharan Africa. 

IV. Varieties of RegionaUsm 

The problem of defining regions and regionalism attracted a great deal of academic 

attention in the late 1960's and early 1970's but yielded few clear conclusions (Russett 1967, 

2-7). Regionalism was often analysed in terms of the degree of social cohesiveness: 

language, race, ethnicity, religion, culture, history, consciousness of a common heritage; 

economic cohesiveness: economic complementarity and trade patterns; political cohesiveness: 

ideology and regime type; and organisational cohesiveness: the existence of formal regional 

institutions (Wallace 1990). Attention was particularly given to the idea of regional 

independence. The range of factors that are implicated in the growth of regional integration is 

very wide and includes economic, social, political, cultural, and historic dimensions (Fawcett 

and Hurrell 1995). There are no "natural" regions, and definitions of region and indicators of 

"region ness" vary according to the particular problem or question under investigation. It is 

how political actors perceive and interpret the idea of a region and notions of "region ness," 

that is critical, because all regions are socially constructed and hence politically contested 

(Fawcett and Hurrell 1995). 

(a) Regionalisation 
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Regionalisation describes the growth of societal integration within a region, and often, 

undirected processes of social and economic interaction. Early writers on regionalism 

described such a process as informal integration and what some contemporary analysts refer 

to as 'soft regionalism' (Russett 1967, 2-7). The term lays emphasis on autonomous 

economic processes, which further leads to higher levels of economic interdependence within 

a given geographical area than between that area and the rest of the world. This geographical 

area is rarely affected by state policies, and the most important driving forces for economic 

regionalisation come from the markets, from the private trade and investment flows, and from 

the policies and decisions of companies. 

This kind of regionalisation forms strategic alliances between firms and creates 

inexorable momentum towards the further integration of economies within and across such 

regions. This kind of regionalisation process has become a partiCUlarly important feature of 

Asia-Pacific regional integration that is driven by complex, market-based imperatives of 

international specialisation and organised around transnational and Japanese firms and 

regional business networks (Hormats 1994, 34). 

Regionalisation can also involve increasing flows of people, the development of 

multiple channels, and complex social networks by which ideas, political attitudes, and ways 

of thinking spread from one area to another and the creation of a transnational regional civil 

society. Regionalisation is therefore commonly conceptualised in terms of 'complexes,' 

'flows', 'networks', or 'mosaics'. It is often referred to as undermining the monolithic 

character of the state, leading to the creation of cross-governmental alliance, multi-level and 

multi-player games and to the emergence of new forms of identity both above and below 

existing territorially defined states (Wallace 1990). 

(b) Regional awareness and identity 
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Regional awareness, regional identity and regional consciousness are inherently 

imprecise and fuzzy notions. Nevertheless they are impossible to ignore and, for many, they 

have become more central to the analysis of regional integration. According to Emmanuel 

Adler, all regions are to some extent subjectively defined and understood in terms of 

"cognitive regions" (Adler 1994, 1-4). Regional awareness is the shared perception of 

belonging to a particular community and defined in terms of common culture, history, or 

religious traditions. 

It can also be defined against some external other which may be understood primarily 

in terms of a security threat; for example, Europe's self-image defined as against the Soviet 

Union or Latin American nationalism against the threat of the US hegemony. It can also be 

defined in terms of external challenges such as the long tradition by which Europe was put in 

opposition to the non-European, especially, Islamic world; or, more recently, the revival of 

notions of an Asian community, such as the ASEAN integration identity in contradistinction 

to the West (Neumann and Welsh 1991, 3-37). 

(c) Regional interstate co-operation 

Interstate co-?peration refers to the negotiation and construction of interstate or 

governmental agreements. This kind of co-operative activity can be formal or informal and 

high levels of institutionalisation are no guarantee of either effectiveness or political 

importance. Oran Young pointed out that: 'though aU regimes, even highly decentralised 

private-enterprise arrangements, are social institutions; they need not be accompanied by 

organisations possessing their own personnel budgets, physical facilities and so forth' (Young 

1989, 29). The awareness in Young's study of formal organisation led the focus instead on 

the broader concept of "regime," which entails the explicit or implicit principles, norms, rules 

and decision-making procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given area 

of international relations (Krasner 1983, 1). 
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Regional co-operation may therefore entail the creation of formal institutions, but it 

can often be based on a much looser structure, involving patterns of regular meetings with 

some rules attached, together with mechanisms for preparation and follow-up from meetings. 

There are two strands of interstate co-operation that one can serve as a means of responding 

to external challenges and of co-ordinating regional positions in international institutions or 

negotiating forums. The other can be developed to secure welfare gains, to promote common 

values, or to solve common problems, especially problems arising from increased levels of 

regional interdependence. 

In the security field, such co-operation can range from the stabilisation of regional 

balance of power, to the institutionalisation of confidence-building measures to the 

negotiation of a region-wide security regime (Gamba 1997, 45). Unlike some other forms of 

regional integration, co-operative arrangements are very clearly static, designed to protect and 

enhance the role ofthe state and the power of the government. They involve a reassertion and 

extension of state authority as part of a process by which states are increasingly willing to 

trade a degree of legal freedom of action for a greater degree of practical influence over the 

policies of other states and over the management of common problems (Robson 1993,45). 

In developing countries, economic considerations 100m high on the integration agenda. 

Through this process, the countries aim at establishing a wider economic and market space 

which allows them to diversifY production and reduce or minimise their dependence on the 

export of a few primary commodities. This improves economic growth rates, and raises 

employment and the living standards of member countries' citizens. Regional co-operation 

and integration arrangements generally set forth a series of binding obligations relating to the 

fulfilment of the different phases of the process such as the establishment of a free trade area. 

But in reality, these "binding" obligations are never respected or adhered to by some of the 

member states. This lack of adherence has often led to the lack of credibility, limited 
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application of the policies and instability of some regional integration arrangements and 

contributed to their complete paralysis. 

Most issues surrounding regional integration in developing countries are about 

perceptions that they are not reaping equal benefits or balanced development from the 

integration arrangement and even that the regional integration is a causative factor. For 

instance, a group of less developed countries involved in the integration process may feel that 

others are benefiting more from trade liberalisation programmes by virtue of their relatively 

developed industrial base. In that situation the need for a balanced development and a fair 

share of the benefits of integration among the member countries often becomes an issue for 

contention, especially where the integration process involves countries with much disparity in 

their levels of development. In most cases, particularly within the EU, appropriate 

mechanisms need to be put in place to ensure that, to a large extent, the lesser-developed 

members are given special treatment to entice them to remain and contribute to the effective 

cohesion of the integration scheme. 

V. Methodology of the Study 

The purpose of this section is to describe the research methodology by which data was 

collected and analysed in this study. The study was conducted using the qualitative research 

method, which is the collection of extracts from documents, the review of literature, content 

analysis and interviews (Corey and Gerald 1987,62). 

The collection of qualitative data can occur in a variety of ways, such as in the form of 

transcripts, field notes, interviews, and documents in the form of pictures or in other graphic 

representations (Atkinson and Amanda 1994, 4). Researchers according to Strauss (1987) 

have different styles of investigating a problem as well as different talents and gifts, in 

drawing conclusion towards an analysis of a study. Towards this end, Strauss (1987) avers 
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that there is no single way of approaching a study because qualitative researchers have several 

ways of approaching the collection of research materials. 

(aJ The historical case study approach 

In the application of historical case studies, several approaches are used in the 

collection of data. This study employs the Triangulation Approach because of the sensitive 

and complex problems associated with co-operative efforts within the West African sub

region. The triangulation method is conducted around multiple sources of data collection. 

The understanding arising from the use of a triangulation methodology in a research is that, it 

allows for the inclusion of data from different sources or from different methods in an effort 

to produce a fully rounded, more authentic portrayal of the socio-poIitical phenomena under 

study. In doing so, the method allows the researcher to apply different data types, or different 

analytical strategies, in order to approximate with the increasing fidelity of a single, valid 

representation of the subject under study (Strauss 1987, 4-14) 

The policy implications of any entity in regional development, like ECOW AS 

necessitate a critical analysis of the past and present circumstances under which it operates, so 

as to present a sound analytical grounding to the study; hence, it is a historical case studies 

approach. The rationale behind the use of this approach is because the institutional structures, 

which make up the integration of the economic community of states in the sub-region, require 

trends of the past in order to formulate perspectives on the present and future directions. 

According to KerIinger (1986), historical case study implies "the critical investigation of 

events, developments, and experiences of the past; it is also the careful weighing of evidence 

of the validity of sources of information on the past, and the interpretation of the weighed 

evidence" (Kerlinger 1986, 14). 

With the study's objective of investigating and illuminating the nature and dynamics 

within the institutions of ECOW AS, a historical case study approach is reliable to investigate 
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such sets of grouping as the one encompassing the community of states in West Africa. In 

cognisance ofWiUer's (1976) assertion that no generalisation can be said to be valid from a 

single case study, the differing sets of communities within ECOW AS in the midst of their 

contractions require statements to describe why certain variables such as economic, political, 

or social, have contributed to the dismal pace of integration in the sub-region. This does not, 

however, mean that generalisation would totally be ignored, since the nature and diversity of 

the member states in the sub-region calls for such an interpretation of events (Willer 1976, 7). 

It is logical that the procedure used be a fruitful combination of the past, the present, and the 

future to explain achievements in a way that minimises the method's weakness and 

maximises its strength (Willer 1976, 19). 

To attempt to provide answers to the methodological complexities of this study, such 

as contentious policy and politically laden issues, three methods of data gathering. First, 

primary data: mainly the result of in-depth discussions or interviews as well as documents 

that were collected through field investigations into some ECOW AS countries. In the 

countries visited, valuable information was extracted from a partially structured pool of 

extremely important primary sources such as original Treaty Documents, the Executive 

Secretary's semi-annual or annual reports, the series of the Community's Official Journals, 

ECOWAS Policies and Programmes Series, and the special studies sponsored by the 

ECOW AS Secretariat itself. The use of these primary sources provides a refreshingly deep 

insight into the general operations and fortunes of the integration. A need exists for a 

comprehensive review of such primary documents to be able to present historic analysis of 

the Treaties setting up ECOW AS. 

In order to achieve many of the objectives set in this study, a field research trip to the 

ECOWAS Secretariat and diplomatic missions within West Africa became necessary in April 

of 1998. Documents, mainly those from primary sources, were collected in Nigeria, Togo, 

---~ - -- - --- - - - ------ -- - - -~~-~------------
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and Ghana, which are, in that order, the seat of ECOWAS since its inception in May 1975, 

and the anchor state within the community. The visit to the Republic of Togo was necessary 

because of its role as a member state that hosted a summit meeting to review the activities of 

ECOW AS in which they decided the location of the Secretariat. It was also in that meeting 

that the appointment of the first Secretary General and the approval of other practical 

arrangements for operating the Community organisation were made. Ghana was also visited 

because it is a member state that has always played a supporting role to Nigeria in 

championing the cause of integration in the sub-region (Gambari 1990, 31-63). The second 

method employed was to collect and systematically analyse the secondary data in the form of 

books, and articles - published as well as unpublished, including, for example, government or 

official publications; ECOWAS Official Reports from 1975-2000,' parliamentary debates, 

national and private newspapers. Also conected were the Executive Secretary's reports, the 

series of the Community Official Journals, the ECOWAS papers (at the Library of the 

Nigerian Institute of International Affairs, Lagos), as well as, the special studies sponsored by 

the ECOW AS Secretariat. 

The third method was that of tertiary data collected through journal articles, 

viewpoints, and analysis of ECOW AS by various scholars about issues pertaining to regional 

economic integration and development. Other documents were in the form of articles from 

the Internet, news broadcast, political commentaries and analysis of scholars about the 

political, social and economic underpinnings within ECOWAS. 

In sum, the present study is thus based on both existing records and documentary 

materials, opinions of scholars emanating from their own research, and on an opinion survey 

of two eminent personalities in Abuja, Nigeria and Accra, Ghana. 14 Such documents may be 

14 An informal interview conducted by the author in Lagos with R. B. Asante of the ECOWAS Secretariat during 
a research field trip. Another interview was conducted in Accra with Professor S. K. B. Asante at his home in 
Accra, Ghana, in December of 1997. 
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helpful in verifYing the correct spellings and titles of names of organisations that might have 

been mentioned in an interview. Also, such primary documents can provide other specific 

details to corroborate information from other sources. If the documented evidence is 

contradictory, the case study investigator has sufficient reasons to inquire further into the 

topic by reviewing the original documents. Finally the use of primary documents is to enable 

inferences to be made from documents requiring further research. 15 

IS See Robert Yin (1994) regarding case studies research. 
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In the 1960s and 1970s, most African countries served fundamentally as sources for 

raw materials for their metropolis. Even after they gained their sovereignty on paper, it was 

soon to be realised that they still relied heavily on colonial powers for trade and economic 

survival. In order to disengage most of these countries from what was later tenned neo

colonialism, by some scholars (Matossian 1958,217-18; Udogu 1996, 189), it was incumbent 

upon them to do business with each other. This philosophy was generally attractive and 

welcomed by some of the political actors who believed that economic sovereignty was a sine 

quo non for political sovereignty (Udogu 1996, 188). But how were these newly independent 

nations ready to pursue their objective of continental economic autarky after independence? 

The initial strategy was the creation of regional economic integration schemes. 

Numerous students of integration have posited that the existence of various 

background conditions or prerequisites will greatly facilitate the process of economic and 

other types of integration. 16 In another view, the lack or absence of these background 

conditions or requisites is an obstacle or hindrance to integration efforts. The overall 

evaluation of the achievements of ECOW AS in tenns of integration towards development can 

therefore be described as a West African experience still to gain its developmental 

momentum. The literature by most scholars on integration schemes in SSA, and the lack of 

success in many areas and economic development, has been attributed to the following: (i) the 

existence of numerous other organisations in the region (in particular, the francophone 

Communaute economique de l'Afrique de l'ouest, replaced by the Union economique et 
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monetaire ouest-africaine in 1994, q.v.); (ii) differences in ideology and approach; (iii) the 

fear of domination by Nigeria; (iv) the burden of certain institutional and economic structures 

inherited from colonial era; (v) the economic crisis that has plagued the region since the early 

1980s; (vi) member governments' lack of commitment, shown by their reluctance to 

implement policies at the national level; (vii) the absence of national links with the 

Secretariat; (viii) the failure of member countries to provide the agreed financial resources; 

and (ix) the lack of political stability in the region in the 1990s as ECOW AS activities were 

increasingly dominated by its efforts to secure peace in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea 

Bissau (Aly 1995,43). 

The establishment of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 

was the outcome of several efforts intended to close the ranks of the countries and to create an 

economic community in West Africa. The initial efforts to jump-start co-operation in West 

Africa began with a proposal by President William Tubman of Liberia of an initial 

organisation of a free trade arrangement with Liberia and its neighbours. 17 The development 

of an economic integration scheme and the first major bold step at the contemplation of 

pulling their resources to form an economic community embracing the three language 

groupsl8 in West Africa can be traced to 1963. The first free trade idea in West Africa was 

convened in 1964 at a meeting encompassing representatives from Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea and 

Sierra Leone to establish the framework around which the proposal was to take effect 

amongst them. The persistent efforts of President Tubman in 1965 resulted in an initial 

agreement to create an interim organisation for economic co-operation to remove trade 

barriers and to encourage the harmonious development of their respective states through joint 

trade (ECOWAS 1975,56). 

16 See in particular Abangwu, 1975. 
17 Founding Fathers of ECOWAS are William Tubman of Liberia, Yakubu Gowon of Nigeria, and President 
Eyadema ofTogo. 
18 The anglophone group (English), the francophone group (French), and the lusophone group (Portuguese), are 
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The necessity for regional integration from this time on in West Africa has never been 

in doubt. The need to revive President Tubman of Liberia's idea of sub-regional unity was 

then given an impetus by United Nations Economic Commission for Africa. The process was 

rejuvenated when the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) sent a mission to the West 

African sub-region to assess the possibilities of industrial development with primary 

emphasis on development projects that were intended to benefit two or more countries (ECA, 

1970). The end result of the mission was a proposal to meet in Lagos for the Conference on 

Industrial Co-ordination in West Africa. After this conference, intellectual activities inside 

and outside the West African sub-region focusing on the subject resulted in an avalanche of 

scholarly and policy literature but the spotlight naturally culminated in recorded failures. The 

momentum was present but the procedures, as wen as the resources to put the plans to work, 

were eluding the efforts of these countries. Besides the resource problems, the sub-region was 

prone to political instability such that leaders, who were active in the formation of ECOWAS, 

were often overthrown in a coup d' etats or forced into exile. There was no consistency of 

leadership and initiative directed to the efforts of President Tubman and particularly President 

Eyadema of Togo. As a result, there was no consensus because every leader in the West 

African sub-region was more concerned with how to survive or solidifY his grip on the throne 

rather than talk about sub-regional co-operation or integration. But the reason why West 

African countries wanted to create ECOW AS in spite of their differences has been partly 

explained by economic and political considerations. Conscious of their potential collective 

economic strength, they visualised that in order to enhance industrial development they must 

have access to a regional market. It was in fact the presence of economic underdevelopment 

that infused the leaders with what Ernst Haas calls "a shared conception of how and why they 

need one another." Under the whip of external dependence, economic integration becomes, in 

the three main groups in West Africa. 
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the words of Joseph Nye, the way to "get out from under" (emphasis added) (Haas 1958,50-

57). Put in a more explicit sense, the main political objective for the establishment of 

ECOWAS was an institutional instrument to maximise the bargaining position of the smaller 

and weaker West African states. This was necessary to enable the West African countries to 

compete better against the bigger and more powerful industrialised nations of the world, and 

particularly, to extricate the region's economy from Western neo-colonial control and 

manipulation (ECOWAS 1975, 16). 

The final bold move to bring about the birth of ECOW AS was taken at the conference 

for Economic Co-operation in West Africa held in Niamey in the Niger Republic in 1966. 

The expectations of the Niamey meeting materialised in yet another momentous United 

Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) sponsored conference held in Accra 

between April 27 and May 4, 1967, which agreed upon the setting up of a permanent West 

African Economic Community CECA 1993, 33-41). According to the then Executive 

Secretary ofUNECA, Robert Gardiner, the need for an economic community in West Africa 

was because many branches of economic activity were closed to majority of West Africa 

states owing to their small economic size. In this situation the countries of the sub-region 

could better compete in the global market if they consolidated their economies into more 

viable units. Gardiner emphasised that the integration initially did not need to involve the 

formation of fun-fledged common markets, although increased trade was important for any 

kind of regional economic co-operation. Gardiner also cautioned that it was probably 

premature at that stage to envisage that aU West African Governments would immediately 

agree to arrangements entailing a high degree of co-operation of important elements of 

economic policy with all their neighbours in the sub-region CECA 1967,56; ECOWAS 1988). 

The Accra Conference brought together 12 out of 14 countries, which after numerous 
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days of deliberations signed the adoption of the Articles of Association for the establishment 

of the Economic Community of West Africa States. 19 However, the duly signed-up protocols 

by those countries in April of 1968 came to a standstill as progress and enthusiasm amongst 

the states to rejuvenate the community died down considerably. But in 1972, General 

Yakubu Gowon, then Head of State of Nigeria, together with General Gnasingbe Eyadema, 

president of Togo, initiated new diplomatic moves aimed at reviving the 1967 idea of 

ECOWAS. Subsequently, by 1974, Togo and Nigeria had succeeded in bringing to the table 

fifteen participating states, which made the establishment of ECOWAS a reality in 1975 

(ECOWAS 1975,2). Shortly afterwards Cape Verde joined, bringing the total membership 

ofECOWAS to sixteen.20 

The ECO WAS Treaty containing 65 articles and arranged into 14 chapters has as its 

central objectives the promotion of co-operation and development in all fields of economic 

activity. The overall objective of ECOW AS is to promote co-operation and integration in 

order to create an economic and monetary union for encouraging economic growth and 

development in West Africa. To accomplish these objectives, the following actions were 

planned over a period of time ranging from 1975 to the year 2000, when the initiation of a 

common market for Africa would have been attained: (i) the suppression of customs duties 

and equivalent taxes (ii) the creation of a monetary zone (iii) the establishment of a common 

external tariff and (iv) the harmonisation of economic and financial policies, among others. 

However, the functional basis on which ECOWAS was established, requiring the 

accomplishment of certain objectives, and in a timely manner, were ignored reSUlting in the 

dismal transformation of the regional integration. 

19 The countries were: Republic of Benin, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Cote D'Ivoire, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, 
Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and the Republic of Togo. Only Guinea and Gambia were absent. 
20 Mauritania has since dropped out of ECOWAS. 
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I. The establishing Treaty 

The Economic Community of West African States (ECOW AS) is a state-promoted 

integration. The Treaties of ECOW AS since its inception involves specific policy decisions 

by governments designed to reduce or remove barriers to mutual exchange of good, services, 

capital and people. Modelled after the Treaty of Rome that established the European 

Economic Community, the ECOW AS Treaties are based on functionalism, which requires the 

transformation of the integration adopting the classical approach of passing three stages: a 

free trade zone (FT) , customs union (CU) and ultimately a common market (CM). The 

functionalist and neo-functionalist theses argue that, integration is achieved through a gradual 

and incremental process. European integration served as a model for ECOW AS integration. 

The EU Treaty is particularly explicit on trade promotion, with the elimination of tariff and 

non-tariff barriers between member states and the establishment of a common external tariff 

(or creation of a customs union), as its central theses. The process to achieve integration 

within ECOW AS was planned along these lines and was to be achieved in successions over 

the years. But the practical approach in terms of the allocation of adequate resources, 

technical skills, and the commitment for the achievement of all these grand goals was not 

indicated in the initial Treaty. The approach in the initial Treaty, rather, employed the 

integration of countries within ECOW AS to achieve the objective of integration in a "flexible 

and pragmatic manner" but not in stages as the case of the development of the European 

Union (Bundu 1997,29). 

The ECOWAS Treaty of 1975 recognised that the development of adequate 

institutional machinery to effectively manage and co-ordinate the diverse nature of 

development policies is imperative. In this vein, the Treaty made extensive provisions for 

institutions charged with administering and with directing the affairs of the community. To 
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ensure the effective implementation of its aims and objectives, the Treaty provided for the 

setting up of the following institutions with clearly defined spheres of authority and 

functions: (a) Conference of Heads of State and Government (b) the Council of Ministers 

(c) the Community Tribunal (d) The Executive Secretariat and, (e) six Specialised 

Commissions (ECOWAS 1992a and 1998b). 

(a) Coriference of Heads of State and Government 

The Conference, the highest authority of ECOW AS, meets once a year. The 

Chairperson is drawn from the member states in turn (ECOWAS 1992a). It is responsible for 

the general direction and control of the performance of the executive functions of the 

Community. Its decisions are binding on all institutions of the Community, and it ensures the 

progressive development and realisation of Community objectives. The Authority: (i) 

determines the general policy and major guidelines of the Community, and gives directives; 

(ii) harmonises and co-ordinates the economic, scientific, technical, cultural and social 

policies of member states; (iii) oversees the functioning of Community institutions and 

follow-up implementation of Community objectives; (iv) appoints on the recommendation of 

Council, the External Auditors; (vi) delegates to the Council, where' necessary, the authority 

to take such decisions as stipulated in the Treaty; (vii) refers where it deems necessary any 

matter to the Community Court of Justice when it confirms, that a member state or institution 

of the Community has failed to honour any of its obligations or an institution of the 

Community has acted beyond the limits of its authority or has abused the power conferred on 

it by the provisions of the Treaty. by a decision of the Authority or a regulation of the 

Council; (viii) prepares and adopts its Rules and Procedures; (ix) appoints the Executive 

Secretary in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty; (x) requests the Community Court 

of Justice as, and when necessary. to give advisory opinion on any legal questions; and (xi) 

exercises any other powers conferred on it under the Treaty (ECOW AS 1975 and 1992a). 
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(b) The Councilo/Ministers 

The Council consists of two representatives from each country: a chairperson is drawn 

from each country in tum. It meets twice a year, and is responsible for the running of the 

Community (ECOWAS 1992b, 162). The Council (i) is responsible for the monitoring, 

functioning and development of the community; (ii) makes recommendation to the Authority 

on the efficient and harmonious development of ECOW AS, and supervising aU subordinate 

institutions; (iii) appoints all statutory appointees other than the Executive Secretary; (iv) 

approves the work programmes and budgets of the Community and its institutions; (v) 

requests the Community Court of Justice, where necessary, to give advisory opinion on any 

legal questions; (vi) carries out aU other functions assigned to it under this Treaty and 

exercises aU powers delegated to it by the Authority. 

(c) The Tribunal 

The Treaty provides for a Community Tribunal, whose composition and competence 

are determined by the Conference of Heads of State and Government. The Tribunal interprets 

the provisions of the Treaty and settles disputes between member states that are referred to it 

(ECOW AS 1992a, 174). The Authority decides the composition, competence and other 

matters of the tribunal. The Tribunal interprets the provisions of the Treaty, settles disputes 

referred to it, and ensures "the observance oflaw and justice" (ECOWAS 1992a, 12-15). The 

Tribunal is charged with the functions of authoritatively interpreting the Treaty provisions on 

conflict resolution and management in the sub-region. It is not clear, however, how the 

tribunal, given its other charge to ensure the observance of law and justice, makes its 

interpretation binding on member states in the absence of a supranational law-enforcement 

agency.21 

21 See ECOWAS 1999b, concerning "policy implications of this function in the analysis." 
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(d) The Executive Secretariat 

The Executive Secretariat is elected for a four-year tenn, which may be renewed once 

only. ECOWAS is undergoing a process of refonn, which has seen the post of financial 

controller being scrapped, while two positions of deputy executive secretaries have been 

created for economic co-operation and policy hannonisation respectively. The restructuring 

of the Executive Secretariat was approved at the summit in December of 1999 (ECOW AS 

1999b, 173). 

The Secretariat initiates and proposes policy measures and programmes to the 

Community's technical commissions. The Secretary is appointed jointly by the Authority and 

Council for a tenn of four years and can be re-appointed only for another tenn of four years. 

The Authority upon the recommendation of the Council can remove the secretary from office. 

The Council appoints the two Deputy Secretaries of ECO WAS and the detennination of their 

tenns and conditions of service, and those of other officers of the Executive Secretariat.22 

The Council shall, "subject to the paramount importance of the highest standards and of the 

desirability of maintaining an equitable distribution of appointments spread such posts among 

citizens of member states.'m The officials of the Secretariat are regarded as international 

civil servants and accorded the privileges and immunities of foreign diplomats. The Treaty 

expressly specifies that officers of the secretariat owe their loyalty entirely to the 

Community.24 Thus, they are expected to function according to the accepted rule of 

international secretariats, as uninstructed bureaucratic and technical experts whose positions 

are insulated from the politics and diplomacy of their states of origin. This means that the 

independence accorded officers of the Secretariat is expected to enhance integration by 

22 See ECOWAS 1985, regarding the "development of the community." Lagos, Nigeria, 12-15. 
23 A Deputy Director heads each department within the Secretariat. 
24 See ECOWAS, Article 8, Section 9. 
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allowing technical issues to be removed from politics, depending, of course, on the general 

attitudes of member states and the skills, their decision-making style,25 dynamism, and overall 

outlook of the Secretariat officials. 

(e) The Specialised Commissions 

There are six of them. (i) The Trade, Custom, Immigration, Monetary, and payments 

commission; (ii) The Industry, Agriculture, and Natural Resources commission; (iii) The 

Transport, Communications, and Energy commission (iv) The Social and Cultural Affairs 

commission; (v) The Administration and Finance commission; and (vi) The Information 

commission (ECOWAS 1998d, 16). Also, the following institutions have been created as 

Specialised Agencies and Institutions within ECOWAS (SAl): (i) the West Africa Monetary 

Agency (previously the West African Clearing House) - the institution responsible for 

administering an ECOW AS exchange rate system and for establishing the single monetary 

zone, restructured in 1992; (ii) The Ecobank Transnational Inc - a private regional 

investment bank, established in 1984; (iii) The Organisation of Trade Unions of West Africa, 

established in 1984. (iv) The West African Youth Association, established in 1987; (v) The 

West African Universities' Association, established in 1987; (vi) The West African 

Women's Association, established in 1987; and (vii) The West Africa Health Community, 

established in 1987 (ECOWAS 1974, 1975-1987; ECOWAS 2000a, 188). 

(j) ECOWAS Fund/or Co-operation, Compensation and Development 

This fund has a staff of 100, and the chief executive of the fund is the Managing Director 

under a Board of Directors. The authorised capital of the Fund is US$500 million, of which 

$100 million has been called up, and $68.5 million is paid up as of October 1994. In 1998, 

agreements were reached with the African Development Bank (ADB) and the Islamic 

Development bank (IDB) on co-financing of projects and the joint training of staff. Efforts 

25 See Haas and Schmitter, 1966. 
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are currently under way to enhance the Fund's financial resources, by opening its capital to 

non-regional participants. In addition, it was agreed at the ECOW AS summit in December 

1999 to transform the fund into a holding company to be known as ECOW AS Investment and 

Development bank with two subsidiaries (i) ECOWAS Regional Investment Bank and Oi) 

ECOW AS Regional Development Fund (ECOW AS 1999b, 172). 

The Fund is made up of one minister each from member states of the Community. The 

Fund has six departments: Administration, Operations, Legal Affairs, Finance, Studies, and 

Office of the Secretary. Each of the specialised and technical commissions is made up of 

experts from all member countries, and their duty is to draw up programmes and supervise 

their implementation. The Commissions prepare reports and submit recommendations to the 

council through the Executive Secretary. In addition to the Office of the Financial Controller 

who does the internal auditing, there is the office of the External Auditor responsible for 

external aUditing of the finances of the community.26 

Soon after the establishment of the Fund, the Secretariat and the Fund saw themselves 

in conflict. Initially, the conflict was about the degree of independence to which the Fund was 

entitled. The conflict later escalated into personality clashes between members of the Fund 

and Secretariat. The controversy was primarily a result of the mandate and responsibilities of 

the Fund vis-A-vis the other ECOWAS institutions (ECOWAS 1998a, 76). The problem was 

whether the Fund was created as a temporary 'special feature', whose operation was to be 

limited to the initial years of the development of the Community, or whether it was to be 

institutionalised to function independent of others in the Community. The issue was resolved 

during the 1979 summit by the Authority when it was decided that the Executive Secretary 

heads the administrative structure of the Community. It was also stipulated that the Fund is an 

operations unit for the proper management of fund resources and the financial instrument for 
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the implementation of Community policies. The Treaty was accordingly amended to include 

the Fund as one ofthe institutions ofECOWAS.27 

The establishment of the Fund for Co-operation, Compensation, and Development is 

charged as a facilitator for the "equitable distribution of cost and benefits" and the adoption of 

a common strategy towards foreign investors. Such a move is seen as the most important 

factor for determining the prospects and future cohesion of ECOWAS. Articles 25 and 26 of 

the ECOWAS Treaty provide for compensation for loss of revenue from tariff reductions and 

for safeguard measures. In pursuit of the objectives toward a common market within the 

Community, serious imbalances/disruptions can occur within the economies of member states 

to warrant remedies. Also, article 2 of the protocol on the assessment of loss of revenue 

provides, among other things, "compensation to member states which have suffered losses as 

a result of the location of a Community enterprise." In addition, article 2 provides for the 

promotion of "development projects in the less developed member states of the Community" 

as a way of spreading development to jumpstart development within the entire sub-region. 

However, there are member states that are less developed within the community and 

were dissatisfied with these provisions. They claim that the distribution provided by the 'loss 

of revenue clause' is unequal because the assessment is based on the "co-efficient that takes 

into account the gross domestic product and per capita income of aU member states." On the 

basis of the provisions, and to incorporate their demands, Nigeria in 1977 paid 32.8 percent of 

the total contributions; Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana paid 13 percent and 12.9 percent respectively 

to avert the situation. Similarly, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde, which are 

noted as among the least developed members of the community, contributed 2.6, 1.5, and 1 

percent respectively as a demonstration of the bigger states willingness to shoulder the burden 

26 The Authority designated Sierra Leone to nominate ECOWAS external auditors in 1978. In 1979 R. A. 
Dilisworth Company was nominated as the first external auditors of ECOW AS. See ECOW AS 1992b, 1998b. 
27 Ibid. 
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of the cost of running ECOW AS and taking care of the imbalances within the integration 

(ECOWAS 1999b, 173). 

From this perspective and differences in members' contributions, there are often 

conflicts arising between beneficiaries of the compensatory scheme and regular contributors, 

who are not able to always quality for compensation. But Okolo and Wright (1990) contend 

that members will have a positive view of such measures of the community as time passes by, 

and that the benefits are accruable to any of them. From a rallying perspective, Okolo and 

Wright (1990) assert that the compensatory scheme is an important equalising element in the 

integrative system (Ariyo and Raheem 1990, 16). But the reason why it may have become an 

equalising element is that within the initial stages of integration, the more developed member 

states were made to shoulder a heavier burden than the less developed ones. But in the long 

run, all are likely to gain more from trade liberalisation when the community becomes fully 

operational. 

(g) Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution, Peace and Security 

The ECOWAS summit of December 1999 agreed on a protocol for the establishment 

of a mechanism for conflict prevention, management and resolution, peace, and security. The 

mechanism is to be established with the financial assistance of the European Union 

(ECOWAS 2000d, 41). The mechanism would involve a council of Elders, as wen as a 

security and mediation counciJ.28 ECOW AS decided to establish a Court of Justice following 

a two-day meeting of Justice Ministers in Abuja in October of 1999. The court is expected to 

address complaints from member states and institutions of ECOW AS as well as issues 

relating to defaulting nations. The Court will have a president, chief registrar and seven 

judges, and it will be a permanent institution. The setting up of the Court was approved by 

the ECOW AS summit in December 1999 after years of failing to accomplish its 

28 The Security and Mediation Council are ten members who are the Foreign Ministers from the following states: 
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establishment. Although the establishment is stm on paper, it has at this time, not yet been 

decided which country would host the Court. The Executive Secretary of ECOW AS was 

mandated to take the necessary steps to appoint the judges to the Court, which has yet to be 

done. 

A Committee of Eminent Persons (CEP) revised the ECOW AS establishing treaty of 

1975 between 1991 and 1992 first, to revise the establishing Treaty of 1975 and to stress the 

relevance in the accomplishment of set goals within the fields of economic and political co

operation among member states. Among other initiatives taken by the Eminent Persons 

(CEP) was to re-emphasise the achievement of a common market and a single currency as 

economic objectives requirIng immediate attention. In the political sphere the establishment 

of a West African Parliament is envisaged to provide the consensus required for political 

leadership. 

The CEP's provision in the Revised Treaty was the establishment of an economic and 

social council and an ECOWAS Court of justice to replace the Tribunal and enforce 

Community decision in a more effective manner. The Revised Treaty also employed the 

Community with the responsibility of preventing and settling regional conflict; the Treaty 

charged ECOWAS to endeavour to raise the living standards of its people, maintain and 

enhance economic stability, foster relations among member states, and contribute to the 

progress and development of the African continent. The Revised Treaty also charged member 

states to aUow ECOW AS integration policies and programmes to be influenced by the 

prevailing economic conditions in its member countries and to ensure that they adhere to the 

principal provisions of the African Economic Community (AEC) Treaty in terms of the 

Treaty's relevance to continental development (ECOWAS 1993, 78). But despite the report 

of the Committee of Eminent Persons of 1992/1993, there are still problems with the way 

Benin, the Cote D'Ivoire, the Gambia, Guinea, Ghana, Mali, Liberia, Senegal, Nigeria, and Togo. 
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policies are implemented because of a number of unchanged attitudes and miss-steps by 

member countries in their domestic policies vis-it-vis the regional framework from 

ECOWAS. In fact, the difficulty of implementing ECOWAS treaties is the most widely cited 

obstacle to integration (Aryeetey, 1998; ECOWAS 1998b and 1999a, 2000d; Bundu 1997; 

Shaw 1990), however, no reasons are given for such difficulties. The other relevant sectors 

often mentioned where ECOWAS's vision does not match the procedures put in place to 

transform a co-operation ideology to an integration process include the following areas of 

activity. 

n. Infrastructure - Travel, Transport, and Communications 

The significance of developing the infrastructure cannot be over-stressed and remains one 

of the important objectives of ECOW AS. Indeed, without an efficient regional transport and 

communication network, economic integration, and later, a political union would have little 

meaning. 

Regarding travel, communications, and transport, the Conference of Heads of State and 

Government signed a protocol in 1979 for the free movement ofthe region's citizens and the 

rights of residence and establishment of commercial enterprises. A programme for the 

development of an integrated regional road network was adopted by the 1980 Conference. 

Under the scheme, two major Trans-regional roads were to be completed: the Trans-coastal 

highway, linking Lagos, Nigeria, with Nouakchott, Mauritania (about 4,767 km); and the 

Trans-Sahelian highway, linking Dakar, Senegal, with N'djamena, Chad (about 4,460 km). 

By mid-1993 about 88% of the Trans-coastal route was completed, and about 78 % of the 

Trans-Sahelian route was also completed. (ECOW AS 2000b, 39). With respect to the trans

Sahelian highway, results are that out of the 4,460km; a total of 3,894km or 87% has been 

completed (ECOWAS 2000b, 39). Also, the status of implementation of the priority 
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programme showed that about 83% or 3,777km out of the 4, 560km of the trans-coastal 

highway has been completed. 

To complement air travel, in tenns of connecting member states to each other, the 

Authority of Heads of State and Government ratified the proposal to have an airline company 

to be named, "ECOAIR," and a coastal navigation compa~y to be created by the private 

sector. The two projects are at an advanced stage at the present time. Another important 

dimension with regards to transportation is a study on the interconnection of railway 

networks, which is receiving attention of donors (ECOWAS 2000b, 39). 

One of the cardinal goals of the Revised Treaty of 199111992 is the anticipated outcome 

to move from a regional economic integration to the union of West African States, as well as 

to the eventual union of the African continent (ECOWAS I 992a, 15). The dream of 

achieving this feat is reinforced by Article 27 (1 and 2) of ECOW AS Treaty, which states 

that: (i) citizens of member states shan be regarded as Community citizens and accordingly 

member states undertake to abolish all obstacles to their freedom of movement and residence 

within the community; (ii) member states shall by agreement be regarded as Community 

citizens from holding visitors visas and resident pennits and allow them to work and 

undertake commercial and industrial activities within their territories; and finally, (iii) social 

intercourse is extremely important in any kind of politico-economic relations (ECOW AS 

1975, 1-5). But by 1980, the first phase of the provision for the right to entry without a visa, 

arising from the establishing treaty came into force, but could not be implemented. The 

second provision, allowing unlimited rights of residence, was signed in 1986 (although 

Nigeria indicated that unskilled worker and certain categories of professionals would not be 

allowed to stay for an indefinite period); it came into force in 1989, but again failed to pass 

implementation. The third provision concerning the right to establish a commercial enterprise 

in another Member State was signed in 1990. 
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Notwithstanding the challenges, Article 27 (1&2) provided the groundwork for economic 

integration in West Africa and was to serve as a model for a future continental union. The 

optimism is even expressed that ECOW AS working together with other regional groupings 

could further the 1991 African economic Treaty aimed at establishing a common market in 

A.D. 2025. Indeed, it is also hoped that like in Europe, the ECOWAS Treaty could lead to 

the inauguration of an elected African Parliament with a supranational character (Ihonvbere 

1996,264). 

Regional integration of the various areas of economic activity within a sub-region is a 

process; but it is one thing to formulate policies and quite another to implement them. The 

quest to address the problem of underdevelopment in the sub-region is without doubt very 

urgent. Unfortunately, it is over two decades now since ECOW AS was created, yet the area 

has not come close to satisfactorily resolving the fundamental issues contain in its 

establishing Treaty. First, the intercourse in the past and up until the present time has been 

mitigated by the non-implementation of such minor protocols as the free travel of people, 

capital, and goods among the member countries (ECOWAS 2000c, 54). Second, the Trade 

Liberalisation Scheme (TLS) is not in operation because member states have failed to print 

the harmonised documents and have not yet removed the tariffs. Third, there is also high cost 

of compensation and the fact that the ECOW AS TLS and EUMOA coexist. Fourth, there is 

the absence of measures to enlighten economic operators about the ECOWAS TLS, and many 

others. Lastly, and not the least point, is that the people on the streets are not aware of what is 

happening in terms of involving them in the planning and execution of Community projects. 

III. Trade Flows 

In the area of trade flows between member nations of ECOW A, there has been a 

minimal increase since the Community's inception in 1975. But arguably, the volume of 

trade flows between ECOW AS member countries and industrial countries is proportionately 
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much larger than the intra-regional trade flows. For ECOW AS members as a whole, the 

average annual volume of imports from industrialised countries during the 1981-1992 periods 

was US$13 .22 billion. According to Deme (1995), for the same period, the average annual 

volume of imports from African countries was merely US$1.59 billion, of which US$1.24 

billion is from ECOWAS member countries" (Deme 1995, 117-18). In Table 1, the 1981-

1992 Average Annual Volume and Rate of Growth of Import by each ECOWAS member 

country is as foHows: 

Legend for Chart: Table 1 

A-ECOWAS 
B - Imports from Partner countries Rate of Growth (%) 
C - Imports from Partner Countries (Millions $) 
D - Imports from Industrialised Countries Rate of Growth (%) 
E - Imports from Industrialised Countries (Million $) 

A B C 
1. Benin 13 30 
2. Burkina Faso 9 118 
3. Cote d'Ivoire 14 323 
4. Cape Verde [*] [*] [*] 
5. Gambia -1 6 
6. Ghana 3 215 
7. Guinea 7 8 
8. Guinea Bissau 12 0.5 
9. Liberia 22 22 
10. Mali 8 129 
11. Mauritania 16 20 
12. Niger -3 58 
13. Nigeria 8 82 
14. Senegal 8 82 
15. Sierra Leone 45 7 
16. Togo 23 55 
Source: Mamit Deme 1995, 119. 

D E 
16 341 
2 235 

-1 1,350 
[*] 

7 113 
6 740 
16 55 
5 342 

24 1,209 
2 245 

-2 298 
3 232 

-3 6,099 
-3 746 
1 118 

-1 360 

Arguably, the above dismal statistics in import-export figures of ECOWAS' is not the 

lack of efforts; it is based on both internal and external conditions prevailing in the sub-

region. Internally, the area has been faced with numerous civil wars, military coups, and 

counter coups, and the impact of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) conditions. 
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Externally, the international lending organisations have made the region completely 

dependent on the creditors, such much so that a majority of member states of ECOW AS lack 

the major elements of sovereignty (Thonvbere 1996, 245-67). 

IV. The Later Years 

ECOWAS in its later years (1990s) was expected to have transformed West Africa 

into a Free Trade Zone and promoted industrialisation and economic development among the 

member states. It was expected to be a complete customs union within fifteen years (by the 

year 2000), of coming into being after the Treaty (1975) established it. Trade within the 

Community was to be fully liberalised by 1989, and a common external tariff was to be in 

placed by 1994. 

The Dakar agreement of 1979 was signed by all member countries to allow for the 

free movement of the factors of production across ECOW AS member states. But almost all 

of the above-mentioned objectives of ECOWAS have not yet been met (ECOWAS 2001,67). 

The failure to harness economic cooperation is compounded by the dynamic interaction of the 

socio-economic and political factors as they impinge on members' commitment to the ideals, 

aims, realities, and objectives of the Treaty that purport to forge their integration into a whole, 

toward regional development. These problems are indeed related, and they have retarded 

progress toward integration on several fronts within the process. The most dismal 

performance by ECOW AS has been in the area of market economic integration, which 

involves trade liberalisation, and requires a high degree of harmonisation of economic 

policies, as well as the establishment of a common external tariff. 

In its twenty-seventh year (1975-2002), ECOW AS has not achieved any of its market 

integration objectives. In comparison to the rest of the Community member of ECOW AS, 
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UEMOA, an organisation within two years of its existence and comprising eight out of the 

fifteen member states, was able to create a free trade zone by 1996. UEMOA went on to 

establish a common external tariff by 1998, and harmonised the macro-economic policies of 

its member countries. The success of UEMOA can be attributed to the active involvement of 

donors (mainly France) in the preparation and execution of its programmes, and the fact that 

these programmes are incorporated into the members' national economic programmes 

(ECOWAS 1998a and 1999a, 63). 

Similarly, the ECOWAS preferential trade mechanism, which was instituted to 

promote intra-regional trade, has failed mainly because of the high cost of compensation for 

loss of customs revenue occasioned by intra-Community trade liberalisation. Even though 

the elimination of tariff barriers may be viewed as short-term losses, particularly in a situation 

characterised by poor inflow of budgetary revenues, the ECOW AS mechanism in effect 

transfers the financial burden of compensation to the exporting countries, which are not 

always willing to bear such a burden (ECOW AS 1998a and 1999a, 65). Because of these 

drawbacks, the Conference of Heads of State and Government decided in 1980 to establish a 

free-trade area for unprocessed agricultural products and handicrafts from May 1981. From 

this date tariffs on industrial products made by specified community enterprises were also to 

be abolished. However, the implementation was delayed due to difficulties in defining such 

enterprises (ECOW AS 1998a, 23-67). In such a situation, the Community grouping cannot 

be said to reflect that of a free trade zone because of several constraints. 

This lack of implementation suggests that the total liberalisation of intra-community 

trade remains a problem issue even to the present time (ECOWAS 1998a and 1999a, 64). 

Aryeetey and Oduro state the problem with the lack of harmonisation, among others, as the 

unwillingness to make regional objectives the priority of the countries (Aryeetey and Oduro 

1996,16). Others include the fact that national perspectives of trade policies are at odds with 
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the requirements of regional integration. An example is the Community Protocol on the Free 

Movement of Person, Residence, and Establishment. Even though it has been implemented, it 

is contravened when it suits the interest of the member countries, making its unilateral 

application a problem. 

V. Compensation Mechanism 

One of the impediments in any integration scheme is how to agree among member 

countries to payout money or allocate a particular industry to a member country to 

compensate for that member country's loss of benefits that may have accrued to others 

because of the integration. Compensation mechanisms have been a problem in many 

schemes, are complex and, require ground rules to guide such a process. Compensation 

Mechanisms within ECOW AS is not in operation to usher in a "free trade area" within the 

sub-region as promised in the establishing treaty. The anticipation of intra-regional trade to 

bring about a dramatic increase of revenue to implement such a mechanism has not been 

realised because clauses within the compensation documents to safeguard the interest of the 

weaker countries has not yet been introduced. Evidence from the year 2000 ECOW AS 

Document is that from 1990 to 1997, the total estimated compensation budget was UA 

58,100,000, about 75 million US dollars. In comparison to other regional integration 

schemes, this amount is negligible compared to the ECOW AS regional GDP but it is high in 

relation to the recurrent expenditure budgets of some member states. Under Article 39 of the 

Revised Treaty, trade deflection occurs when "imports of any particular product by a member 

state from another member state increase (i) as a result of the reduction or elimination of 

duties and charges on the product. .. " and "this increase in imports causes or could cause 

serious injury to production ... " It is expected that as trade barriers are eliminated between 

member countries exports will increase from those countries, which have a competitive edge 

in a particular industry and contract in countries, which do not. But the requirements that the 
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Council of Ministers " ... take such decisions as are necessary in order to deal with causes of 

this deflection," seem to go against the objective of strengthening region-wide economic 

relations. Article 39 of the Revised Treaty therefore makes the occurrence allocation 

. difficult. A notable absence in the Revised Treaty is the lack of what is meant by "serious 

injury"; therefore, no one knows when a country is seriously injured or slightly injured and 

can qualify for compensation under this mechanism. 

VI. Other ideological constraints 

(a) Economic and Industrial Development 

Given the diversity in languages, nationalities, culture, legal and regulatory 

environment, the mobilization of capital for the establishment of Ecobank presented a major 

challenge. The inability of the various institutions within ECOWAS to mobilize capital in 

any form was a realization from the revision made to the establishing Treaty of 1975. In 

order to close the gap, a bank was established to forge and support initiatives of ECOW AS 

institutions to be able to revive entrepreneurships among the civil society in the sub-region. 

The establishment of Ecobank was unprecedented because never before had capital been 

mobilized on a regional scale, which witnessed the support of various West African 

governments and monetary authorities. The mobilization also included the tireless efforts of 

various individuals who worked hard to establish a landmark in the history of West African 

co-operation and enterprise. The founders of Ecobank sought to fin this gap by creating a 

private sector regional banking institution. With the support of the Federation of West Africa 

Chambers of Commerce & Industry and the Economic Community of West African States, 

Ecobank Transnational Incorporated was established in 1985 as a bank holding company 

(ECOWAS 1999a and 2000b, 34) 

A Head Office Agreement was executed with the government of the Republic of Togo 

in October 1985 under which Ecobank Transnational Incorporated, the parent company, was 
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granted the status and rights necessary for it to operate as a regional institution, including the 

rights of a non-resident financial institution. The first banking subsidiary opened for business 

in Togo in March 1988. New subsidiaries were opened in Nigeria and Cote d'Ivoire in 1989, 

in Ghana and Benin in 1990, and in Burkina Faso in 1997. Twelve years on, the Ecobank 

Group is now a full-service regional banking institution with 42 branches and offices in 12 

countries across West Africa (ECOW AS 2000a, 177). The newest subsidiaries in Mali, 

Niger, Senegal and Liberia were opened in 1999, and Cameroon in 2000. A Technical 

Services Agreement executed with Citibank of the United States of America (USA) provided 

the initial technical know-how and expertise for the establishment of the Group's banking 

operations. In the early 1980s, foreign and state-owned banks dominated the banking industry 

in West Africa. There were virtually no commercial banks in West Africa owned and 

controlled by the West African private sector. ECOW AS has also established the West 

African Monetary Institute (WAMI), under the agreement of the West African Monetary 

Zone. Its functions are to carry out and perform activities in accordance with the West 

African Central Banks leading to the establishment of a Central Bank for the sub-region. 

The ECOW AS programme for the development of village and pastoral water 

resources involves the creation of 3,200 water points throughout the sub-region: 200 water 

points per member state. The first phase was to commence in 1992-1996 and was to be 

concentrated in ten (10) member states most seriously affected or threatened by drought and 

desertification such as Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Mauritania, 

Niger, Nigeria, Senegal and Togo (ECQW AS 2000a, 56). Another facet of economic and 

industrial development in West Africa was taken by Decision AlDEC.1/12/99, in which the 

ECOW AS Authority adopted a sub-regional action programme (SRAP) to combat 

desertification in West Africa. 

The ECOW AS Agricultural Development Strategy (ADS) was formally adopted in 
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1982. The aim of ADS was to empower member states in the sub-region for selecting seeds 

and cattle species for industrial production and to become self-sufficient in such methods by 

the year 2000. Towards this regard, there was a joint agro-industrial forum in November of 

1995 by ECOW AS and the European Union in Dakar, Senegal to facilitate co-operation 

between companies in the two regions to develop and promote business opportunities in West 

Africa. The 1982 strategy has since been abandoned because of new changes and challenges 

in the economic environment in West Africa, which favour the development of the private 

sector (ECOW AS 2000d, 45). 

In the area of industrial development, there is an existing forum for West African 

Industries sponsored by ECOW AS every two years to promote regional industrial investment. 

There agreement is also an agreement for the construction of a 400-km gas pipeline to 

connect Nigerian gas supplies to Ghana, Togo, and Benin since 1995. The agreement is still 

in the works for the construction of such a gas pipeline, which will make it possible for the 

four countries to utilise natural gas from Nigeria for the generation of energy. This is in 

fulfilment of the August 1997 call by the Conference of Heads of State and Government for 

all member states to co-ordinate their long-term development programmes in order to 

formulate common objectives and to encourage greater economic growth in the region as a 

whole. 

(b) Trade and monetary union within the Community 

On trade and monetary union of the community, the elimination of tariffs and other 

obstructions to trade among member states, and the establishment of common external tariffs 

were planned over a transitional period of 15 years. At the 1978 Conference of Heads of state 

and Government, it was decided that from 28 May 1979 no member state should increase its 

customs tariff on goods from other members. This policy was regarded as the first step 

towards the abolition of customs duties within the Community. The first two years were set 
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out to experiment, the maintenance of import duties on intra-community trade and then for 

such duties to be eliminated in phases over the next eight years. In the first ten years, from 

1975-1985, quotas and other restrictions of equivalent effect were to be abolished then in the 

next five years (1985-1990); the remaining obstacles in external customs tariffs were also to 

be abolished. 

By 1990 there was an agreement by the Conference of Heads of State and Government 

for a single monetary zone and to remove obstacles to trade in goods that originate in the 

Community. The removal of such barriers according to earlier reports of the Authority (1985-

1990) impeded the creation of a monetary union within the Community and also retarded 

investments that facilitate trade with foreign countries. Tariffs of twenty-five manufactured 

items listed within ECOW AS member states were lifted as of January 1, 1990; the number 

had increased to ninety (90) by mid-l 99 1. The tariffs on other industrial products were to be 

eliminated over the ensuing decade as follows: (i) the 'most-developed' countries within the 

Community (such as Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, and Senegal) were to abolish tariffs on 

'priority' products within four (4) years and on 'non-priority' products within six years. (ii) 

The second group (Benin, Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Togo), were to abolish tariffs on 

'priority' products within six years, and on 'non-priority' products within eight years; and (iii) 

the 'least-developed' members (Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, The Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, 

Mali, Mauritania and Niger), were to abolish their tariffs on 'priority' products within eight 

years and on 'non-priority' products within ten (10) years (ECOW AS 2000a, 45). However, 

all these measures have not been implemented yet. 

As part of similar goals, ECOW AS in 1992 restructured the West African Clearing 

House to be known as the West African Monetary Agency (WAMA), as a specialised agency. 

W AMA was to be responsible for administering an ECOW AS exchange rate system (EERS) 

and to establish the single monetary zone. There was also the mandate by the EERS to put in 
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place a credit guarantee scheme and a traveller's cheque system. The agreement to jump-start 

the EERS was signed by the Governors of the Central Banks of ECOW AS member states in 

Banjul, The Gambia in March 1996. By December 1992, ECOWAS Ministers agreed on the 

institutionalisation of an ECOW AS trade fair, in order to promote trade liberalisation and 

intra-community trade. The first trade fair, which was held in Dakar, Senegal in May/June 

1995, was attended by some 400 private businesses from the 16 member states. The trade 

fairs have since become an annual affair and rotate among Community member countries in 

the sub-region. In July 1996, the Conference of Heads of State and Government agreed to 

impose a common value-added tax (V A T) on consumer goods, in order to rationalise indirect 

taxation and to stimulate greater intra-community trade. In August 1997, ECOWAS heads of 

state and government appointed an ad hoc monitoring committee to promote and to oversee 

the implementation of trade liberalisation measures and the establishment of a single 

monetary zone by 2000. Similarly, the Conference authorised that a regional traveller's 

cheque scheme should be made operational by early 1998. 

(d) New initiatives 

The twenty-second ECOW AS summit adopted a double-track approach to integration; 

six non-UEMOA member states took the decision to establish a second monetary zone by 

2003. This second zone would then be merged with the CFA zone to form a single 

ECOW AS monetary zone by 2004. Considerable progress has been made in this regard since 

the mini-summit held in Accra on April 20, 2000, which was attended by the then ECOW AS 

chairman, Mr. Lansana Kouyate, and the six countries concerned: Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, 

Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. Also, an evaluation meeting of the convergence Council 

was held in Conakry on July 5, 2000. A work group was established in May of 1999, made 

up of representative of the six Central Banks and the Secretariat, acting as coordinator. It is 

charged with preparing the technical documents after consultations with and working visits to 
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the relevant institutions within and outside the sub-region, mainly BCEAO, BCE, European 

Union and EDF. The experts' group prepared the documents for consideration by the 

technical committee of the convergence Council, which met in Banjul in November of 2000 

(ECOW AS 2000d, 189). 

(e) Political stability in the sub-region 

In the sub-region during the 1990s, ECOW AS activities were increasingly dominated 

by its efforts to secure peace in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea Bissau (Aly 1995, 43). The 

term "security" in terms of its application has sometimes assumed sinister overtones in the 

sense of "national Security." National security can refer to safety, the likelihood of the 

absence of war, and the likelihood of negotiations rather than belligerence, but it can also 

refer to the preservation of peace as the normal condition for some people within society. 

National security as a term has also come to denote all purposes of defence, including 

preparations for belligerence, pre-emptive strikes and even any presumed "vital" interest to 

preserve a concept as integration. As a result, policies of national security may precipitate 

insecurity rather than security by being the exclusive tools of those in power. Because of the 

distressing events in several of its member countries, ECOW AS found out that an 

environment of relative peace and stability was imperative. It found that it had to involve 

itself in conflicts in member states to ensure that the environment it so cherishes is conducive 

to the implementation of its economic programmes. 

At the time of the outbreak of hostilities in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea-Bissau 

from 1989 to 2000, ECOW AS already had certain legal instruments that enjoined them to 

respect each other's territorial integrity, exist alongside each other in peace and harmony, and 

unite to ward off both any external attack, armed threat or aggression directed against a 

member state and internal armed conflicts engineered from outside. These instruments were 

the Protocol on Non-Aggression of 1978, and the Protocol on Mutual Assistance in Defence 
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of 1981. 

However, these Protocols lacked in-depth provisions for effective prevention, military 

intervention and management or resolution strategies that might be employed to end conflict. 

As a result, ECOWAS had to resort to ad hoc mechanisms such as repeated mediation 

initiatives by high-powered committees, usually made up of foreign affairs ministers of 

member states or their defence ministers. ECOWAS sent a multinational West African 

military force made up of troops volunteered by West African states with the sole purpose of 

restoring peace in Liberia and Sierra Leone when the conflicts erupted. This was the 

beginning of the ECOW AS force, commonly known as ECOMOG (ECOW AS Ceasefire 

Monitoring Group). It is widely recognised and accepted today that ECOMOG has 

successfully discharged its mandate of peace-keeping and peace enforcement and West Africa 

will thus remain as the only sub-region in Africa to have successfully mounted a fun peace-

keeping operation to further the sub-region's integration attempts. Mauritania has since 

withdrawn its membership of the Economic Community of West African States 

(ECOW AS).29 

In summary, West Africa needs integration as much as any other region or sub-region, and 

has managed to achieve the difficult goal of at least sustaining the current scheme. The 

question arises, why has the integration scheme achieved so little progress and such faltering 

steps? The overall evaluation of the achievements of ECOW AS in terms of integration 

towards development can therefore be described as a West African experience which was 

hastily conceived with regard the problems of the sub-region; without regard to the 

circumstance of the ideologies pre-existing in the sub-region; without the need for a process 

where the planning will be reviewed in stages. More so, the process was planned without an 

29 Mauritania sent in its application to withdraw from ECOW AS in 1986 and by 1999 communicated this desire 
verbally in the Assembly session to the Heads of State and Government. Mauritanian has since withdrawn from 
ECOWAS. 
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input from the Founding Fathers, some of whom were overthrown in military coup d'etats, 

had been assassinated, had died or were forced into exile shortly after 1975. 

Simply put, the general belief that regional integration creates the potential for self

generating development considered by its instigators as a means of promoting collective self

reliance in West Africa, has from the outset, as this study argues, failed not only to promote 

regional economic integration, but also failed to promote regional economic co-operation. 

Whilst regional integration is still proclaimed as a prime objective of the community, its 

emergence reflects ECOW AS' pervasive concern with stabilising and controlling its internal 

and external environment in tenns of policies to address these inequities as wen as its 

member countries. Regional integration in its current fonn in West Africa can be seen, then, 

as a non-collective response to such a dilemma. The sub-regional economic integration and 

development problems of the sub-region include how to acquire, how to organise and how to 

utilise needed external resources whilst seeking to minimise external intervention in the 

development process. Regional integration in the orthodox sense and used by Mitrany 

(1975), is an approach to collective development, which simultaneously seeks to minimise 

foreign involvement in the affairs of states encompassing the West African Sub-region. But 

this has not been the case in the regional economic integration attempt by ECOW AS so far. 

Certainly, progress in the direction of a viable economic development that would embrace 

the entire sub-region has been disappointing. Reasons for these failures, and at the risk of 

repetition, arise from problems in the process of integration. The next chapter will examine 

some of the key exacerbating factors that have substantially impacted the forging of a viable 

regional economic integration in West Africa. 
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Chapter IV 

Setting the Stage for Analysis 

I. The Critical Elements of Integration 

The primary focus in this chapter is to set the stage for an analysis, and to illuminate 

critical elements that have culminated in the dismal pace of achieving the pursuit of dynamic 

policies towards regional self-reliance by ECOW AS. The complexity of these impediments 

are, indeed, highly critical elements of any integration scheme or attempt, which have guided 

effective integration schemes on the one hand, and caused the collapse of many, particularly 

in other Third W orId integration processes. In West Africa, apart from the continuous threat 

of military de-stabilisation, available evidence suggests that free trade areas, customs unions, 

and partial preferential trade areas that have been established at different times in different 

regions of the developing world have not performed according to set plans. Most have in 

their previous incarnations, generated only limited immediate, tangible benefits, and in the 

end, eroded political support for their continuation. Other areas that have been noted include 

poor sequencing and ill-chosen instruments and structures that contributed to their demise. 

Similarly, and particular to this study, is that other integration schemes have been 

badly conceived and not crafted, bearing in mind the prevailing circumstances of the sub

region. This contention here regarding ECOW AS is based on the principle that what occurs 

in regional integration is a process by which a series of essentially functional economic and 

non-political decisions are made incrementally. The outcome of such incremental end 

products in West Africa is supposed to result in an inadvertent process of political as well as 

economic integration. However, in the case of an integration attempt within ECOW AS, 

purposeful behaviour has been ignored in their approach. 
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Regional economic changes were made within the EU to satisfY the requirements of 

an extended market that could create a need for political union. But such policies could not 

in themselves affect such a union, as Haas (1958) alludes, in the following assertion: ... "that 

the decision to proceed with integration within Europeans or to oppose it rested in part with 

decisions of the existing political actors." In the above statement, Haas believes many 

regional economic problems involved in integration can be solved only through political 

measures. Moreso, the development and orientation of regional trade; the maintenance of full 

employment, the regulation of cartels and monopolies, the prevention of depression and 

inflation, and the co-ordination of regional economic plans require legal provisions, 

executive decisions and policies, and also require administrative harmony within the 

responsibility of the highest spheres of government. 

In saying so, the aims and objectives of ECOW AS, regardless of whether such aims 

and purpose is the promotion of economic well being, or the promotion of human welfare, or 

its current role of the promotion of security, it's assumed that every policy taken is political 

in nature. Not only have political objectives motivated the establishment of ECOW AS, but 

political actions also bring them into being, and it is politics that characterises their 

functioning. As Cochrane argues about organisations like ECOWAS, they are marked by 

conflict among participants-actors over goals and over the distribution of costs and benefits 

just as it is politics at the national level. In terms of the problems inhibiting progress within 

ECOW AS, it is not going too far, then, to say that regional organisations are in reality 

political systems (Cochrane 1967, 14). The following are the impediments surrounding the 

transformation of ECOWAS to a coherent integration of West Africa in economic 

development. 
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n. The sub-regional Dynamics 

The sub-region is a political-spatial identity consisting of a group of states, which are 

proximate and interdependent. It is generally characterised by geographical relatedness and 

other affinities. A sub-region may be defined as "a set of contiguous states with a level of 

interaction between them, such that a lack of trade and/or security within or between 

individual states in the region affects the economic or political security of the set of states as 

a whole." (Buzan 1991, 188) Ghana for example, has obvious common interest, and 

somewhat similar problems to face, as Nigeria or Senegal. Moreover, there exist certain 

ethno-cultural and economic similarities within each sub-region, which are far more 

remarkable than the differences. These are enhanced by cross-border trading and free 

movement of people, which in West Africa pre-date ECOWAS. This does not preclude the 

members of the organisation having areas of conflict - for example over the artificial borders 

inherited from the colonial powers, and the rivalry over the relative weight and influence of 

member states, especially Cote d'Ivoire, the most prosperous of the West African 

francophone states, and Nigeria as the largest of the Anglophone states. Analysts30 suggest 

that Cote d'Ivoire's relations with Nigeria are based on rivalry because the country has a 

leadership aspiration in the sub-region and, therefore, see Nigeria as a stumbling block to the 

perceived cohesiveness that should have existed amongst the countries in the West African 

sub-region. 

From this detailed background, the most important features of a regional 

configuration are the relative degree of balance and complementarity and the extenHo which 

the component states are oriented to integrative behaviour (Feld and Boyd 1980, 3). It is 

argued that a relatively balanced distribution of economic capabilities ensures genuine 

30 Analysis by Professor Anthony Asiwaju on socioeconomic integration in West Africa, and by Siddick Soule, a 
Lecturer at the Faculty of Social Sciences, Abidjan, Cote d'Iviore, on July 24,1993. For more details about 
counter alliance in Africa on checkerboard pattern, see Zartman 1966,65. 
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equalities and breeds mutual confidence while unequal capabilities cause apprehensions -

real or perceived - among the weaker states because of their disadvantaged position 

economically and politically. In regions where there are a high degree of balance and 

complementarity, as in Western Europe, usually there are a number of core members and a 

graduation of economic power levels and a regional unanimity that protects the interests of 

the sman members (Feld and Boyd 1980, 3). 

On the other hand, marked contrast in economic power levels, degrees of 

complementarity and extent of integrative orientation exists in West Africa as this study 

indicates. It can be argued that the degree of complementarity is also very low in the sub

region. Apart from balance and complementarity, level of domestic political development and 

foreign policy orientations are important determinants of integrative or co-operative 

behaviour in a sub-region. Moreover, since conflicts with a predominantly bilateral and local 

relevance easily can escalate to the regional level, settlement of such conflicts is foremost a 

question of state-to-state relations. Thus, regional or sub-regional defence agreements or 

pacts are concomitant with regionalism as they are aimed at protecting the expected gains of 

their mutual co-operation and interests from being undermined militarily or through other, 

more subtle means. 

III. The Road to Integration in W A 

The new regionalism concept, which is emerging, appears to be built on the 

recognition that past failures must be avoided. ECOW AS can be counted among second

generation regional integration agreements.31 The second-generation regional integration 

schemes are different from those devised in the 1960s and the 1970s in various ways. 

Among the characteristics is the following: (i) the second-generation involved greater 

diversity among regional members. (ii) they are based on partnership among members, which 

31 A classification of regional integration agreements from first generation, second generation, and third 
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have already carried out significant unilateral trade liberalisation. (iii) they are going beyond 

simple trade liberalisation in goods subject to GATT regulations to include IiberaIisation of 

trade in services, investments, technical and regulatory standards, customs formalities and 

government procurement practices. (iv) they have different objectives with an outward

orientation. (v) they develop a more North-south character instead of the North-North and 

South-South arrangements which characterised earlier integration schemes; and finally, are 

more outward-looking in aiming to achieve or maintain the global competitiveness of the 

sub-region as a whole and that of its members combined (Mistry 1995a, 66). 

Regionalism as it applies to our study may be defined as attempts by neighbouring 

nation-states, reinforced by a sense of common purpose or predicament within a definite 

region or defined area, to foster economic or political co-operation among themselves, in 

order to lessen their dependence on others outside the region. It can be deduced from the 

above definitions that regional groupings are a continuum of three stages: co-operation, co

ordination and full integration with an ulterior motive in accommodating local conflicts. 

Economic integration, according to the functionalist model, contains a certain dynamic logic 

that bargaining collectively will fulfil the background functions of a 'pluralist political 

structure, similarities in economic and industrial development and ideological political 

structures with their inherent spill over.32 Spill-over implies that success in one integration 

sector will then lead to advances across a much broader front, just as the economic 

achievement of the European Union have since then generated additional political and 

strategic co-operation. 

It should be pointed out that the functionalist approach looks at the regional co

operation process as a transitional stage of regional integration, rather than an end in itself. 

However, some important deductions follow from these premises. In the first place, the 

generation (well grounded in terms of the new regionalism concept) can be found in Mistry 1995b. 
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approach appears to be an oversimplification in the sense that it ignores the primacy of 

politics in the co-operation process among the developing countries. It has been observed 

that even if co-operation starts in a few discrete and non-controversial areas, it soon gets 

over-politised negating the validity of a gradual politisation process. 

Secondly, the functionalist approach also implies surrender of some elements of 

sovereignty to the regional body, which in tum, gradually attains some amount of autonomy 

and decision-making role. Empirically, however, it has been found that the member states 

are unwilling to share even the smallest degree of sovereignty with these regional institutions 

excepting where the member states explicitly agree to do so within an integration framework. 

Concrete real decision-making power lay with the government representatives rather than the 

bureaucrats of these organisations. This amounts to inter-governmentalism; that is 

government-to-government relations rather than what is known as 'supra-nationalism'. 

Thirdly, the transitional status of regional co-operation as conceived in the very 

approach of functionalism may be questioned in the context of the developing countries. A 

regional co-operation process in most cases is an end in itself, intentionally stopping short of 

integration. Moreover, hardly any organisation in the Third World has been able to achieve 

economic integration, let alone political integration, even if it was so desired. 

IV. Issues of credibility and political commitment in RI 

An important outcome in the realisation of any regional integration depends on the 

exertion of political will by regional governments to co-operate in meaningful ways and to 

subordinate narrow, short-term national interests to the wide regional good and to the longer

tern benefit of aU members. The extent to which such benefits are realised depends on 

acknowledgement by members that the emergence of a regional community may transform 

completely the vista and scope of such cohesion. Whatever the economic potential for 

32 Works in this direction include Onwuka and Sesay, eds. 1985 and Mitrany 1966, 167-98. 
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deriving benefits from the integration might be, it is the political importance attached to 

capturing such gains that will eventually detemline the course and content of the regional 

integration. The mere acknowledgement of the case that the potential for such gains exist is 

not, by itself, enough. The fact that different types of gains can be derived from regional 

integration does not mean that, in any particular region, they will be achieved. The absence 

of coherence and consensus on the part of members as to the political and economic 

significance of the regional attempt would impede their progress whether in mature 

arrangements like the European Union or in less integration attempt like ECOW AS. In 

search of a regional integration, commitment to co-operation is widely expressed by member 

governments in developing regions where regional institutional frameworks exists, but intent 

is rarely translated into detemlined action. 

Moreso, publicly expressed interactions or apprehension about the dominance of any 

one country in the region appear to be contradicted by the unseemly haste with which other 

like-minded governments infomlally agree to arrangements among themselves as an inner 

core, instead of making progress on a generally accepted regional framework within which all 

countries can participate constructively and in a non-threatening manner. In sum, the 

movement towards deeper integration depends on a national perception about gains or losses 

from regional integration and the political will that national governments are able to muster in 

favour of movement toward widening or deepening of the integration. The pace of regional 

integration is a function of the pace of domestic political evolution in the member countries 

concerned. The problem in developing countries, and particularly those in West Africa, is the 

unstable nature of the countries because of civil unrests, threats of takeover, coup d'etats, 

which have overstretched the economic, social, and political systems. In most cases, the 

pressure results in an overload, culminating in setbacks, albeit temporarily, in the effective 

cohesion of the member countries in regional integration. Because the trend in regional 
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integration today is the advent of political and economic conditions, it has culminated in more 

democratisation and liberalisation demands of countries all over the world. The two forces 

have renewed the thrust in which regional integration schemes have taken dynamic pro-active 

measures to capture the benefits that an enhanced integration can offer them. 

Similarly, where regional integration (and member governments) has lacked credibility 

investment has not occurred, especially in SSA. Experience has also shown that where the 

member countries have very dissimilar underlying economic and political strategies (as in 

W A), there is much smaner likelihood of successful integration. Integration between a state

centred economy and a more market-oriented economy can be problematic (as was the case in 

WA during the Cold War era), and as will be shown with Tanzania and Kenya in the East 

African Community in the 1970s. Also, countries with a history of political support, co

operation, and mutual global interests make better candidates for regional integration, 

whereas countries with antagonistic histories find it more difficult to negotiate and 

compromise. It is difficult to generalise about these issues within the context of SSA, as each 

pair of countries has a unique or mixed historical relationship. However, given the history of 

regional and domestic conflicts, and the difference in, and uncertainty about the basic 

economic strategies, negotiations on a multilateral trade agreement can be expected to be 

slow. 

v. The inadequacy of Classical Theory of integration to ECOWAS 

There are no simple recipes or models. The success or failure of any model hinges on 

the specific context and environment in which the co-operation is to operate. Care must be 

taken if a model needs to be transplanted or copied from a different context and 

circumstances. The model must be adapted to local needs and realities. Some of the 

approaches and mechanisms from Europe which ECOW AS has adapted may be useful to the 

African context such as the principle of subsidiarity, targeted policies to reduce welfare 
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disparities between countries, the role of sman countries, and the gradual implementation of 

the integration at different speeds (variable geometry) (Laporte 1995, 15). 

Within the constructs of Neo-functionalist, the nation-state is not a monolithic 

structure, and on the contrary. this approach perceives it as a combination of interests and 

issue-areas consisting of different groups, elites, bureaucratic officials and political leaders. In 

the neo -functionalist integration paradigm, those different groups create different types of 

co-operations and coalitions for maximising their benefits (Haas 1961, 76). They also 

interact with their transnational counterparts, a concept Haas describes as integration on the 

basis of shifting coalitions of convergent interests represented by government officials, 

interest groups and the elite. As the integration process proceeds, interests of different groups 

and elites forming a political community would be redefined in terms of a regional, rather 

than a purely national1evel. (Haas 1958, 13). It is in this phase that, for neo-functionalists, 

the shift from economic integration toward political integration would start. Haas defines his 

"political integration" concept as a "process whereby political actors in several distinct 

national settings are persuaded to shift their loyalties, expectations and political activities 

toward a new centre, whose institutions possess or demand jurisdiction over the pre-existing 

nation-states" and argues that "the end-result of a political integration process is a new 

political community, superimposed over the pre-existing ones" (Haas 1973, 16). In principle 

then, the neo-functionalists anticipate to reach a goal at the end of an integration phase, which 

has not been the case within ECOWAS. 

The acknowledgement and the argument here is that if integration, such as ECOW AS 

is properly constructed, substantial benefits can accrue to members. Nevertheless, the benefits 

could pose a concern, as most of the gains will only benefit the larger or more industrially 

developed member countries. The assertion is that the larger (as in Nigeria, Ghana and Cote 

d'Ivoire), or more industrially developed ones are positioned to capture extra income benefits 
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from an openly accessible regional market. The problem associated with relative economic 

weight and capability of regional partners in terms of the ways benefits are supposed to be 

distributed has slowed down most integration processes (Andean Pact countries) and caused 

the collapse of others (East African Community).33 In the developing countries, and moreso, 

with developed countries, measures are being taken to put in place effective equalising 

arrangements so that the gains from regionalisation can be equally distributed to enable the 

sman countries to keep the commitment of the smaller, less developed economies to a 

regional treaty of integration. 

VI. The basic outcomes of RI 

What then are the basic outcomes of regional integration in developing countries? 

The answer in general, is that regional integration involving developing countries have sadly 

failed to promote trade or industrialisation, or to result in significant economic gains for 

member countries. Empirical evidence suggests that ECOW AS have had little, if any, impact 

on intra-regional trade, and the cohesiveness it needs to attain the goals that it has envisioned. 

In their comprehensive survey, Langhammer and Heimenz (1990) have found no case in 

which a regional integration made up solely of developing countries had made significant 

contribution to trade expansion or economic development. Most other analysts have come to 

the same conclusion. Notwithstanding, there are some regional initiatives in developing 

countries that have witnessed a rapid growth in trade among them (e.g., ASEAN, 

MERCOSUR, APEC), but in each case trade expansion preceded the regional integration. 

Also, only the South African Customs Union (SACU), with South Africa as the key player, 

has managed after Apartheid to secure an achievement of measures in the integration of goods 

(Foroutan 1993, 73). Within West Africa, the Communaute Economique de l'Afrique de 

rOuest (CEAO) appeared at some point to have made modest positive impact on intra-

33 See, for example, Bhagwati J 995, in the arguments in favour of Mexico within NAFf A and what can occur if 
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regional trade immediately following its formation, but trade growth stagnated thereafter. 

Other regional integration schemes within sub-Sahara have no discernable impact in terms of 

the aforesaid (Foroutan and Pritchett 1993, 98-102). 

By contrast, the record in industrialised countries is somewhat better (such as the EU), 

where regional integration are considered to have stimulated increased trade and economic 

growth along the neo-functionalists theory of integration. There are several reasons for this 

different outcome (Oyejide 1986, 67). The first factor is that trade creation appears to have 

been relatively larger in industrial countries, at least partially because member countries were 

more integrated before they came together. The second factor is that, industrialised countries 

have exploited gains from intra-industry specialisation and product differentiation, which are 

more important in larger, high-income markets. In terms of the Neo-functionalists, expansion 

in intra-industry trade has been a clear outcome in the EU (RadeJet 1990,29). But in poorer 

countries like those in West Africa, where the market for different products is more limited, 

intra-industry trade has not increased. Finally, regional integration in high-income countries 

has a much better record of actually implementing agreed policy changes, often ahead of 

schedule than developing countries. 

Furthermore, the basic outcomes of regional integration attempts in developing 

countries can be traced directly to their basic strategy of attempting to foster industrialisation 

based on import substitution. Inward-oriented regional integration has consistently failed to 

support the expansion of either trade or industry (Langhammer and Hiemenz 1990, 34; de la 

Torre and Kelly 1992, 65; de Melo and Panagariya 1993,66). Trade diversion was an implicit 

objective of many regional integration schemes, with members aiming at expanding intra

regional trade as a substitute for global trade, rather than to foster competition (Langhammer 

1992, 56). But most broke down as a result of internal conflicts over the distribution of the 

benefit accrues to the United States and Canada. 
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costs and benefits of the agreement. Again, the East African Community (EAC) , case is 

invoked. The EAC broke up in 1977 due to the problem of inequality in the operation of the 

common market, particularly the industrial allocation of new single-plan industries among 

other problems. Member countries in inward-oriented regional integration schemes have 

been tempted to develop high, and widely dispersed, levels of effective protection. In many 

cases, the high levels of protection led to excess capacity in the protected sectors. Like the 

case in the EAC, the solution was to either allow member countries to impose barriers to 

entry, or explicitly include complementation agreements that allocated specific industries to 

different member countries. Notwithstanding these agreements, conflicts often arose because 

there were no clearly articulated criteria on how the allocation was to be done (de la Torre and 

Kelly 1992, 45). 

Other issues of importance to regional integration in developing countries are the 

limited size of the regional market, which often leads to many governments' perception 

(probably correctly) of pursuing inward-oriented regional integration as at best zero-sum 

games (Hazelwood 1967, 45). In this wise, inward-oriented regional integration schemes 

have tended to foster the creation of vested interest, rather than competition, where protected 

industries have been more likely to fight integration with the world economy, and are less 

likely to be able to eventually survive such competition. 

By contrast, regional integration in industrialised countries has tended to be outward

oriented, with members generally aiming to ultimately expand the agreement and become 

more integrated in global markets (e.g., EU, NAFTA). Outward-oriented regional integration 

schemes have been far more successful than inward-oriented arrangements, especially when 

member countries adopt an open stance before the agreement (e.g., APEC, EU, NAFTA). 

Most countries in SSA continue to be inward-oriented and have only modest trade linkages. 

For example, the share of intra-group exports in total exports was less than 6 per cent for all 
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of the major regional integration schemes in SSA in 1990, with the exception of CEAQ, 

where it reached 10.5 per cent (ECQW AS 2000b, 178). The comparable shares for ASEAN, 

NAFTA and the EU were 19,42 and 61 per cent (Foroutan 1993). However, we must note 

here that the magnitude of actual trade flows in SSA is almost certainly larger than the 

official figures indicated because of unrecorded flows34 (Husain 1993, 99; Barad 1990, 44); 

the basic conclusion remains that most existing trade takes place with countries outside the 

region. In view of these assumptions, Foroutan and Pritchett (1993) concluded that the 

"fundamental explanation for the failure of regional integration in SSA to increase intra

regional trade share is their inability and/or unwillingness of these countries to carry out the 

preferential trade liberalisation measures that represent the prerequisite for trade creation 

among integration markets." 

In summary, there have been many false starts within ECQW AS, and the attempt in 

the revision of the Establishing Treaty, as well as the failure to implement signed protocols, 

which aU point to the case that market integration may be too ambitious to attempt 

immediately in the sub-region. Yet the immediate opportunities capable for investment 

coordination in specific areas within the sub-region can only be fully capitalised on if 

institutional structures emerge which enable progressive movement towards wider and deeper 

regional integration. Similarly, the opportunities can only be properly evaluated in the 

context of an overall rationale, which envisages less ambitious forms of economic 

cooperation in the short term leading eventually to full regional integration in the long term. 

In terms of ECO WAS, an appropriate strategy for the design of its regional integration should 

not have been based on only political and economic changes that must take place in that sub

region to fulfil the integration theory of functionalism, but also the rethinking that has taken 

place in other areas when progress towards cohesiveness has occurred. In assessing the 

34 This will be deliberated on as one of the impeding factors hampering policies ofECOWAS in regional 
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progress made by other integration schemes such as the EU, ASEAN, and to an extent 

SADC, it is becoming clear that the prism through which ECOW AS have traditionally been 

viewed in terms of its success or failure is one-dimensional, probably faulty, and imperfectly 

constructed. ECOW AS needs to be grounded in an integration theory based on the 

conditions and realities of the African continent. The following should lead up to why there 

have been both institutional failures as well as policy implications retarding ECOW AS in 

regional development. 

VII. Issues of Co-operation and integration 

The literature on integration has a strong consensus that the countries in SSA would 

be far more likely to gain by enhancing regional coordination in the areas of infrastructure 

construction, research and development, environmental initiatives, food security, energy 

management, improved flows of information, and mutual defence and security (Robson 1987, 

21; RavenhiB 1990,24; Mulaisho 1990, 14; Langhammer and Hiemenz 1990, 12; de Melo 

and Panagariya 1993, 66; Foroutan 1993, 88; McCarthy 1996,23; Mytelka 1994, 19). It is 

argued that regional coordination can take the form of co-operation agreements rather than 

formal trade integration because coordination in such areas has fared better among 

developing countries. Developing countries that have pursued co-operation rather than 

formal integration have transformed systematically into cohesive regional markets and 

expanded trade amongst them. A notable example with SSA is SADC (formerly SADCC), 

which from 1980, have placed emphasis on specific projects and programmes and 

downplayed the explicit goal of integration of their regional markets (Mulaisho 1990; 

Foroutan 1993). The SADCC from the 1980s purposely did not establish a highly centralised 

and expensive bureaucracy but instead established a small secretariat, and leaving most of the 

responsibilities to the individual member states for various sectors of endeavours. Priority 

devdopment and the attempt of the countries to achieve a cohesive integration in the sub-region. 
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was centred on first strengthening infrastructure and communications linkages among 

member countries, to which a great deal of success was made. For instance, between 1980 

and 1990, the percentage of transit traffic from the six landlocked member states moving 

through SADC ports increased from 20 to 60 per cent, despite extensive military activity in 

the region (de la Torre and Kelly 1992). One of the most successful projects at that time, and 

one which has contributed to trade expansion in the region, is the Beira corridor between 

Zimbabwe and Mozambique, which substantially reduced Zimbabwe's dependence on South 

Africa ports (Foroutan 1993). A similar example outside SSA is the ASEAN, which was not 

set out from the beginning to be co-operation in trade but rather to defuse conflict among 

member state and to forge a common voice on international matters of mutual concern. 

Regional trade was not the objective and took back seat to most deliberations because some 

members, especially Indonesia and Thailand, initially had high tariffs, and because member 

states initially mistrusted each other's motives (Radelet 1990, 15). 

But as member states begun multilateral meetings, the dialogues and co-operation 

shifted from that of defence issues to trade and when security issues were no more urgent in 

their deliberations they considered strengthening trade ties. In all, co-operation initiatives 

among countries require a must less long-term commitment by member governments than 

formal integration arrangements. The requirements of a co-operation attempt are much less 

in scope and size and are rather flexible and limited to one project at a time and in time, 

expanded to several initiatives. The flexibility allows for iterative planning and can 

encompass many countries (like ECOWAS) or be limited to bilateral arrangements 

(individual basis). When this takes place the co-operation becomes less threatening to the 

ruling elite than formal trade agreements in terms of encroaching on national sovereignty 

(Ravenhill 1990, 66). 

Co-operation among such countries tend to be low in profile, and are less risky to 
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politicians, dictators and autocratic leaders and likewise, require smaller secretariats and 

bureaucratic hierarchies. Most importantly, they are less demanding on scarce administrative 

and financial resources than formal trade agreements. It can then be concluded that co

operation can help facilitate the means toward increased trade within the region and beyond 

any region by improving communication and transportation links and by establishing 

dialogue between member countries, which are prerequisites in themselves for an effective 

future regional integration. 

In view of the above, and given the limited supply of skilled administrators and 

policymakers in many of the countries struggling to integrate, such diversions of efforts do 

have large opportunity costs. Moreover, to the extent that regional integration in SSA are 

unsuccessful due to false starts, the lack of iterative planning, the lack of political and 

historical considerations, and the absence of most ingredients associated with traditional 

theories of integration, they could erode, rather than continue to solicit credible support from 

member states. Based on these factors and impediments, one could ask under what conditions 

ECOWAS would move from its current slow pace to a cohesive integration. 

VIII. Issues of Orthodox Gains and losses from RI 

This section is an attempt to assess the viability of the Economic Community of West 

African States (ECOW AS), in terms of its functional and pragmatic approach, in terms of 

gains and losses to integration. It is appropriate to show how the structure, objectives, 

sectoral coverage, and membership within the sub-region has contributed or negated 

integration bearing in mind that the establishment of ECOWAS was a parallel imposition at 

the time of the European Community. 

Both economic theory and a vast body of empirical evidence state that the advantage 

of fuB multilateral, rather than a regional free trade area is the best strategy for a government 

to maximise national welfare (de Melo and Panagariya, 1993). In several of the conclusions 
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drawn about these paradigms, regional integration is considered the second-best arrangement 

and can contribute significantly to an ideal multilateral trade. In view of this assertion, one 

way to evaluate integration in West Africa in the fonowing chapter would be to compare 

ECOWAS potential gains against losses from trade. Most models are measured, in terms of 

net benefits relative to the initial starting point, rather than against the standard ofmultiIateral 

free trade. When this standard is used, it is often directed to both static and dynamic gains 

(de la Torre and Kelly 1992,54; Robson 1987,33). 

The basic justification for encouraging regional integration in Africa, and particularly, 

in West Africa is rooted in the belief that developmental benefits can be captured by using 

oortain policy instruments and investment opportunities beyond those that can be obtained by 

thleir unilateral use. Even though such analogy does not mean that such benefits will 

automatically be enhanced by a progression from co-operation to integration or from a looser 

harmonisation to a cohesive regional integration. Neither can it be a guarantee that a priori 

regional integration will automatically lead to welfare gains through enhanced efficiency, for 

the region as a whole, for its individual members or gains from world trade. In short, 

expected development within developing countries such as those in West Africa can be 

enhanced if (i) their efforts can achieve economies of scale; (ii) they take advantage of 

externalities associated with market expansion; (iii) they can achieve allocation through 

efficient trade creation; (iv) they can turn short-term diversion disadvantages into long-term 

trade creation with the potential of capturing dynamic efficiency, and so forth. 

Viner (1950) was the first to show that trade creation is welfare enhancing, providing 

gains on both the supply side and the demand side. Supply side benefits accrue from the 

rea11l0cation of resources away from protected industries and towards firms producing goods 

for the regional market (assuming full employment), once protection in other member 

countries is reduced. On the one hand, trade creation can accrue to non-member counties 
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whose finns have a physical presence in the sub-region concerned or may benefit from other 

inter-finn arrangements (technology licensing, cross shareholding, strategic alliances etc.) 

with finns inside the sub-region (see also de la Torre and Kelly 1992, 16; Balassa 1961,92). 

On the other hand, the effects of trade diversion on non-member countries in which they are 

located might affect sub-regional finns with a large presence outside the sub-regional. 

Moreso, the mere presence of regional integration can generate direct and portfolio 

investment impulses with its own primary and secondary effects. Here, consumers benefit 

from being able to buy from the lowest-cost producer in the sub-region. 

Regional integration theory and analysis continue to be underpinned by the two basic 

Vinerean concepts (1950) of trade creation and trade diversion. 35 These concepts emphasise 

the welfare effects of trade flows among nation states and the manner in which such flows 

might be affected by regional integration. The theory stipulates that trade creation takes place 

when a member switches from consumption of goods produced domestically (at relatively 

high cost) to goods imported from a lower cost first located in a partner country. For example, 

consider the case of Ghanacem, a cement company located in Takoradi, Ghana versus the 

West African Cement Consortium (an ECOWAS initiative located in Lome, Togo). The 

Ghanaian domestic cement company was protected from the days of Ghana's independence by 

about a 40-50 per cent tariff, which was sufficient to preclude cement imports into Ghana. But 

foUowing the establishment of ECOW AS, Ghanacem was affected when the 40-50 per cent 

tariff on cement was eliminated. Since the West African Cement Consortium produced 

cement at a lower cost, entrepreneurs in Ghana begun to import and sen the cement from 

Lome, Togo. In tenns of the above, trade creation is said to exist; however, Ghanacem was 

for¢ed to begin advertisement in the local newspapers and for the first time in several years, 

35 Use of trade creation and trade diversion can be seen from de la Torre and Kelly 1992. 
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begun to offer incentives ifbulk purchases was made of Ghanacem manufactured cement,36 

The effect can have important distributional consequences: previously protected 

producers lose, while consumers and low-cost producer gains. If the analogy here is to go by 

in terms of the Ghana Cement story, then compensation should have come forth from the 

ECOW AS compensatory schemes to assist Ghanacem to survive and remain competitive. 

But as deliberated upon in the previous chapter, the compensatory scheme, which should 

have taken care of these imbalances, is non-existent. In this example, Ghanacem would 

either have to reduce its price or face shutting down operations, hence defeating 

functionalism as a model adopted by ECOWAS establishing Treaties for failing to recognise 

the impact of s,:!ch deficiencies from the beginning and the mechanisms to control them. 

Il'(. Integration in West Africa: a priority or just wishful thinking? 

The evidence to date shows that despite continuing verbal commitments to regional 

co-operation and integration in West Africa, the results have been disappointing (Bach 1990, 

U; Barad 1990, 34). The suggested reasons for this poor record, and which have been 

analysed in depth in chapters five and six, are historic, political, economic, and institutional. 

Historically, the colonial heritage left many Africans, particularly those in West African 

countries, dependent on their former metropolitan countries, and this factor tends to work 

ag_inst viable regional grouping. The dependence on industrial countries by African countries 

is not the problem of colonialism as often analysed by most writers about African problems. 

The problem is economic in diverse forms, in which conditions have not allowed the former 

African colonies the freedom to engage in "free enterprise" for fear of losing the coloniser's 

donor support at the grouping of the eight-richest counties in the world (G-B meetings). 

Coltlmercial and political links with Europe for example, continue to be more important than 

Iin~ within Africa, and for that matter, West Africa. The history of anglophone Francophone 

36 Community of West African States' initiative in Lome, Togo. Ghanaian Times, December 2001. 
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and lusophone divisions in West Africa have made communication and transportation 

networks oriented towards former colonial centres which impedes intra-trade within the sub

region. 

Politically, regional co-operation is an intensely political process and, at the time 

when most Africans or West Africans states are still defining their national identities, it 

makes matters difficult to agree on co-operation that requires sovereignty in certain areas to 

be handed to a regional organisation. No matter what the rhetoric, political leaders jealously 

guard their sovereignty and are unwilling to reduce the power and authority of the State 

(Senghor 1990, 23). In this respect, co-operation or integration to any degree will depend on 

the perceived benefits that the governments or politicians believe can accrue to the country. 

The least observed problem that is often left out of the agenda for most meetings in 

ECOW AS is the participation of the general public in discussion on regional initiatives. 

From the establishing documents of ECOWAS in 1975, co-operation agreements are often 

considered to be the "private property" of politicians and civil servants. Until of recent, no 

inputs are solicited from the general public on how they perceive integration despite the much 

civil unrest, tribal wars and other uncivil disturbances in many countries in the sub-region 

(ECOWAS 2000b, 167). The general public tends to see co-operation as bloated and 

expensive bureaucracies attending meetings, rather than opportunities for them to aid in the 

growth and development of the areas in which they live. 

Economically, there are balance of payment difficulties, lack of complementarities, 

weak industrial structures, low productivity, heavy debt burdens, poor infrastructure and 

transport facilities, zero growth rates in some cases, and non-convertible currencies in the 

sub-region. With all these important factors to integration going against ECOW AS, it is 

questionable how useful market integration is possible under these current conditions. 
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Institutionally, there are weaknesses in most areas of the West African integration 

scheme. Among them are the existence of too many regional organisation pursuing the same 

objective; a tendency of the organisation pursuing a top-heavy structures with many political 

appointments; many failures by governments to meet their financial obligations to ECOW AS 

Secretariat and the Fund; a reluctance by countries to hand over power and resources to 

regional executives; poor preparations before meetings, often participation by the wrong 

people ("substitutes"), and little internal consultation before official decisions are taken at 

regional meetings. Another critical issue which compound matters is the lack of follow up by 

sectoral ministries on decisions taken at regional meetings by Heads of State and 

Governments and to audit their proceedings for content (Nomvete 1984, 16; ECOW AS 

1998c, 67; ECOWAS 1999a, 87; ECOWAS 2000c, 87). 

In view of the above, what can be said about the experience of ECOW AS in regional 

economic integration? West Africa can also be said to have suffered under the unfavourable 

international or domestic economic environment and their impacts have impeded the 

objectives of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) in the sub-region. AU these and 

other associated problems can be said to be the main stumbling blocks to the effective 

regional development of countries in West Africa. While aU these levels are important, it is 

striking that the literature on ECOW AS focuses on the roles, functions and strengthening of 

the integration attempt. Far less attention or emphasis is paid to straightening the ECOW AS 

integration along its intended vision and the need to formulate the institutional framework or 

the policy implications that will revamp the integration of ECOWAS. Moreso, the problem 

has been the failure of the Revised Treaty of 1992 to address trade Iiberalisation issues, 

harmonisation problems and rationalisation issues in an iterative manner at the national and 

sub-regional level to usher in regional development. 

X. Prerequisites for regional integration 
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The lesson to be learnt in relation to the design of regional integration is not that 

organisation should be organised along supranational or intergovernmental as is the case with 

the European Union, but that whichever approach is taken, the institutions set up to manage 

the affairs of the integration should be realistic to carry out the mandate. The institutions 

should have available and adequate resources to fulfil this mandate and be sure that the 

resources are generated automatically, via, for instance, the process of common consensus by 

the member countries. From this perspective, it will involve the integration initiatives among 

countries to remain by and large intergovernmental to create the interdependence required for 

cohesiveness. Still, the complexity of integration and the institutions that are capable of 

formulating and implementing regional policies require the appropriate tools and the 

procedures necessary to transform the integration in a systematic manner. For example, the 

human resource capability should be in line with the objectives streamlining what steps need 

to be taken gradually and consistently with plans to ensure transformation. More so, there 

should be no conflict of the mandates of the institutions as is presently the case in most 

ink~gration schemes in sub-Sahara Africa, which on several occasions have led to the 

inefficient use and waste of resources and resulted in the current problems impeding 

ECOWAS. 

Finally, the principle of subsidiarity and variable subsidiarity principle implies that 

the responsibility for dealing with an issue should depend on the popUlation concerned. The 

log:lc of this principle is very strong, as it is important that those decisions that can be taken 

by those that can make them most effectively be taken at a low level rather than the usual 

intergovernmental or supranational body. This principle may also offer some guidance a 

realistic and appropriate mandate for different regional organisations. In short, the 

framework for regional integration should allow enough flexibility for different speeds. If all 

member states of a regional grouping must move at the same speed determined by the speed 
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of the slowest moving member state then the rational for doing so must be clearly articulated 

to aU members. In contrast, the principle implies that, within a grouping, some sub-groups of 

countries may move faster than others in the integration objectives. Hence, variable 

g~:ometry makes it possible for a grouping with slower member states to contain one or more 

sub-groups that have a more ambitious program with the same core programmes. The 

concept of variable geometry cannot occur in West Africa because the countries are not 

compatible due to overlapping within the same setting and the inconsistencies in the policies 

to be implemented. 

- -~ ---~----------------~ -- -~- - ---- -- ----- ------
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Chapter V 

Policy Implications impeding Regional Development in West Africa 

The word "policy" is the structure things should be done to accomplish set results. 

TIle policies meant to transform the sub-region of West Africa by ECO WAS institutions 

imply the coherent description of articulate, conscious choices, which decision-makers have 

approved. The choices are clearly set out so that everyone knows them. The job of the 

Authority of Heads of State and Government (AHGS) of ECOW AS is to make policy 

decisions. It is the onus of other entities such as the Council of Ministers (COM), and the 

Te:chnical Commissions and the Secretariat, among others, to carry out the policy choices 

once the protocol for signing those decisions are achieved. Policies must be understood not 

simply in terms of officially proclaimed goals, but in terms of the way activity is structured 

among a wide range of participants (Colebatch 1998,9). 

Accordingly, the goal of statements such as the aims and objective of ECOW AS may 

be significant, but they are unlikely to tell the whole story. The "players" in the game must 

learn how policies are promulgated, and under what conditions (procedures) such policies are 

(can be) implemented. By invoking the Bureaucratic Politics model, one can explain how the 

Authority delegate's policies down to the Council without the necessary resources or power 

to implement them and the problems such a relationship bears on the Technical and 

Spt::cialised Commission of ECOW AS. What can make policies implemental? What is 

consistent with the expectations that others have of the integrations within ECOWAS? The 

following analyses are a number of key policy-related and conventional variables that have 

significantly affected the growth performance of ECOWAS. 

- ---- -----
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To a large extent, the Bureaucratic Politics model portrays that the positive evolution 

of these variables have impeded the growth of the integration process. Because of the failure 

of those responsible to implement set objectives to recognise that there are problems 

requiring measures to correct the devastating impact on integration. Borrowing from 

Colebatch (1998, 74), politics is seen as what leads up to policy and administration, as what 

flows from it. Notwithstanding these assumptions, this chapter sets out to analyse the policy 

implications stemming from institutional inadequacies under which ECOW AS has operated 

since its inception. The analyses that follow are a combination of complications and 

limitations of the integration process, since the genesis and evolution ofthe ECOWAS. 

I. The Establishment Problem 

The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), established in April of 

1958, and inspired by economic development in Latin America in the 1950s, (in tum modeled 

upon Western European experience of free trade), had insisted that functional economic co

operation among African countries was part of the overall strategy towards achieving 

industrial development on the continent of Africa. In fact, the ECA acted as a catalyst in the 

movements that led to the formation of integration in West Africa and other regions of Africa 

through a series of meetings in each of the four regions, to stimulate the governments 

concerned to practical measures of economic co-operation. ECA believed that integration 

measures like liberalization of international trade, adoption of a common tariff for member 

countries of a regional body, and the co-ordination of investment policies, theoretically would 

make the regionalization of import substitution policies more viable. As earlier noted the 

main objectives of ECOWAS were the eventual elimination of all tariffs and barriers between 

members, the establishment of a customs union, unified fiscal policy and co-coordinated 

regional policies in the many sectors and infra structural facilities. 

-~ -~ ------------
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But integration or co-operation of member countries was doomed from the start 

primarily because of the lack of a state-to-state relationship par excellence. ECOW AS 

members developed and still maintain an increasingly intensive web of relations with 

developed countries characterized by what can be described as a structural imperialism 

relationship. The facts are, to say the least, very depressing when we look at the structure of 

community trade and ECOW AS trade with other regions in annex 4. 

ECOWAS trade amounts to approximately 11 % of the sub-region's total trade with 

the world. According to the ECOW AS handbook of International trade, 1998 data, intra

community trade stood at $1, 813m for total imports and $2,535m and $8,114m respectively 

for 1997. Thus, the intra-regional trade, level of investment, and industrial development 

remains much undeveloped. To a certain extent, this has created dichotomy in ECOWAS co

operation. It can be argued that the leading industrial states in the sub-region - Nigeria, 

Senegal, Cote d'Ivoire, and Ghana - believe that they can secure a better deal if they pursue 

their causes as individual countries rather than as a group (Annex 5). Many of them feel that 

they will be better served individually if they link up with developed countries (see); and the 

last group of these - landlocked countries (Niger, Burkina Faso and Mali) - are merely 

frustrated because they are rather too small to make any significant impact in the global arena. 

II. Obstacles against ECOW AS 

ECOW AS faces problems similar to other regional groupings in Africa. Although its 

main objective is to promote economic integration of the sub-region, it has spent the last ten 

years resolving political and social conflicts in some its member countries such as Liberia, 

Sierra Leone, Guinea Bissau and Niger. Nonetheless, since ECOW AS was established in 

1975, West Africa has witnessed tremendous, far-reaching changes. On the political scene, 

the principle of democracy, free and fair elections, good governance and respect of human 

- ~- - ----------------- ~-- -~---~ -~--- --
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rights have gained wide acceptance. At the economic level, states are relinquishing their 

stranglehold on the major enterprises, whose management once was the sole preserve of 

government. Privatisation is the order of the day as the countries prepare to meet the 

challenges of globalization to avoid being marginalized within the economic order. 

Paradoxically, twenty-seven years after its inception, ECOW AS finds itself confronted with 

the same developmental challenges and problems: corruption, mismanagement, low 

investment rate, falling prices of raw materials on the world market, foreign debt, and the 

burden of structural adjustment. 

(a) Identity/similarity o/SAP programs in the region 

Most of the countries in West Africa pursued similar reform programs (at the same 

time) and faced the same conditions imposed by the Wodd Bank and IMF. As part of SAP 

they all aim to reduce imports. If one country's imports are another's exports and the former 

are cut as part of the demand-management approach, this obviously affects exports. 

According to the African Development Bank report for 1988, Africa alone in 1988 recorded 

30 countries implementing SAPs, almost all of them with the approval and active 

encouragement or actual involvement of the IMF and World Bank (ADB 1992b, 22). For 

example, SAP policy measures designed to improve the efficiency of the domestic economic 

system such as the elimination of price controls, subsidies and subventions, review of import 

licensing, abolition of the monopolistic practices for commodity boards and other state 

trading organizations, pitched the countries' development policies against each other. 

Because of the similarity of these countries' domestic measures, the SAPs resulted in 

the erosion of the monopolistic power of Commodity Boards and State Trading Organizations 

as a means of encouraging export growth and negated the true prices of imports to be 

reflected on the domestic markets (Contact 1990, 23). SAPs were experimented by Ghana, 
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Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria around this period but were soon abandoned because the countries 

domestic policies were at odds with the sub-regional policy on intra-trade, the countries' 

inability to define for example, goods or origin, and the tax base and other economic 

variables for sustainable growth. 

(b) Asymmetry of the adjustment process 

A far more serious problem at the international level deals with what Woodward 

(1992, 148), describes as problems in the global adjustment process, specifically what he calls 

"the asymmetry of macro-economic adjustment." Woodward reminds us that the process of 

macro-economic adjustment centers around the pressure on countries such as those in 

ECOW AS with balance of payments (BOP) deficits to reduce them, without any equivalent 

pressure on surplus nations to reduce their surpluses. If Woodward's useful argument is taken 

- that one country's BOP deficit is by trade definition another country's BOP surplus, just as 

one country's imports are another country's exports - then the asymmetry is further 

compounded by the demand-orientation of IMF programs, requiring adjusting developing 

countries to reduce demand or imports as part of conditionality. 

This situation tends to push developing deficit nations into reducing their demand as a 

means of external adjustment. However, surplus nations are under no equivalent pressure to 

allow an off setting increase in their demand. When deficit nations like those in West Africa 

represent a large proportion of the world economy (as they currently do), the net effect is to 

slow down the growth of demand, and thus of income, in the world economy. The above 

scenario leads to a reduction in the rate of growth of demand for the exports, both primary 

and manufactured, of countries within ECOW AS that are trying to adjust. 

The implication here is that the commitment of members to the coordination and 

harmonization of national economic and financial policies defeats the objective of enhancing 

-- -- - .. -----------------
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the effectiveness of national structural adjustment and economic reform programs within 

West Africa. As such, the timetable to facilitate the regional approach to economic 

development, and by implication the facilitation of the establishment of a monetary union has 

not been met. ECOWAS' monetary policy has the medium term objective of attaining 

regional convertibility of the francophone national currencies, and in the longer term, the 

creation of a single monetary zone. Despite these ambitions, the ECOWAS travellers' cheque 

was recently launched (in October 1998), to facilitate regional travel and commercial 

undertakings. It is also projected that a single currency zone would be operational in 2004; 

however, the implementation is further implicated by the current plans by other countries 

(particularly, Ghana and Nigeria) to form their own monetary zone to operate side by side 

with that of the Francophone. 

III. NON-SAP Impediments 

(aJ Dependence on a few, primary, exports 

Several factors present at the time most African countries gained their independence 

can be cited as contributory to the failure of integration thus far. Among these structural 

deficiencies are dependence on a few (and primary as opposed to value-added) exports; 

capital-intensive production; and underdevelopment of human capabilities. We discuss each 

of these in tum. 

A major congenital rigidity of most ECOW AS economies is that their colonial 

masters encouraged the development and export of a few primary raw material products 

meant to service factories in Europe; a situation that has changed very little in the 1990' s. 

Oxfam (1993) goes so far as to suggest that over-dependence on commodity exports on 

depression-prone world markets is at the heart of Africa's trade crisis. More than any other 

developing region, the West African sub-region depends on primary commodities - such as 

coffee, cocoa, cotton and groundnuts - to generate the foreign exchange needed to buy 
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imports. For historical or colonial reasons, West Africa's major export markets are also 

identical, a fact which causes its own problems. From 1973, agricultural growth has 

weakened; industrial output declined; export performance and export revenues tumbled; and 

external debts swelled about 19-fold. As a result social services deteriorated almost to a total 

extinction (Bundu 1997,67). 

Africa as a whole experienced a moderate growth from the mid-1960s until the end of 

the 1970s. While the average growth rate was well below the rate achieved by a handful of 

East Asian economies, it equalled or exceeded the growth rates attained by many developing 

countries in other regions. In particular there was a notable acceleration of growth in sub-

Saharan Africa (SSA) during the 1970s (table 2), supported by a boom in commodity prices 

and foreign aid. Investment in many countries in the region exceeded 25 per cent of GDP, 

and the savings gap remain relatively moderate. 

Table 2 

Africa 

North Africa 

SSA 

Including S. 
Africa 
Excluding 
Nigeria 

Average Annual GDP Growth in Africa, 1965-1999 
(in percentages) 

1965-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 1990-1994 1995-1999 

4.5 4.2 2.5 2.3 0.9 3.5 

5.3 6.7 4.2 3.1 2.1 4.2 

2.4 4.0 2.1 2.4 0.8 3.9 

4.2 3.3 1.7 2.0 0.4 3.2 

3.5 3.9 2.5 2.3 0.3 4.2 

Source: For 1980·1999: UNCTAD Secretariat Calculations, based on World Bank, World Development 
indicators 2001. For 1965·1979: World Bank data as reported in the 2000/2001 Annual Report, Global 
Coalition for Africa. 

Economic performance deteriorated rapidly in SSA in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

whereas the slowdown of growth was relatively moderate in North Africa. Unlike many 

countries in other developing countries, which managed to restore growth after the lost 
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decades of the 1980s, stagnation and decline continued in SSA during the first half of the 

1990s due to a combination of adverse external developments, structural and institution 

bottlenecks and policy errors (UNCTAD 1999, 4-9). As socio-economic conditions 

deteriorated and spilled over into political and civil unrest, the international community 

launched various initiatives including the United Nations New Agenda for the Development 

of Africa (UNADAF), to address the problems faced by the countries in the region. At the 

same time, more and more African countries came to adopt Structural Adjustment 

Programmes supported by the Bretton Woods Institutions, encompassing rapid and extensive 

liberalization, deregulation and privatisation of economic activity in search for a solution to 

economic stagnation and decline. However, while structural adjustments Programmes have 

been applied more intensely and frequently in Africa than in any other developing region, 

barely any African country has exited from such Programmes with success, establishing 

conditions for rapid, sustained economic growth. This is true not only for countries, which 

are said to have slipped in the implementation of stabilization and adjustment Programmes 

(the so-called non-adjusters or bad-adjusters), but also most of the core- and good-adjusters 

such as Ghana who backed out of the programme in 1999. 

In West Africa, the external trade to regional GDP growth has not been very 

encouraging in the last few years. Trade balance has been dwindling since 1996 (see figure 

below), mainly due to the preponderance of commodity exports whose prices are 

unpredictable. The problem is the result of very high variations in external trade earnings by 

the countries in West Africa. 
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application of capital-intensive technologies - because of relatively low barriers to imports of 

capital goods; and (iii) an inefficient use of capital - owing to the lack of competition in 

domestic markets. All this happens at the expense of labor-intensity, of which ECOW AS has 

a relatively large endowment. The failure of the Economic and Social Commissions of 

ECOW AS to address these variables in terms of the implementation of the freedom of 

movement of people and goods within the sub-region is what keeps the integration at the snail 

pace towards regional development (ECOWAS 2000a, 199). 

IV. Other Non-SAP impediments 

In addition to the structural rigidities discussed above, other non-SAP factors have 

contributed to non-achievement of integration objectives and ideals. Among these are the 

fonowing: dependence on the developed West, proliferation of regional groupings, politics, 

parochialism, a huge external debt burden, transport problems, lack of information, Africa's 

economic crisis, bribery and corruption, war, drought and disease, dis-equalizing effects of 

integration, as well as deleterious world economic conditions. We look at each of these next. 

(a) Excessive dependency of ECOWAS states on the developed West 

As a result partly of the congenital rigidities discussed earlier, it is no secret that many 

African nations, and precisely West Africa generally, still depend on the West for imports of 

raw material-supplies and manufactured products, even in cases where products of 

comparable quality may be available in member states. The policy to harmonise economic 

policies within ECOW AS is so far behind because the convergence systems within UEMOA 

and the rest of ECOW AS do not re-coincide. Some indicators common to the two systems 

are classified differently and are therefore not always accorded the same degree of importance 

(ECOW AS 2000b, 45). Besides, the target dates for convergence are different: 2002 for 
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UEMOA, and 2003 for ECOWAS. The convergence criteria below speak for themselves. 

High dependence on imported raw materials from the West makes ECOWAS economies 

particularly vulnerable to foreign exchange availability, which in Africa is typically in short 

supply. Secondly, inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral linkages are bound to be weak because 

firms buy their requirements from outside ECOW AS rather than from within. 

In addition, the internal environment of West Africa is characterised by the acute 

divergence in macro-economic performance indicators. Despite rising oil prices which 

boosted Nigeria's export earnings considerably at the end of 1999 and in 2000, WA continues 

to suffer from deteriorating terms of trade cause by falling export prices and the effects of the 

currency devaluation by some of the rival counties in Asia and East Africa on the commodity 

export market (ECOW AS 2000b, 189). 

(b) Proliferation of regional groupings 

The West African sub-region is plagued by the existence of several regional bodies. It 

seems every organization or body in anglophone West Africa, has its Francophone 

counterpart and vice versa. A few examples will illustrate this point. In the health sector, the 

Francophone Organisation de coordination et de Cooperation pour Ie lutte contre les 

Grandes Endemies (OCCGE), has the Anglophone West African Health Community 

(W AHC) as its counterpart. There are two organizations managing the river basins of the 

Senegal and Gambia rivers. The Mano River Union (MRU) is still in existence. However, 

the most polarizing of the sub-regional organization or associations is the recent formed 

UEMOA. 
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Table 4: Membership of Regional integration arrangements in West Africa 

ECQWAS·t975 

Benin 
Buridna Fsso 
Cape Verde 
Cote d'lvoire 
Gambia 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
liberia 
Mali 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Senegal 
Sierra Leone 
Togo 

CEAO·1973' 
Benin 

Burkina Faso 
Cote d'lvoire 

Mali 
Mauritania 

Niger 
Senegal 

Note; Mauritania !aft ECOWAS in Decembet 1999. 

Source: ECOW AS 2000b. 

MRU·1973 

GUinea 
Liberia 

Sierra leone 

UEMOA·1994 

Benin 
B1JI1<ina Faso 
COte d'lvoire 

Guinea Bissau 
Mali 

Niger 
Senegal 

Togo 
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The UEMOA is a regional governmental organization consisting of the Francophone 

West Africa states: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niter, Senegal, 

and Togo. Created in 1994 from the Union Montaire Ouest Africain (UMOA) , and the 

Communaute Economique des Etats de FA/rique de FOuest (CEAO), unites the countries of 

the CF A Frac monetary zone. Its constitutional treaty of 1994 emphasises the principle of 

subsidiarity, establishes a supranational commission modeled on that of the European Union 

and outlines five major objectives: (a) encourage competition in an open and competitive 

market within a reasoned juridical environment. (b) achieve convergence between policy and 

macro-economic policy indicators. (c) Create a common market Cd) coordinate sectoral 

policies and ( e) align budgetary policies. All members of UEMOA share the same currency, 

CF A franc, which is guaranteed by the French franc at a fixed rate of exchange. and 

administered by Banque Centrale des Etats de FA/rique de I'Quest (BCEAO). 
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Plans are afoot to prohibit the introduction of new protectionist barriers between states 

forming UEMOA. Just like ECOW AS, UEMOA pledges to support regional investment in 

industry, agriculture, transport, communications, and energy infrastructure. In principle, this 

is a policy implication of duplication of efforts and a prime intention of the francophone to 

balkanise the integration of ECOWAS. Instead of a policy by the UEMOA to strengthen the 

integration of ECOW AS, the UEMOA has actually fractionalised the integration and 

threatens ECOW AS' integration. 

(c) Liberalisation Polices within ECOWAS 

Under the Trade Liberalisation Scheme (TLS), 31 December 1999 signaled an end to 

tariff barriers within an ECOW AS free trade zone. The next phase thereafter is the 

establishment of an ECOW AS common external tariff (CET) within a period of two years. 

However, the Trade Liberalisation Scheme is not yet operational (ECOW AS 2000c, 64). In 

this state of affairs, the main weaknesses of ECOW AS is due mainly to the fact that some 

member states have failed to print the harmonised documents and have not yet removed tariff 

barriers. Other contributory factors are the high cost of compensation, the fact that the 

ECOW AS TLS and the UEMOA scheme co-exist, and the absence of measures to enlighten 

economic operators about the ECOWAS Trade Liberalisation Scheme. 

Distortions are present in the areas that influence the levels of protection within 

member states such as taxation, exchange rates, subsidies and prices. In addition, the 

domestic policies of member states in the areas of capital articulation and manpower 

investment to aid integration of the sub-region, contradicts the harmonization and fiscal 

policies of ECOW AS. The sub-region until now lacks economic convergence and a fruitful 

surveillance mechanism for macro-economic policies; the implications are the failure of 

member states to streamline national economic policies and incorporate them into the 
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structural adjustment policies that were being implemented within the sub-region (ECOWAS 

2000b, 66), hence the lack of various convergence criteria listed below. 

1999). 

1 

:2 

:3 

4 

1 

:2 

3 

5 

Table 5: ECOW AS' performance under the convergence criteria: (31 st December 

I CRITERIA COUNTRIES SATISFYING THE CR:---" 

I 

:r) PRIMARY CONVeRG!NC! CRITERIA 

, 
Budget deficit/GOP (hoI's dons - base Benin, Cote d'lvo!J'e, liberia, Senegal, 
cngagments .:s. " "10 (4 ccuntries) 

I 
Central bank borrowing by Benin, Gambia, Ghana, Guinee Bissau, 
g()vernment <: 10 0/0 cf tax revenue ()f tiberia, Mali, Senegal (7 countries) 

I previous year,;: 
eenln, Burkina Faso. Cape Verde, Cote 

I Inflation :£. 5 "/0 d'Ivoire, Guinea Bissau, liberia, Mali, 

I 
Niger, Senegal, Togo, (10 countries) 

External reserves (within the month of Benin, Gambia, Burkina Faso, Nigeria 

j 
importation) ~ 6 months (4 countries) 

II} SECONDARY CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 

Arrears :::: (I 

Tax revenue/GDP a: 20"10 

Wage bill ratio/Tax revenue ~ 35010 

I Public Investments financed by 
domestic rescurces/Tax revenue 2:.. 200/ .. 

! Real exchange rate stability 

N.A. : not available 

Source: ECO.WAS Secretariat 

N.A. 

Cape Verde, Gambia, Nigeria 
(3 ccuntries) 

Benin, 8urkina "aso, Cote d'lvowe, 
Gambia. Ghana, Guinea, Guinea B'ssau, 
Liberia, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal 
(11 countries) 

Burkina Faso, Ghana, Guinea Bissau, 
Mali, Senegal, (5 countries) 

None 

V. Political Implications 

(a) Political obstacles to integration 
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A sustained political and ideological will to succeed on the part of individual member 

governments is critical to the success of any regional economic grouping. This is an argument 

that McCoy (1993,88) articulates with regard to the Caribbean Community (CARICOM). As 

with CARICOM, ECOW AS lacks a viable and stable commitment by member country 

governments, a complaint echoed by many of those interviewed by the author in December 

1997 at the Secretariat in Lagos before the move to Abuja. Several different political 

ideological perspectives also exist, especially with regard to the francophone countries, not to 

mention the lusophone ones. As McCoy (1993) correctly argues, "ideological pluralism" has 

a fragmentary influence on such groupings as ECOW AS because different governments have 

different conceptions as to how the goals of ECOWAS are to be fulfilled. 

The linguistic gulf between anglophone and francophone in the sub-region is one of 

the major impediments of integration in West Africa. The linguistic barrier undermines the 

earlier fears that the inability of the sub-region to attain set objectives is the continuous 

"pulling and hauling" by the francophone countries with support from France. This is 

implicit in what Allison and Morton (1972) describe as an organisation's behaviour within 

the processes of foreign policy, the group's decision-making and implementation. The opting 

out of the francophone countries and forming their own form of integration (the UEMOA), 

ostensibly supported by France, implies that the francophone countries are running as a 

parallel unit and muddies the waters in the sub-region. The francophone countries in policy 

may have divided their loyalties and their allegiance to the aims and aspiration of the 

ECOW AS Treaties that they signed. 

The other political implication for the West African sub-region ECOW AS is political 

turmoiL Both Mali and Burkina Faso have experienced political unrest and the worst ravages 

of war have occurred in Liberia and Sierra Leone. The country of Cote d"!voire recently 

---- -----------------
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came out of its first and worst political turmoil since the country attained her independence in 

the 1960. The ethnic undertones of the political crisis in Cote d"Iviore is still simmering even 

though the supporters of Allassane Quattara are yet to be appeased by the dis-enfranchisement 

or decitizenisation of their leader, Quattara (AfricaNews 2001). In Guinea, there is a ranging 

sporadic guerrilla incursion from the border with the support of the president of Liberia, 

Charles Taylor. Guinea-Bissau, is yet to recover from the challenge posed by the former chief 

of the armed forces, General Asunmane Mane (Aning 1997, 12). 

These are civil wars that are compounded by praetorianism in the sub-region and the 

unwillingness of the military to submit to civil authority. The catalogue of political turmoil 

undermines every effort at enhancing the integration process for several reasons. First, the 

seven years of the civil war in Liberia held inter-regional interaction at bay, and as a result 

implicated the social, economic and political development of the entire sub-region. Secondly, 

nations constituting ECOW AS were compelled to channel resources that could have been 

utilized for development in the individual countries to support the operations of ECOMOG in 

Liberia and later in Sierra Leone. 

(b) Inadequate Political Commitment 

This is one of the most serious constraints to integration within ECOW AS. Post

independence regional cooperation movements such as ECOW AS have their roots in political 

interest, rather than economic rationale. Measures agreed in regional forums are rarely 

incorporated in national policies and plans. The implementation of policies and plans at the 

country level is therefore not carried out forcefully. The failure of implementation is clearly 

seen with a number of regional protocols that are not ratified for years by several member 

states due to fear of the short-term political and economic problems, a shortage of resources, 

inadequate expertise, or lack of interest. A Successful integration scheme like the EU is 
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founded on the understanding of supra-nationality where the Commission independent of the 

Member States' domestic timetables undertakes the harmonization and co-ordination of 

programs. 

Another impediment (which translates into the lack of political commitment), is the 

failure of member states to pay their dues and contributions to the Executive Secretariat. 

Outstanding loan repayments to the ECOWAS Fund can be broken down as follows: Guinea 

Bissau, US$1.6 million; Liberia US$2.3 million; Niger US$1.116 million and Nigeria, 

US$436, 235. The Executive Secretariat budget is the worst that member states pay attention 

to. For instance, only five member states, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'!voire, Mali and 

Nigeria, are up to date on the payments of their contributions to ECOW AS. Total arrears 

outstanding to these countries amount to about US$38.4 million; and the list for other capital 

projects goes on and on. 

From the above record of payments, one can conclude that the political commitment 

to sustain integration is being undermined by the very Authority (the AHSG) that promulgates 

ECOW AS policies and expects them to be ratified and implemented. In view of these 

shortcomings, Colebatch (1998), avers that the demands of the struggle for advantage -

"politics" might be at odds with the pursuit of a desired goal- "policy." In a nutshell, putting 

off payment of dues and contributions to the Executive Secretariat or the ECOW AS Fund 

might be "good politics but bad policy." But while we can distinguish between the 

connotations attached to "policy" and "politics, it is difficult to find out why the Heads of 

State and Governments' fail to pay their contributions and dues to ECOW AS. 

(c) The Lack of Common Will 
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In any cooperative arrangement, participating countries and their leaders must 

subscribe to the notion that individual interests at times have to be sacrificed for the good of 

the larger group. In terms of neo-functionalism, the sacrifice is the response to forces 

whereby an decision-making is delegated to a central Authority for the good of the entire 

Community. The clear vision of supranationality in terms of intergovemmentalism (IG), or 

interdependence are reinforced by regional institutions and the acceptance by leaders that 

strengthening regional authorities does not weaken, but rather strengthens their common goal 

of regional economic integration. These are the most important and critical challenges for any 

regional integration seeking to reach a development milestone. The notion here is 

fundamental to rethinking the cooperation frameworks in particular, and the attempt to 

integrate states in West Africa. This is important in terms of the intellectually reinvigoration, 

the rationalization, and the redirection needed to strengthen the institutional, legal, regulatory, 

and enforcement mechanisms of the integration. In the absence of a clear definition of supra

nationality, all decisions in the intergovernmental machinery are taken on the basis of 

unanimity. This situation prevails within ECOW AS at the present time, which invariably 

leads to delays and the scaling down of policy content and result in controversy and confusion 

for member states. As a necessary step, ECOW AS failed to build in such critical mechanisms 

in the original Treaty, as well as the Revised Treaty. For example, supra-nationality should 

have been built into the protocols to ensure decision-making by less than unanimity and, the 

enforcement of mechanisms that places integration first by the countries. The failure to do so 

may have culminated in the progress of the integration remaining painfully slow and in the 

record failures within the institutional structures ofECOWAS. 

VI. Social Implications 

(a) Underdevelopment of human capabilities 

- - _ ...... - ._ ... _ ... - -----------
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The high population growth rate (2.7%), combined with the low rates of economic 

growth (2.5%), as at 1999 within West Africa is a major impediment to integration. The high 

rate brought the population of the West African sub-region from 40 million inhabitants in 

1930 to 85 million in 1960, and stands today at 210 million (ECOWAS 2000a, 17-22). Yet 

as Stewart (1996, 426) points out, people have been relatively neglected, badly educated and 

in poor health, with their capacities frequently under-used. The consequence is low labor 

productivity and lack of competitiveness, despite very low wages. It is easy to flame 

controversy in a thesis like this, but few people would argue that part of the reason for 

Africa's poor educational record originates in its colonial history, which left the continent 

with a markedly worse educational structure than any other region in the world. For example, 

Stewart (1996, 426) points out that Africa's primary school enrollment ratio in 1965 was less 

than half that of East Asia and Latin America and only two-thirds that of South Asia, while 

secondary educational enrollment rates were less than a quarter of those elsewhere. Twenty 

years later, in 1986, the gap between Africa and the rest of the developing world was still as 

large as before. The West African enrolment rate for primary school education has remained 

at about 70%, while the figure for secondary school enrolment is only 30% (ECOW AS 

2000a,56). 

Besides, the sub-region has a demographic growth rate, which doubles the population 

every 25 to 30 years. This kind of population increase is shocking, a shock that is all the 

more violent because it is accompanied by the deterioration in the region's economic 

conditions, at a time when the needs of the popUlation are immense. With this premise, the 

sub-region will have a population of not less than 430 million inhabitants by 2020; increasing 

by tenfold in less than one hundred years. The above indicators are issues that should have 

guided the policy of the Social and Policy Councils of ECOW AS in recommending effective 

programmes to address the above problems. The development of the sub-region's human 
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capacity, or the improvement of the various facets of social development, is the reserve of 

ECOW AS but conditioned on the nature and the prevalence of supranationality based on 

functionalism within the West African enterprise. 

(b) Parochialism 

Problems in ECOW AS stem from failure, on the part of member-state governments, 

to internalize regional agreements in their national administrations and development plans 

(Nomvete 1984,51). In many of the member states, cooperation does not go far beyond the 

signing of treaties and protocols. Moreover, some governments do not send to meetings those 

officials who have the appropriate expertise on the issues to be discussed. For example, Bax 

Nomvete, first Secretary-General of the PTA (COMES A), maintains that it is not unusual for 

an official who is a general economist or an administrator to be designated to attend all co

operation meetings, irrespective of whether the topics to be discussed are technical matters, 

are just policy issues, or are administrative instruments. This is true of ECOW AS meetings of 

Council of Ministers (COM). The result, of course, is that appropriate substantive ministries, 

whose officials or experts do not attend such meetings, are generally unaware that collective 

decisions are being taken on topics in their fields of competence. Hence no action is taken to 

implement the decisions or to set aside funds for the implementation of programs adopted. 

(c) The Lack of the Private Sector and Civil Society 

Regional integration issues and programs are often discussed without the active 

participation of the constituencies most affected, the private sector, and civil society. In 

particular, the expansion of markets, along with its challenges and opportunities for cross

border initiatives in both fonnaI and infonnaI trade are the cardinal goals of ECOW AS' 

hannonization goals. Similarly, the possibility of labour movements across national borders 
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is something labour unions should assist to shape within the West African sub-region. The 

policy on the free movement of labour, for example, is not a policy that can be determined by 

the highest authority of the ECOWAS. Neither is it in the domain of the Authority of Heads 

of States and Governments (AHSG) or the Council of Ministers (COM) to pronounce policies 

without technical advice from experts. As Colebatch (1998) alludes, expertise is the basis of 

participation by the private sectors within the countries to disseminate the programs that are 

formulated by the integration process to civil society. The growth of regional associations of 

business, professional, and NGOs and networks facilitates border and more informed 

participation by private sector and civil society interest in the integration debate. In the 

policies predominating within the framework of the sub-region's regional integration, 

ECOWAS and national governments lack that connection and relationship, as well the 

support of the private sector and civil society. 

(d) Transport problems 

The transport infrastructure for intra-ECOWAS trade (including roads, rail systems, 

air and some shipping) is not only inadequate, but in many cases non-existent. According to 

the 2000 report of ECOW AS, the Executive Secretariat of ECOW AS commissioned a study 

to assess the impact ofthe Brown Card Scheme, which has been in operation since 1983. The 

attempt to implement the "Brown Card" was undertaken by a local consultant, in September 

of 2000, but indications are that there are delays in designating national guarantors, and the 

lack of awareness on the part of economic operators as well as the law enforcement agents of 

the process. The business plan to finalise the liberalization of air traffic rights within West 

Africa is impeded by the differing air navigation system and a meeting of Directors of Civil 

Aviation in Banjul, in September 2000, to look into ways of introducing the new CNSI ATM 

air navigation system at the regional level is stin in distress (ECOW AS 2000a, 66). 
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Individual railway systems are not fully compatible, especially in terms of intermodal 

transfer of goods. In some cases parts of the network (especially in war-torn states such as 

Sierra Leone, Liberia Guinea) need urgent rehabilitation and upgrading. Interviews by the 

author held with the ECOW AS Secretariat in Lagos in 1998 revealed that ECOW AS has 

completed about 87% of the trans-Sahelian highway. The results are impressive in terms of 

road transportation, in that out of the 4,460km, about 3,894km has been completed 

(ECOWAS 2000a, 66). But a lot still remain, especially the road connecting Accra through 

Aflao to Lome, Togo, which at the present time is still untouched 

(e) Lack of information 

The absence of a meaningful dialogue continues to hinder the development of intra

ECOWAS trade according to the Executive Secretary's 2000 report to the summit of the 

Authority of ECOWAS. Most West African nations are traditionally linked to former 

colonizing nations and, as a consequence, there is an acute lack of awareness of what other 

West African countries can offer to substitute for the products currently being sourced from 

the developed countries. It is common knowledge that trade, for instance, within West Africa 

flows in a paranel manner. The lack of information is also a direct result of inadequate 

economic infrastructure in ECOW AS, especially in telecommunications and transportation 

facilities, directly hindering interaction among the West African countries. Yet as Brahmbhatt 

and Dadush (1996) argue, high-quality communications are essential for countries that aim to 

participate in global production structures (some established by multinational corporations); 

to respond promptly to rapidly changing market conditions; or to participate in new export 

markets for long-distance services such as data processing, software programming, and 

customer support. 
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Another important issue is the Travel Document form measuring 15 x 9 em, which 

comprises several leaflets. It is to be used by ECOWAS nationals only in exceptional cases. 

As a rule, ECOW AS nationals traveling with national passports or an individual with the 

ECOW AS travel certificate may have these documents stamped without filling out any forms. 

But no member state has yet introduced these forms to date. As a result, ECOW AS nationals 

holding perfectly valid documents continue to fiU out immigration and emigration forms. 

This policy leads to enormous waste of time at borders because member states are unaware 

that the form exists, despite the fact that the forms are everywhere in the sub-region. The ease 

of communication is paramount in terms of espousing the aims and objectives in a more 

traditional manner to the community populace. A community population, which is ignorant 

of the potentials in member states, cannot be easily oriented and mobilized towards 

economic, political, social and cultural integration. The lack of knowledge of the existence of 

the ECOW AS Travel Document is a clear example. Increased awareness and greater 

frequency of person-to-person and group contacts have to be facilitated. The media, through 

greater coverage of events and wider news distribution in the sub-region, can provide the 

mediated exposure for the citizens of the Community. 

(f) War damage, Disease and Drought 

We would be remiss, in a study discussing ECOWAS integration, not to make 

reference to the disastrous and the effects of war, drought, and disease on national and 

regional economies of West Africa. ECOW AS has the most distressing list of nations (of any 

African regional grouping) that have effectively ceased to function as modern nation states. 

For instance, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Niger, Guinea and a lesser extent, Nigeria face enormous 

and expensive reconstruction problems from years of civil wars and economic retardation that 

have left them desperately short of skills and infrastructure that will take a generation to 

rehabilitate. Likewise there is a massive backlog of unfulfilled social development projects, 
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particularly in Nigeria and Ghana due to the military takeovers, not to mention the rest of 

ECOW AS member states. Most of these countries in tum rely on agro-based industries for a 

huge slice of their domestic sales. In the Niger Republic the 1992 drought precipitated a 39.3 

percent drop in agricultural output, which forms the economic export base of the countries 

total earnings (The Daily Zambian 1993, 6). Given that most of West Africa's popUlation 

depends on agriculture for their livelihood, as well as for exports, it is not difficult to see how 

drought affects their standard of living and the lack of contributions civil society can make to 

the functioning of the private sector in support ofthe integration process. 

Another area that impacts policy in terms of its implementation is disease - from 

malnutrition to HNIAIDS. The health ofa nation's population cannot be ignored because the 

citizens who are affected by these calamities are the sub-region's assets; and in terms of 

manpower, to propel the wings of integration. Many analysts, among them Holman (1993) 

point out that HIV I AIDS is already taking a heavy toll on Africa generally. More than half of 

the world's more than 15 million sufferers of HN I AIDS are in Africa, many from the skilled 

urban class on whose shoulders the arduous task of rejuvenating African economies through 

structural reforms, regional integration, and other means solely rest. At the micro-level 

(national), in various ministries, companies and industries, HNIAIDS-related problems come 

in the form of falling effectiveness, productivity and efficiency due to disability, rising sick 

leaves and time taken off by employees to care for relatives, and the eventual reduction in the 

popUlation through death. 

(g) Bribery and Corruption 

A final impediment to integration here is the issue of bribery and corruption in Africa 

generally, and in West Africa in particular. As in many other developing regions, corruption 

is prevalent at many levels and in different forms, including government (and government 
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ministries) in the awarding and execution of contracts, and at customs check points in many 

parts of ECOW AS. A related, and serious, impediment germane to foreign direct investment 

(FDI) into Africa generally deals with what Grant (1992, 27) calls "press images of corruption 

in Africa." The most important conclusion drawn from Grant's assertions is that the images 

are presented at conferences of donor agencies that are Africa's allies in development. 

Africa, he says, receives terrible press in the United States, not only the corporate, but also 

governments and individuals who are sometimes forced out of office due to corruption 

charged. The image is also one of corrupt governments which, when taken together, very 

much discourages potential investors. 

(h) Economic misery 

The Human Development Index report combines life expectancy, literacy, and 

distribution of income or basic purchasing power as generally linked with a nation's overall 

economic prosperity. In short, the "statistics reflect people's well-being and the opportunities 

that they actually enjoy" (Human Development Report 1997, 142-47). But miserably, the 

Human Development Index (HDI) of 1997 indicates that ECOW AS is not reassuring against 

the backdrop of the index. Sierra Leone ranks (175), Niger (173), Burkina Faso (172), Mali 

(171), Guinea (167), Gambia (165), Guinea Bissau (163), Senegal (160), Mauritania (1500, 

Togo (147), Benin (146), Cote d'Ivoire (145), Nigeria (141), Ghana (132), and Cape Verde 

(123); Liberia was omitted in the survey because of the civil war in that country at the time of 

the report. The Human Development Report is a classification of a total of 175 nations 

measured for this report. As the Corporation for Enterprise Development (AEDC 1998, 12-

15) has argued, economic development in Africa and for matter, West Africa is possible only 

if (i) development can enrich the material, the social wen being that can be measured in the 

flow of money and goods over time. Such measurement will result in a jurisdiction's quality 
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and quantity of public goods (such as clean air and water, freedom from crime, better schools, 

etc.), and access to good jobs for example, with wages and benefits sufficient for supporting a 

family and opportunities for advancement; Oi) shared growth is present to enable a broad 

distribution of opportunities for meaningful participation in the economy and enjoyment of 

the benefits of an increased standard of living. Similarly, Sustained growth implies that the 

above goals are achieved in a manner that does not detract from, but rather enhances, each 

country's ability to achieve the same goals within ECOWAS. 

The basic point underpinning all these considerations is that institution building has 

eluded ECOW AS, at both the sub-regional and the national levels. The history of building 

institutions in West Africa has been disappointing. In designing ECOWAS and building the 

necessary institutions, it is necessary to review the record of building and sustaining the 

required governance capacities. The weakness of institutions has been a major impediment to 

the private sector and to democratic transformation of the organisation. In short, a general 

West African standard for institution building has been lacking. As a result of the above, it 

appears the economic misery suffered by the poor in these states is so poignant that a majority 

of the citizens may have been forced to develop antagonistic attitudes toward the state. 

Indeed, they may have in their vexation toward the state, "deligitimised" it, which can then 

impact on participation by civil society in the process of integration in member countries. In 

summary, the West African sub-region has not gone far enough in terms of regional 

integration because the above factors have not resulted in the enrichment of the various 

sectors, which serve as the driving engines of growth and development in the sub-region. 
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The problems of regional economic integration (RI) in developing countries are obvious 

in that the aims and objectives of regional organizations relate to the struggle of these 

countries against underdevelopment and dependence upon the developed countries. Samir 

Amin has observed that the problems associated with RI have been compounded by the 

tendency of regional organisations to reinforce the dominant features of the neo-colonial 

relations that exist between them and their metropolitan countries (Samir et al. 1987, 16-23). 

There are many studies that have sought to address the problem of regional integration 

in Africa. All of them point out that ECOW AS, COMESA, SADCC or others in sub-Sahara 

Africa were born against the background of much optimism with the OAU's Lagos Plan of 

Action of 1980 which called for the creation of an African Common Market by the year 2000 

(Demeke 1991, 16), and the eventual liberation of South Africa. There was also the hope that 

these organizations would have learnt for the better from their predecessors in similar attempts 

at regional economic integration, particularly the defunct East African Community (EAC) 

(Amin et al. 1987,45; Anyang' Nyongo 1990,67). 

As is implicit in the objectives of all such organizations, the argument for integration is 

based mainly on the hope that enormous economies of scale can be attained through 

cooperation and coordination at the regional level, and the belief that regional integration, by 

removing the mono-cultural nature of individual members, will increasingly reduce the risk of 

export diversification. Thus, regional cooperation would gradually unite the continent that 

had been hitherto "balkanised." It will also increase Africa's bargaining power vis-a-vis 

foreigners who have, for centuries, controlled and used its immense material and human 

resources, and thus enhance Africa's political and economic independence. In short, the 
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conclusions from several areas of academic research still point to the fact that regional 

economic integration in Africa (and Third World countries generally) is impossible in the era 

of post imperialism and current international finance capital. 

However, the problems which lie at the core of ECOWAS cohesiveness are no more 

those of imperialism nor those of neo-colonialism, but largely due to the failure of key policy 

implications, which have stifled the promotion of policies and faulted the methods 

(procedures) and strategies (planning) needed for increasing regional and sub-regional 

cooperation through implementation of sectoral integration. The failures are in particular the 

development of trade and movement of infonnation and persons and for the utilisation of 

minerals and other natural resources in West Africa as a basis for the sub-region's integration. 

In short, the treaties setting up the various mechanisms under which ECOWAS are scheduled 

to operate is being hampered by the failure to achieve the promotion of cooperation and 

integration in the short tenn, the inability of the institutions with ECOW AS to facilitate 

policy decisions and dissemination results of experiences, and the inability to build critical 

capacities to support the integration process at national, sub-regional, and regional levels. 

Conclusions can therefore be drawn from this study that the dismal perfonnance of ECOW AS 

in regional development can be grouped under seven major themes: (i) the treaties of 

ECOW AS are not "home-grown" concepts (ii) the Abuja Treaties were a falsification of 

"pan-Africanism" (iii) the birth of ECOW AS lacked iterative planning process (iv) 

ECOWAS failed to incorporate crucial political differences (v) there was failure to marry 

economic propositions with political realities (vi) the lack of mobility in the factors of 

production and finally, (vii) the nature of African Bureaucratic process was ignored from the 

start. 
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n. ECOW AS conception was not a "Home-Grown" Concept 

One of the precipitating goals at the signing of the Treaty establishing ECOW AS 

boldly acknowledged that the member countries were willingly coming together in view of 

the relentless onslaught of globalization (ECOWAS 1975, 14). Countries in West Africa and 

at the receiving end of the entrenched system wanted to pool their resources in order to 

benefit from economies of scale and to speed up development and to reduce external 

dependence. 

Long before Western African integration arrangements were formalized in 1975, the 

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) had begun to see the need for such a maginalisation 

without integration. As in aU ECA-sponsored integration initiatives, it prioritized the need 

for individual countries to adopt import-substitution industrialization (lSI) strategy before 

formally entering into integration arrangements. The strategy attempted to insulate countries 

from external influences which were believed to be holding back the development process, 

and which were assumed to be much more severe than internal constraints. lSI was regarded 

by governments to be important for creating in the population a feeling, of self-sufficiency 

while gaining the respect of the community of nations. In many countries, import

substitution was undertaken with state ownership, except in cases where this was not feasible 

(OECD 2001, 34). 

In Ghana in particular, the state nationalized all major foreign production and distribution 

enterprises and set up new ones. Even in countries that supported private capital, such as 

Nigeria and Cote d'Ivore, the state's participation in production was not marginal. In many 

instances the state became a partner of the foreign companies that previously owned the 

enterprises, as did the Nigerian government with banks. The irony ofISI was, of course, that 

many state-owned firms were highly dependent on imported fixed and variable inputs 
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(Aryeetey 1998, 13). As a result the import bill did not shrink, often leading to major balance 

of payments problems. In the end, the ability of nations to diversify production was 

compromised. 

The conception of ECOWAS was intended to be a multi-step process eventually 

leading to a customs union and then a common market and integrating states in the West 

African sub-region politically and culturally. Both the original Treaty and the subsequently 

revised version of 1992 (complemented by more than 30 protocols and supplementary 

protocols) include initiatives to promote co-operation and development in many areas of 

endeavour (ECOW AS 2000d). But the process was ill conceived with regard to the embedded 

problems in the sub-region. The belief was that a functionalist or gradualist thesis from the 

European Model, which was adopted, will provide a basis of the integration and was 

hurriedly imposed by the Head of States and Governments. The functionalist thesis argues 

that integration is best achieved through a gradual and incremental progression, which gains a 

momentum of its own as the interests of member states converge and as they become more 

and more interdependent. In other words, the signatories to the integration expected a co

operation by stealth; a case of one thing leading inexorably to another. The EU model over 

the years has transformed co-operation initiative in Coal and Steel by the BENELUX 

countries into the European Community and later to the European Union. But the 

establishment of ECOWAS was not planned bearing in mind the nature of their individual 

struggling economies. The Treaties did not as wen, conceptualise the various factors that 

could work in favour or against any attempt to jumpstart integration rather than begin co

operation arrangements. We will return to the idea of integration and co-operation later. 

The irony about the misconception of the European integration is that the over thirty or so 

protocols that were signed or amended due to the failure of member countries to meet set 

time-tables were done at various intervals by "substitutes" of the Heads of States of the 
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member countries. By all account, the "substitutes," at the time of amending the original 

Treaty of Lagos (in 1991192), were confronted with different issues such as quantitative 

restrictions, impediments to factors flows (with the exception of the monetary unions, barriers 

to entry, and other administrative and legal obstacles. 

Related to these problems is that the Eminent Persons were assigned the task of 

drafting the Revised Treaty in 1991/92. The corrections or additions that they had to make to 

the original Treaty of Lagos included a different set of problems that were confronting 

ECOWAS. The Eminent Persons' Report failed to re-emphasise the importance of 

identifying African problems, in terms of the lack of progress in the signing of protocols to 

implement many of the policies that had been proposed. There were also problems stemming 

from the distribution of benefits, especially when the benefits have been perceived to accrue 

more rapidly to richer member countries like Ghana and Nigeria (ECOWAS 2000a, 56). 

ECOWAS, on paper resembles the ED, but it is rather politically more sympathetic to 

the ASEAN model. It is based on governments whose immediate priority is to preserve their 

national sovereignty, not to pool it. However, lacking the strong state structures, a strong 

common security interest, and dynamic economies of Southeast Asia, we have to ask whether 

the ASEAN model is also easily transferable. In short, lessons can be drawn from the lack of 

"home-grown" ideas meant to transform decisions into action rather than words. First, the 

European experience shows that national-level arrangements such as inter-ministerial co

ordination committees or consultation mechanisms with chambers of commerce, trade 

unions, and pressure groups are essential for effective participation in regional initiatives. 

But the lack of ideas and the parallel imitation by the Treaties were without any 

procedures to follow by the countries. This is so because in devising sets of policies such as 

those to liberalise trade, commit the countries to the movement of people, goods or increase 

trade etc, requires the how, that is, the procedures required. To achieve a cohesive regional 

-- -,- -------------
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integration of countries, there are no simple recipes or models. Success or failure hinges on 

the specific context and environment in which the co-operation is to operate. But the models, 

in terms of the institutions, mechanisms and formulae during the operational phase of 

ECOWAS were all transplants or copy models from the European integration scheme. The 

models adopted by ECOWAS failed to adapt to local needs and realities (West Africa is not 

Europe). The African needs were mostly the lack ofIarger markets, intra-trade amongst them, 

and the production of capital goods unlike the EU, which had aU these factors prior to 

beginning the integration attempt. 

There may be some approaches and mechanisms from Europe that could be useful in 

Africa, and for that matter, West Africa, such as the principle of subsidiary; targeted policies 

to reduce welfare disparities between regions; the role of small countries; and the gradual 

implementation of integration at different speeds (variable geometry). But the treaty setting 

up ECOW AS, as well as the challenge arising from the Abuja Treaty, has failed because the 

ideas were not embedded in local (African context) ideas to move the policies from talk to 

actions. 

(aJ Limits of the Revised Treaty after 1992 

The above shifts in paradigms of the birth of ECOWAS came in 1983, when leaders had 

to accept that the multiplicity of agencies under the three major organizations was not only 

unnecessary but also costly. A joint ECA-ECOW AS study on rationalization was undertaken 

in 1987 and its proposals for institutional reform made public in 1991 (ECQWAS 1999b, 17-

19). An expectation of the reforms was that the various smaller groupings within the sub

region would be consolidated into a single body, turning ECOW AS into the single regional 

economic community with responsibility for the integration agenda. In the 1992 revision of 

the ECOWAS Treaty, the intention was to take into account economic and political 

developments in the region and in the outside world. This motivated, for example, a shift to 
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the development of a "people-centred organisation," as opposed to the overly bureaucratic 

inter-government agency of the past. 

With the immense policy implications retarding the cohesiveness of ECOWAS, what are 

the parameters to assure internal peace as well as cross-border stability and security in West 

Africa? The reorganization stemming from the Revised Treaty planned to improve its 

decision-making processes and procedures in order to make decision binding and 

automatically enforceable.37 The set objectives were to be achieved by streamlining the 

institutional and operational framework, as well as the delivery capacity, of the Secretariat. In 

line with the above objective, a number of existing IGOs were made specialized institutions 

of ECOWAS, managing activities such as monetary integration, the mobilisation of 

development finance, environmental protection (drought and desertification control), regional 

food security (cereal production, livestock development and pest control), development of 

river basins, human health and human resource development (ECOW AS 1999b, 17). But the 

Treaty was still lacking in the prescriptions of how Europeans are marching forward under 

their own different contexts and circumstances to that of ECOW AS, and failed to provide the 

operational guidance on how the declarations of intent can be implemented, and what is 

required to make them effective. The crucial failures were also the inability of the Revised 

Treaty to rationalized the specialized institutions or close them down to show its 

supranationality. 

III. The Falsification of the Ahuja Treaty 

After independence in the early 1960s, two schools of thought dominated the debate on 

African integration. The first advocated that instant unity in African countries would cede 

sovereignty to central authority acting within a federalist framework. The main proponent of 

37 See ECOWAS 1993. 
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this view was Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, Africa's foremost pan Africanist, who warned that: "So 

long as we remain disunited, so long as we remain balkanized, regionally or territorially, we 

shaH be at the mercy of colonialism and imperialism (Nkrumah 1970, 1). The second school 

of thought, favoured by most African leaders adopted the gradualist approach for a number of 

reasons because they were nowhere prepared to surrender sovereignty to a supranational 

organisation after independence. 

Notwithstanding the divergence in ideologies and the aspirations of these pan Africanists, 

the Founding Fathers of ECOW AS failed to take cognizance of the different ideologies 

prevailing on the continent because most of those present during the crafting of the Treaty 

establishing ECOWAS were mostly military men: President Yakubu Gowon of Nigeria, 

President Eyadema of Togo, former President Kutu Acheampong of Ghana and others), and 

failed to plan the process in states like functionalism postulates. Paradoxically, barely two 

years after a Revised ECOW AS treaty was adopted, the CEAO transformed itself into 

UEMOA. The action taken by the Francophone to initiate this measure was actually what 

prompted the revision in the original treaty of ECOW AS to eradicate the multiplicity of 

agencies within the sub-region. 

In short, the inconsistency in approaches, such as those initiated to rationalize the 

agencies, to facilitate trade liberalization, to ease the movement of people amount to a 

betrayal of the Abuja Treaties because they were taken without regard to laid down 

procedures based on the EU system of integration that they had imposed on the sub-region. 

Besides, Africans have always, since independence, had this idea of unity, of pan-Africanism. 

As rightly put by Amoako (2001), the Executive Secretary of ECA, "those are political 

ambitions and aspects of regional integration." However, the original Treaty of ECOW AS 

and subsequently, the Abuja Treaty of 1991, failed to realize that the economic aspects are 
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also very important, given the small size of West African economies. 

Regardless of the interest expressed in functional co-operation as a strategic twin 

towards the pursuit of a goal of African integration, the fact is that for most African 

governments such co-operation can only be based on the conventional state system. 

However, this is the very state system that functional co-operation theory seeks to overcome 

in terms of the transfer of "sovereign rights" from the state to functional organizations like 

ECOW AS. Because the countries may not be willing yet to relinquish these "sovereign 

rights" and transfer of authority to ECOW AS institutions, the attempt to employ mechanisms 

of the EU on ECOWAS amounted to a falsification of the functional or the neo-functional 

model of regional integration. 

IV. The Lack of an Iterative Planning Process (IPP) 

Given the large diversity in planning systems and approaches, an important characteristic 

of the development process for complex systems such as an integration attempt, is the 

iterative nature of the activities (Whitney 1990, 16). Iterative planning process is primarily 

the result of complex, often times, and cyclical relationships of elements. In these 

circumstances, sometimes there remains significant uncertainty even after the early system 

design phase. Just like the formation of any integration of countries, the process is complex 

and requires planning at many stages of the process. Interim validation and verification are 

necessary to test the assumptions of the integration (system) as it is being built, and hence the 

iterative nature of the development process. ECOWAS in designing the integration attempt 

in West Africa failed to partition the planning and decision-making, potentially relevant to the 

sustainable development of the sub-region into iterations. 

Regional integration describes the growth of societal integration within a region and to 

the often, undirected processes of social and economic interaction. Early writers on 

regionalism describe such a process as informal integration and what some contemporary 
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analysts refer to as 'soft regionaIism.'38 The term lays emphasis on autonomous economic 

processes which further lead to higher levels of economic interdependence within a given 

geographical area than between that area and the rest of the world. Such a geographical area is 

rarely affected by state policies, and the most important driving forces for economic 

regionalisation comes from the markets, from the private trade and investment flows, and 

from the policies and decisions of companies. This kind of regionalisation forms strategic 

alliances between firms and create inexorable momentum towards the further integration of 

economies within and across such regions (Hormats 1994, 98). Regionalisation can also 

involve increasing flows of people; the development of multiple channels and complex social 

networks by which ideas, political attitudes, and ways of thinking spreads from one area to 

the other and results in the creation of a transnational regional civil society. Regionalisation is 

therefore commonly conceptualised in terms of 'complexes,' 'flows' , 'networks' , or 

'mosaics.' It is often referred to as undermining the monolithic character of the state, leading 

to the creation of cross-governmental alliance, multi-level and multi-player games and to the 

emergence of new forms of identity both above and below existing territorially defined states 

(Wallace 1990). 

But the planning of ECOW AS was rather a political process rather than iterative planning 

to induce the flows, networks or complexes that strives a regional integration process. 

Because in the basic principles of iterative planning such as intergovernmental co-ordination, 

distinct intra-nation planning processes relating to infrastructure development and services, 

whether delivered by government, the private, or by NGOs, should be co-ordinated to make 

mutually reinforcing contributions to national, regional and local goals of development. 

Internationally, or in terms of interdependence, states sharing rules or origin, joint custom 

policies and other relevant issues, need to formulate strategies and policies that at a minimum 

3& See especially Russett 1967, 3. 

--- --.. -----------
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are co-ordinated, and preferably that aim to increase the mutually beneficial use of shared 

resources. 

Relevant to the need for iterative process of planning is that the current African 

integration arrangements can be categorised into two broad areas: those that fit into the Lagos 

Plan of Action (LPA), from which ECOW AS was born and those that either were in existence 

or came about outside the LP A. The LP A was launched as a special initiative of the Heads of 

States and Governments of the Organisation of Africa Unity and actively promoted by the 

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA). The LPA created a unifying framework for the 

creation, as asserted by Omotunde (1991), 'regional unions as a centre-piece in the grand 

strategy for Africa in the pursuit of development' (Olaniyan 1985, 76). In contradiction to 

these initiatives, however, the ECA sponsored three regional arrangements aimed at the 

creation of separate but convergent and over-arching integration arrangement in three sub

Saharan sub-regions: West Africa, Central Africa and Southern Africa. But the over-arching 

integration arrangements failed to be iterative in the sense that capacity-building: skills of 

policymakers, professional, civil society and community participants were not sufficient to 

support their roles in carrying out the policy-making data, development. analysis. and 

implementation activities necessary for sustainable development. 

V. The Failure to incorporate Crucial Political differences 

While the Functionalists thesis lays much emphasis on an apolitical approach to 

integration, it has not been the case in the West African experience. Claude Ake puts it 

succinctly in his article on "How politics under-deve1ops Africa" that there has been too 

much politics and too little development in African due to the highly charged political 

atmosphere in intra and inter state relations which has led to violent conflicts in some cases, 

and detrimental to co-operation (Ake 1989, 15). 
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(aJ Ideological differences within the sub-region 

The case most pertinent and which could have provided guidance in the crafting of 

ECOWAS is the demise of the East African Community EAC) composed of Kenya, Uganda 

and Tanzania in the late 1970s. The Community started gracefully with movements in various 

strategic sectors of the economy. This in terms of the EU is referred to as the "spill-over 

effect" of integration by the neo-functionalists. Such a supranational integration covering all 

sectors of the economy would enable the community to establish their political ties at a 

supranational level instead of a national one. It has always been advocated by neo

functionalist that a successfully progressing economic integration would bring along its own 

political integration. Hence, they have suggested that starting with economic integration to 

achieve the political one is a found method and highly recommended. 

But the EAC's collapse was largely due to political and ideological differences between 

the member states - such differences have fundamentally been ignored in the planning 

process of ECOW AS Heads of State and Government. How the East Africa Community is 

highly exemplary and far-reaching in this direction epitomizes the disappointment with 

ECOWAS integration process. The reasons for the failure of the EAC and attributed to such 

political and ideological differences were among others (i) inadequate mechanisms for 

dealing with the unequal effects of the common market (intra-regional trade balance largely 

tilted in favour of Kenya), and this was perceived as unfair by the other countries; (ii) there 

was a perception of discrimination in the operations of state trading corporations; (iii) there 

were constraints of political nature including political divergence among the three countries 

(i.e. capitalist ideology in Kenya, socialism in Tanzania and a military dictatorship in 

Uganda); (iv) a break-down in transportation services as Tanzania imposed restrictions on 

trucks carrying Kenyan goods to Zambia and (v) the Railways Corporation discontinued 

-- -- -------------
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passenger service between Kenya and Uganda because of disputes over the transfer of 

revenues among the countries (ECA 2001). But in the belief by ECOWAS members in the 

virtue and importance of economic co-operation and integration, notwithstanding the failures 

of the past, they did not plan bearing in mind these political realities, which may impede the 

transformation of ECOWAS. As one can observe, the neo-functionalist integration approach 

has been justified to a large extent by the European integration example. Nevertheless, 

integration efforts between the above EAC communities could not be justified by neo

functionalist assumptions. Within ECOW AS the situation and factors impeding integration 

are not different; they are based on ideological differences of the three dominant colonial 

languages predominating in the sub-region. 

The establishing Treaties of ECOW AS should have undertaken the integration of countries 

by iterations through a plan that may have overcome the inadequacies and experiences of the 

EAC. The creation of ECOW AS should have considered the formation of an anglophone 

regional co-operation to be later merged to its francophone counterpart. In their current form 

there is a wide array of disparities between the ECOWAS and the other small integration 

schemes operating alongside it. Moreso, the integrations schemes are at different stages in 

terms of their policy options, individual project alternatives and projected plans for 

development. The purpose is not so much to exhaustively characterize aU feasible options -

the planning process does have to be manageable, as wen as accessible to stakeholders - but 

to consider a sufficient number of diverse types of options (as in the cases of SADC, ASEAN 

etc.), to ensure that every conceivable type of option is analysed through the planning process. 

In the case of West Africa, the diversity among options (the "home-grown" content) should 

have reflected significant variations in the size of countries, technology, location, and 

financial risk, the basic approach for each country, as wen as intended beneficiaries and losers 

and to make provisions. 
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(b) The "French/actor" 

Nor has imperialism done with Africa yet. In West Africa, the "French presence" 

continues to loom large in relations between them and Anglophone states on one-hand and 

Francophone states on the other. Nigeria, in particular, has had to contend with French and 

Francophone suspicions of its dominant role in the sub-region. Although it has recently 

become fashionable to talk about the world as a global village, African villagers are still very 

much at the mercy of American and European Heads who dictate the international economic 

tune. Given the colonial inheritance, most of African, in particular, West African states 

(particularly, the Francophone states), are still too tied to the apron string of their former 

colonial power, a factor that continues to militate against the integration of the countries in 

the sub-region. 

Some authors have compared the traditional African Policy of France in Francophone 

West Africa as the equivalent to the American Monroe Doctrine (Scbroeder1999, 1). 

However, relatively different in their purposes, the two doctrines can indeed be compared in 

many aspects inasmuch as they both justify, mainly through historical and geographical 

arguments, the exclusive control of two countries, France and the United States. What they 

take as their private backyard is reflected in a lot of French expressions used to describe 

Francophone African countries, such as arriere-cour, domaine reserve, chasse-gardee 

(exclusive hunting ground) or pre-carre (natural preserve). In both cases, the private backyard 

is considered as being off limits to other great powers. 

France encouraged the implementation of a West African economic and monetary union 

(Union economique et monetaire ouest-africaine, UEMOA) and another Central African 

economic and monetary union (Communaute Economique et Monetaire de I 'A/rique Centrale, 

CEMAC). Doing so, France tries to promote the creation of a unified market as well as the 

convergence of regional economic policies, just like in the European Union within the 
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Francophone members of ECOWAS. The West African zone is the most advanced: it has 

been able to intervene politically to try to solve political and military crisis in Sierra-Leone, 

Liberia and Guinea-Bissau, and it is already a free-trade zone of60 million consumers.39 This 

support of regionalization processes conforms to the interests of France, French companies 

being the first to benefit from such free-trade zones, because of their major share in the 

region's economy, and their good knowledge of it. With this strategy, the Founding Fathers 

of ECOW AS, failed to anticipate this and initiate policies to insulate their integration attempt 

from being impacted by the above forces. 

(c) Flawed Procedure and Contested Deployment of ECOMOG 

As demonstrated by the ideological differences above, the following is how procedures 

needed to form ECOMOG were almost defeated by irregularities for lack of institutional 

control by ECOWAS over the intervention process and malpractices on some of ECOMOG's 

contingents. From legal and institutional point of view the procedures followed in deciding 

on ECOMOG's deployment in Liberia were irregular. Firstly, the institutions that were 

supposed to handle the Community's decision-making on military issues had never been put 

in place, a fact that, as alluded to by Abass Bundu, pointed to a lack of consensus about the 

desirability of multilateral institutions with a mandate and capability to intervene militarily in 

inter-and intra-state conflicts (ECOWAS 1989, 14-23). Secondly, the organ in which the 

decision to establish ECOMOG was taken by the Standing Mediation Committee (SMC), 

acted ultra vires since (i) its official mandate involved mediation inter-state conflicts only (ii) 

any military action had to take place in the context of the above-mentioned, absent, 

institutions; and (iii) the decision could have been taken by the chairman only in his capacity 

as president of the Authority, rather than of the SMC 

39 The UEMOA includes Benin, Mali, Burkina-Faso, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Niger, Senegal, and Togo. 
There are great discrepancies between them; for instance, the GDP per inhabitant in Ivory Coast was 782 dollars 
in 1998, and three times less for Burkina-Faso the same year. 
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These irregularities were evidence that something was wrong with the collective 

consensus that was supposed to underline the decision to send troops to Liberia.4o Here, 

various member states had expressed serious reservations about, or outright opposition to, the 

intention of some countries to intervene in the conflict. In view of this opposition the 

protagonists of intervention could never have come to their decisions, had they followed 

proper procedures and attempted to have it approved by the competent Community organ, the 

plenary Authority. The dimensions in the conflict begun when in October 1990, Cote 

d'Ivoire, which was opposed to intervention, vainly called for an extraordinary session of the 

Authority in an attempt to discuss the matter.41 

To further demonstrate how flawed procedures may have dwarfed the intervention in 

Liberia, Burkina Faso criticised the SMC's actions; and its president, Blaise Compaore, 

expressed 'total disagreement' with the intervention, which according to him, could lead to 

regionalisation of, what he claimed to be, an internal conflict (West Africa 1997, 1045). He 

argued, quite correctly, that the Committee did not have the competence to intervene in such 

an intra-state war, but could only intervene in conflicts between member states. The belief 

was that ECOWAS should, therefore, not intervene without the consent of all parties to the 

conflict (Aning 1994, 153n; Aning 1997, 11). On a milder note Senegal expressed 

reservations about not having been consulted over ECOMOG's mandate and Togo criticised 

the self-willed actions of the Committee. Mali, too, was concerned that the SMC had 

violated its mandate. While Togo and Mali had nevertheless promised to send troops, at the 

eleventh hour they backed away from doing so, because ofIvorian pressure and, in the Malian 

case, fears of antagonising the Libyan leader Qaddafi (Mortimer 1994). The intennediary 

40 See ECOW AS 1997. 
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position which these two countries took enabled them later on to act as brokers between the 

(predominately Anglophone) protagonists of interventions and those (mainly Francophone) 

states that opposed it. 42 

The reality behind the different arguments on ECOMOG"s legality is that in 

combination with Nigeria's dominance of the intervention force ECOMOG and its 

constitutive procedures were not sufficiently embedded in structures guaranteeing the proper 

institutionalised control. Here again, the absence of iterative planning on the composition of 

the force and other logistics was critical. On the contrary, it rested to a considerable extent on 

conjectural circumstances, in which calculation of self-interest or other motives not stipulated 

in ECOMOG's official rationale played a role, side by side with the formal motivations for 

intervention described in the previous sections. These factors, in tum, have similarly affected 

the pattern and course of other initiatives within ECOWAS. Similarly. the second half of the 

1990s has witnessed new contributions made to highlight the existence and the importance of 

"non-traditional" gains from RI (see Fernandez and Portes 1997; Schiff and Winters 1997). 

These include among others, enhancing security, maximising bargaining power in trade 

negotiations, locking in reform, and making institutions more credible. This kind of policy is 

more important in view of the sub-region's high propensity to political and military conflicts, 

as wen as their tendency to overturn policies. 

VI. Lack of Mobility in the Factors of Production 

(a) Flawed Liberalisation Mechanisms 

Until recently, the history of regional integration among developing countries has 

been dominated almost consistently by a great gap between the rhetoric of expressed 

intentions and the hard facts of the unwillingness or inability to carry out these intentions. 

41 See Weller, M. 1990, a BBC Monitoring Report on peacekeeping about the Liberian crisis. 
42 See interview of Dr. Amos Sawyer 1997 on October 16 then President of Liberia's former Interim 
Government of National Unity from 1990 to 1994, Saly. Senegal. 
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Togo, Mali, Ghana, l'\ig~r ia and "'OS( o (h~r' wh o can ~a,ily b~ cumpared In terms of tlwir 

d I n"ren( lurms of ~,,..,,rnme nt, within (h~ Cu",,,,,, nit), Si", ilad y, cou nl ric' wit h .1 l]lstory of 

polit ical >uppml. cooperat ion. and ",utual glubal in(~r~'1S ",ak~ bclk ,. candi,j.1l~s lu ,. r~gional 

integratioll. wherea., cmmtri~s WiTh antag~n;stjc hi,tori~s fLnd it mo,,, ditlLclll( to n"gotiat~ 
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mid compromis~. It is diflicui! 10 g~n~,,-alize about (h"s" issue, with in th" context of 

r c o\V AS. as e~ch pair ,)f c,)umrie" has a unique historical relatim"hip. Rut giv",", th e hist,)ry 

of' r~gior", I ,,,,,I (Iorn~sl ic c()n 11 ;C(s. "nd Ihe di Ilcrenc~ in "",\ Ullccr(" mly "b""l b",ic economic 

s lrategie" llqolialioll' on a mul(ila(cmllmde agr~"m"nt may hal'e added 10 the ,low pace of 

lLllegnHton '" Wes( Ali-ic". 

Here, lh~ EC()W AS integmlion process is !lO1 a c"se ju,lifying the hypothesi, of lhe 

The 'Jeo-functio'Jalist theory claim" a "eientitic 

hypothesis, that ec ,) n,)m,e integmti ,)n LS an ,d}ligat,,,y hase <>1- a political supmnatim,al 

1tl1cgrallOn ~nd Ih~1 the re.alisali"" or CCorH,mlC mTcgmliofl wilhin a suprallal l<lrwl 

org"nis"ILon"1 Ij-arn~"'()rk ",,-,,,Id lead "ImOSI ,ullorn"lic"lly to " supnmal",n"l p0liti~al 

in(egrJlion. 13m (h" dynamics with IOCOIVAS and thm 01 the Hi wh..-e this framework 

wmh hm'e compleTely ditJerent relat ,m"hip hetween them. 

(hi /.imil,' pi<Uy,J (m /w,-"wni,mliOll 

TIle probkm lS c()mp()umlcd by lhc un"'illmgllC:l:< of m"mb"r cou1l1rie" l() subordll1"k 

their lib"",li,alion eIT",1 (0 r~gional obj~'Cti l'C, For illslmlCe. lJOEAC orerates under the Taxe 

Unique a, their nat i""al <>hj eelive ,)1' imrorl-subSf it ul i,)n. und~r "hicr. products from thc 

regio n ,Ix,uld Ix subj ect to lhe ,"mC ll1x rak irrc:>!",clive ()f their OO Ul,e, I:locause of this 

v,mallCc m Ihe ll"tiol1al In"\,, polic-i"s, the hannoni:>'11ion pro\'i,io,~, wilhin 1.1 Db\( - and other 

TTllIl0r illkgralioll s~hem'" in the ,ub-region arc "I odds with the requirements of U~()\V,\S 

harm()m:;'l li()11 policie:<. wIHkring the !lOn-impbnen(mion of most taritY coJe,. Other 

Constraint" rlacing limiT' on harmoni zation is that there are pmhlGms w ilh il11l'n"regional 

tmd~. nle wn.qra;nTS indude Ih" LI>convcrtibilily ,)1' m~ml>cr CUITcllcic:< "nd difficulli~, In 

cstabl ishll1g leiters ()r cr~dil. lr>efficienl ,,,,d c()slly tmnoport and cornrnunic"tioll:< linb, 

<iiffer~llces Ln Tl~lional produci or s~rvice rcgul"li()n:l alld slancbrds "Tld the la~k ()f 

Info,.","lioll "bolll Ihe ~xlSlCnCe of potenti"l buycrs "nd seller, 111 p"rtller ~ounlric" Within 
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den,lopm~nL which ,eem, 10 haw th~ char"clelistic of a "win-win" undCl1aking within the 

cOlTIlIHln'ly, ACCOld '"g to Robwn (I 99fi), a cI~a,. c,ampk fiwn ECOWAS is Ihat co-

Op'"",lioll i~ l'''~r"y >upply, ""e" lhough rd"tiwly litll~, lh"" IS a possibilily of co~~ccling 

nalional nelwork> at re"sonable cos!. UUllhe rr,",nllim~, lh~ mosl ,LLcc~ssflJl initimiw so far 

i, the agreement betwee n Ghana, Togo, Tl~nin and Cote d'hio", which allows Ghana to sell 

hydro_dcctric po" cr 10 Ilw othcr pm1ics WhCll lhci r supply fi, II s bdow a ,tated thrcshohl k"d 

( 1::CO\'VA~ 2()OOa, J4) . Gh"lla ~a~ ,,1' 0 imporl from Cot<: d'hoi" i~ tim~' of,,~~d, While 

the potenl",1 for 1""I""lIy b;,,,dicml co-op"nHion m the ,uea, of water and tmn>pmt i, 

gene rally acknowledged. Ih~re h",'e been liltk ~tlorls du~ to policy inconsistencies to tap thi , 

potential. llere , one may ag.ain arg~ that th~ int~gration in \V~st Africa may have l"'~n \>ener 

it' jhc cOllnlr,cs had SlattCll co·operuti'T a,.ra"g~me~t;; Hl tlm "umncr. mther lha" lry'"" to 

ll1un~dialdy inl~gn11e til<:ir countrie, ha,~d on lhe funcl lonali , t th~si,. 

m 'f'fl e luck "{f orecasting 

The jhlfI<' function ing of the S.,'Tem of' prefer~nc~s and the ,nh~rent loss of "'v~nLLe to 

;;cve",l nlcmb<.:ro havc led 10 lliff,cull fi ocal o;luat;O~> i" lho", statcs. By 1991, arrC"" to lhe: 

"'-'~"l"rial ,md 10 til<: cOl1lp~n"'lion fund amount<:d to 45 5 Billion CFA franc _, which was 

[our limes as much '" the combined budg~t, oftfk, institutions (Tladiane 1')~3, %). ,V ithin 

The F r'Jl1cophone countries, the continuin~ fiscal rrobl ~ms 01' member statcs (Lnd lhe gro" ,nt!, 

rl'essu", lhey wel'e comin~ LLndel' t'com int~ma(ional finallcial insliilJtion;; 10 cal'ry ouj 

macroeconomic I'dOl'ms blto thc ir lkcision Hl 1991 to meet i" Ouag"dougou, Thc mcd;~g 

W" S io [org, a programme 01' ad"'ille, to address th~ C~o~Onu~ ni", withoul 11l'~l,s:;arily 

having to devalue tfk, etA franc. Th~ resulting programm~s Ihey lTlvisag~d w,,, to allow for 

hudgetary and 11 .,cal policy harmonizaTion which will lead to th~ insTitution of several 

arran~cm~nts f"r rcgioTlal banking comm;osions, thc harmoniz.1tion ot' leg.islative and 

.. e~ulatory framework, to gove rn economic and socwl activities, including >ocial insura"ce 
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and b",ine" law, ek. Th~ pl~ n wa, IU go furt her and to ,Jevelop a , ingle financial market, a 

r~glUn,, 1 ,lUck exd"wg~ "nd" fr~~ lr"de zon~. 

BLLt 11", la~k oj' roli~y ~(lordinatiun !>cr" " Ih"1 the preparalory work fur I"unching 

LIO.\10A look plac,' belwe~n I ,)YI and 1994 !.luI hy 1')<)4, when a numher of lhe 

in,tillllional ag,.~eme tll, in OuagadoLOgo\l had he"n "stahlish~d a nd had occ(lm~ til ncl ional, 

the idea ()fav() jdi n~ ,J,."aIUali()n had to oc ah~ t"Jon~d in vi~w of~onlinu ing ~"unom ", ~li,,, 

"nd ","w",ing pr~>s u r~ I[o rn rn ul lila!eral devdopmcnl "gencie,. 11,"" on the ~\'e of Ih" 

memher ,late' meel ing in Dabr in Janua ry 1 ')<)4 to formali ze th" i nSlit LLli o nal d~v"I"Pme'nT 

that had t a~en pl;)Ce mC'f tk thrce-y~ar period into ~ Icc'al),. lhe SO JX'r celli d~\'al"alion 

annO Li ncerne'nt wa, rna,k by f ,"nc~ he r>ce. 100 I"ck of "<k'lU"!e fOrl'c",tin" i, ~vi,lcnt. 

Thu "dupti on In j ,)g7. uf Ihe H'OW1\S mOne l"ry co-operation programme wa, intended to 

"~hieve. m lh~ medium-lung !erTll, Ih,' conv~rtibility of Wesl AfT ican cUlTe nci " and th ~ 

crc"lion ofa ,i ngl ~ cu[[~ncy h)' the year 2(X)O. What ha, l",,,n ac hre,~d ,0 far i, much m()r~ 

m()dc,! hencc Ihc lac).. of h"'c<ighl dLi e' 10 Ih" ina(lo::qu",-,y of r~,earch c"p"city within 

ECOWAS. Th~ bck uf for'''">ling ha, ai,o complicaled lh~ limils or th~ prohlem, that 

membcr ,late; are b~ing co nfront ed w ith a nd to collabomtc The"" under a n umhrc lla of. 

supranational orga ni <at ion, hence the lad ()f a m"'~ approprl"lc' nWlhod wilh " vIew to 

llilTerenl and '"para le lra<k 

!L OCr.l I/ali"n ",h~m", ""d implemenlation sch;;,Juje, are ~viden l in thc ECOWAS 

(EC()Wl\S 1999b "nd I ~')9b. (}7: 200ib, H9). IOCOW AS and LLt\10A c",",xi,t with d ille"nl 

",heme, i ll spill> of thdr common m~ml"'r,h i p (all m~mlxors of ] 'I' \·10A are mem\)crs of 

U'OWAS1· 

In/{)[I1 ,- lhi , situatiorr is ,jmilar to whal wm" e'xJX'11, h av~ de"~ribed a, "Ihe ,·nr iablc 

g~ometry" conc~p{ (Tinberge n 19 ')S, 15 ) In {he I.a{ill American Intcgratio n Agre"ment' 
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(LA1A). it is a deliberate )X)licy 10 encourage member 'taks to move towards the 

.,tahl i,hm~nt of the free trade zone at faster. hut di'Tinc1 specd:; becaus~ ul" lhe dil"fcrcnt 

levei., of Lkvdupm~nl 01" the mcmb~r slalc,. ~Jld wil)' LA1"', overall ohjectivc. 'Jhc situalion 

i, diflhenl in an ECOIV.'1S conlext v.flew ,malb groups ni'l sid~-hy-side with r.CO\,'AS 

and uperate as complelely independent and aut()nOmOn8 hodies and virtual ly a8 if Ihe larg~" 

hloc (FCOW AS) did 'lOt exi t. and vice "Cf8a 

In 'ummalwn here the n:~lily is thai aI the Il1ceplion of ECOWAS. it was hailed as 

bemg an allempt 10 hring lugelhcr angluphone. lusophune and ti-ancophullC stales. but it has 

not livcd up to expe~tation in that mdeavom Fur instanc"e. like mmt Ali'iean ,.egional 

organization.,. ECOWAS ha, placed tou much emphasi8 un Irack I ibcrall latiun "hen: lh~re " 

1 1l1l ~ 1u gam from lowering trade banier, belween countries that have little t() ,ell to each 

other. 

In a sim il a,. vein. overly reslrictive rule uf urigin e,pcci~lIy in ICnn, of limiting 

prefe renlialtt'~almCtl\ tu pWLlllc!s by cumpanie, predominantly owned by nalionah have been 

c'~L"ler-pruductiw 10 Ihe liberalil~llun pmce" beca use lhey ru le oUI a signitieant gamut ()f 

gouds tra,kcl wi Ihin thc sub-region (Wangwe I ')~(), 2J- By "" doing. th~ lil",ral i/ation ,d,~me 

is re nd~red )X)intkss Ae""rding I() th e flCOWAS 2000a. Ihe r~slrictwns ,eem al vari~n,,~ 

with the growing TrenLlluv.anl:; dome,tic poilci~s I),~t promolc increased foreign inve,tmcnl, 

!() snpp<>ft nmim",1 d~velopment cffun" In ~ddilion, ~xi'ling compensation mechanisms lace 

lundin~ pwbkm' in !k ~bscnce of ''''I~ in~ blc self-fin~n"ing mechani,ms ror ECOW AS. 

(gi Informal cross-border trade 

n,e defin ition> oj' in tormal cro,>-oorder traLk "~r)-' acw,s lit~raluIc, There are olher tenns 

in u ,e ot' ,i milat' phcnomena 8uch a, "parallel"'. "'bla~k", "rr~gmenlcd" and ",egmcntcd," One 

"ond~rs i f ~ II lhesc Icrm, are synunyrmlu, and ~an b~ LlifTcrenliale among mMkel slru~lure,. 

particlLlarly ill th~ African con!ext, \Vii), regard tu the dclinili ons 01" parallel marl~". 
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I ,In,buur ~nd Roomur (1939), ~'scrl IJI~1 paral lulmarkel is a s lruclure generaled in respon", 

to g("el1lm~nt imen'enlions which create a ,itnation of excess _,npply or ,lemand in ~ 

patlLcnla, proonct or f><;;tol' ma'ket (I jnd~uur and Roomer 1%9, 76). nle claS>lc cx~mplc i, ~ 

cu lltl'o l that aHempt, to lim Ll tJIe ux tun l of a pri~e mcrea", wh"n lhere i, " shor lHge of supply 

(Liooauer and Roemer 1'169, 76)_ 'llie markel doe, not cl~"r at the contro l pricu, and bOlh 

prodncer' and Clm,nmer< seek illegal ch"nnel, of trade that el iminate eXC'ess demalld at 

hlgh"r pieces. Llmhwer also e",ph~siLe, lhat ovur-valued eXdl"ngu mle, ~re"lu pamllul, 

usualiy called "black," markel' for forei"", currency: '1u"nti!y restrictions on imports ind uce 

smug);lin!';; and minimlLm wa!,;e' g~'nerate exce" supplies of labour thai are ah,orbed in a 

parallel (or ",nformaj"llahollr mal'ket "Tllack market" is lM'ohably the mor;t fi'equcntly used 

term 10'- the phenomunon we ha\'e delirled ar; a parallul ma,'ket. But "black"" not merely ~ 

':>'l()n:>m for "pamllel." A, Lmdm,er aud RoonlUr (ln~) poinlud OUI, "black" ah) "oVCr, 

m"rke l' for prohibi led goods ,uch as nar~olic, for which no le!';al market exisl,_,o lhe ilTegHI 

parallel i, n01 pHralleL 

1'0'- the purro"" of this s\lIdy, informal uo:;:;-borde, trade ",iln Ln Ee-OW AS i, !lie pa rallel 

"'~rket where both lkcn,ed "nd unl i,.-enoed lmdef> "arTY oul ll1cir lmn,"clions. J'hesc 

lmnSJdio"" do nol confoml to omcial lmding regulation, or respect the offic ial price 

,lructure as they tr:x1e acro." the border Indeoo, this ",tormaltrade cO'ex ir;ls wi th legal or 

tortnal rrade, In ECOW AS. i ntormal uo.%-border trade is cornrnonl y ar;s<x.-ialed with l>ri ,·~te 

sector activity and IS not alw~y., readily ~pparenl because tile _<arne tmdur> ao='i~ted with the 

Ln tiJrm~ 1 CIo,s-oordur lradu m~y al,o be ~dive in form~1 ~ro:;s-border lrade. Both form~l and 

mfOlll1,,1 cross-bordur lrade, ruly l~rgely on privale ,uclor participalion HoweWL 1l1c 

e"untiJI diffurencu is not woother lmd in!'; i, perfOlll1ud by publ ic or primte ,ector 

parTicipation bul whether or not public and private trading i, carried out in compl iance with 

the rule, of (origin) lhe g"me e'tablished by the Abuja Trea lie,_ It is a two-way aClivily: 
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expon go,-xJ, are laken 00 1 while conslLmer ~oods are hrought in Ulxkr thi, dctini lion 

acti,- itie.' of int"I'mal cross-honkr Irade are hasical l)-' the fol lowing: 

• Bri!lgin~ goods thro ugh illegal ~h"ckpoin l s or entry poi nt' likely assoc ia led with bom, or 

~anoe, at ni~h l and lhrough unkJl()wn pa lhs, hence de!"mite real co,t. inclLrl'ed in 

lLL1(kn"king il; 

• I:lrlLlglllg goods throllgh legal che,:kpoinls or ent!)' points blL t pm, ing customs control hy 

,imply hrib ing the Cll.<lom.' officer or cO 'lCeal ing the imp.) 'twliun or exp.) 'ta tion m One 

t{lfm or a'hlThor The aSSUmpllCltl here is Ihat a laTllr cr~at es an cconom ic i nc~ntiY~ 10 

'Hlder-invoicc ,0 as 10 avoid Ihe luil lanir. 

JOCOWAS, in ii, 2()()()a repon, ha, aJdress ,eveml important ta,k;, in it. eITort;, to 

promote co-oremtion and developmenr in al l field;, or Gco ,~,m i c act"' ity. C:ll",c ial ly ltl the 

area of tralk with the aim 0 1' rai, ,,'g the OIandard 01' ]m ng or iT, poopk (PCOWAS 2()()(1a, 

67), To achicYc Ihis, LIS r"ndaUlenla l goal i:l th~ r~dlL~ Iion and e,'enlllal e limina lion oftaritj' 

and non-tariff balTiers on g,xxh and serv ices traded between memher cOllntr ie, Olhel' 

approach"., to ea,i ng trade WiIh i n Ihe ~mupi ng " lClude the G,wbl "h,"cnl 01' a Cleanng Hou'e 

to ;,enle tra ,,,ter 01' nat ional currcncic'. dc"eloping rules to dell"" nal iona l origin of 

comm,_~l i tie' wnd 'impl i tYing 1Twdi ng docu rr",n l' and proc~dure, jU'l In m..:nl ion a few Since 

ECOWi\S in~ep"on III 1 ')7 5. grad lL al lrad~ liberaliza tion, in lem" of trade co ntinue., to tace a 

101 ofre,is lance [rom some m~mber cOlLntr ies (LCOWAS 2()()(la, 12) 

lle.,ide', The common ECOWi\S Gxlel'llallar ilT ha_, ' till not "'Cn lhe hght of day and Ihe 

econom ic and tinanc ial rol i ci~_' have n')1 b<:~n hannoni!",d al lho lL gh a framework ha, lA;en 

e,tabhsh"d for lhi,. Like many of lhe regional integra lions in .,ub-Sahara Afr ica, The 

pO'Ij)()nement of d~adl ine., to] implement ing variou, trade liberali7atio n ""heme;, by 

ECOWAS doc;, noT o nl y continUe to tbrealen The achie,-cmcnt 01' ' igmticam inlCb'TalLo n bUl 

also, among other th in~'. tr igger, The", 1'01''''' 01' in l'orm~l cro_,_,·bonkr lrade '" IOC ,ub-

reglOn 'Ille maintenance o/'t ile protect innist tmi tl' and non-tar itl' barr ie r' to Trade may lead to 
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" lo"~r o"tp"t 01' the importab l~ thm' under frce trade: the re,uit may also cau,~ pr,c~ 

distort ion"~ and 10" oj' governmem re ,'e"ue Ihl'(,u>;h .nfonn"1 ~m:;, ·borocr t,"d~ (\~riIT 

c"asi'''I), Usu~ l l y, Hilomutl ero»·bmder Imde OC"Ul,. wh~re there are trade barriers 

(A ltsch iller I 'JSS, 14J Accord ing to Lind~ue r and R(,~m~r (1989), int,,,'", "1 cro:;,:;-lxlrdcr 

lI'acie ,an ~" ' .. pro m;;;.: 111<: P'" I ',y pr~s,ripl ions 11",1 "rc p~rt (,f most relom' p"ek~gc, "nd "" rI 

lea,ll" di 11<: '\; n( ; ntcrp rct"l,on oj' \11<: l><:rleJ1l, or rcti )nn:;, 

I hroughout the borders of \Vcst Afri ca, oo lween members ofE( 'OWAS, de"pite stringem 

r~,triCliw trade r.gu latio ns there ,s a lar".e magni lLLd~ of inl'>rrI\~1 ~ ro;;;;·bOL"d~r !tudc t"k irl g 

pla,'c E,cn " he re Y'"' h"w b'l;C lukcs ,, ' dams, ' LL~h ,(",t~, m<: ",cd for in ro m," 1 (TOSS, 

iJ,..,..J" male, ECOWAS exp~'i c rlC<: irl in fonn~1 c'o»·border trade ~n><:rged out of" ,'olonial 

Icg'," Y Ilwt "c,epled " pr~-cmir><:nt role for the Stale "' "pro l~" lor. lJmil recl'Illly, many 

memb~r Sta l~" of JOCOW AS attempt to comrol balance of payme nt s by imp"" n". exchange 

control., and quantitative re"trictio", up"'" impo,t, j'~i l {(, maler,allSC, Su,h poiL,ic, "rc bcing 

j",liiicd either by ,o rl,'<:rn, "'ilh 111<: b"b ric e of p":>1nerll aroJ mo"nting foreign indebtn~ss or 

by the choice of "n ilm ard· looking development ,trate".y (or both I. 

rhe pr~ctice to panic ipate in iuformal cro",,·I)(>rder track."S is "tt~n lileHed ,al<lilion"lly by 

tl1<: tad lh~t lh~ p'odu~~r pri ~c:; of ,~sh emps "rc kCpl bdow Ihe world price. l 'ooa)', thi, 

pmblc-m of pri,~ ,liJfcrenti,,1 ,ti ll ~xist, and p"rtially ,'au sed by in" ppropri" te governm ent 

nl,nkctirlg polici~s '" mosl Wcsl Ar[i,'"n ,'ountrie" p"rticul"rly (;harla and ('ote d' Jv iore in 

C<x'O" prod"cer "nd ",-,n"um er pm'es (A lri"" Re,~arch ilulletin 19S7, 13(,(J(,I. Acco rd ing to 

\lor.- i, and !\eWmJll (I 'JH'Jj, in tileir "lud)' on cereal, market in ~otth em SenegaL infilrmal 

c,,,,,,·i>ord,,.- tn,de s~rHS as th~ main m"rht ing d,"".",I, 1,,,- lc,"~l ly pmd"e~d L'l~e or, th"1 

membe, ~o"nt ry of ECOW AS. R i,~ prod LL~e" i n \h~ S<:n~g~ 1 Ri\ie[ v"llq who sell 10 illcg"l, 

itinem!ll tmd~r' n"d " reiLable and "ccc»ibl~ o"tl~1 for Iheir produ,'c " I highl,r p.-ic~s Ihan 

"me i,,] pri"', "'hieh Iw\'~ evc!l! ually enc'o,,'"!!ed increased ncc prooudion, li i, "1", ~L'O\LL~d 
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Ih"1 Ihc lTmde'lU"tC Jlmrket ;nfunnal;on and ;nappropr iat. macro-cconomi,- po!J~;es in 

ECOW AS ,ub- Ie)?lUn haw also encouragoo i ni"rmal cl'ol',>-border 11'"dc. Thc,c pol;~LC' h"ve 

neither r~co~ni7.ed the ;mrorTance of ,,,'ing the "nghl" cx,-hange rale nor helped much in 

rcmo,,"1 or he",,), domesli,- m"rkel proleclion (J::.I-Agraa and Jones I')~ I, I ti), 

institutional inadeguacie, haw also tendcd 10 cnc ouwgc ml(m,ml lmde III Ihe 8u\1-

'~g10n Although ECOWAS counlric,> haye """ic progrc:;;< In huilding na tion"L sub-re)?ion"1 

~nd rcgion"1 inslilul<uns lor promoling "nd monitoring th<cir ,""onom lc deve lopment. most 

border areas arc without in'litutiom such as han ks from wher. p.opk "long borocr .rC.S C"n 

casily ~Ct I()feign c,ch.nge ror Iheir lrJde, C."lOms ,-onlrol posts also lend to iJ.c nol well 

equipped for proper monitoring of infomml trade, lhc bure"ucmcy employed at the 

clleckpoinl ' can make a trave ller from 01'" country to the other IhNrat in g. Such \'iwl 

mstitUliollS shou ld he "ell develo!'<'d in ot''''' to a""1 It. th. t:1c ilit.lion of I(,tn, hordcr lmoc 

along tile border area, ol'the sU\H"gion and w ith in i1. 

in ad:ll!ion to instilulional inadequ"cies. at mo,l of lhe border ar.a, of ECO'VAS. m~mb"r 

countri es ar~ in many cases inhibited by I",ople ofllie same or close elhn,c ~ruup, A<klil;on"lly. 

mOSI bordcr< h"ye nO physi,-.I \1"rri cr>. "nd lh is "ll-lOg-c lhcr Jlwkcs it diffin.1t 10 monitor 

LnIa,,,,al noss oorder lrade in West Afri~a, These stnLclmal characteristics demonstrat~ hmv the 

Founding Fathe" "ere ,>0 care less in lileir \'i' ion to allow FCOWAS 10 "oIle, In lerms or lhe 

lim ited ,ectoral coverage 01' Ih,,;, indu'tl'; e,>, "hich ha, no\ allo" ed m~mb"r counlri.s to C,X ploi\ 

lh~i,. com!," rJ 11 vc ",h'"nl"ge In mhcr seelO,,;, CSpe~1 .lly III "gri~ull",c_ For ex"mpk Barry (I ~~ .. ) 

"nd S.llllgcr and Slr),ker (1993), "mung: olllers, found th"l removing the ban'ier< to trade in 

,-ere"ls. non-cere"is, "nd I;"esto<:k ,-ould iocre"se in!m-region"1 trade in these product' in II", 

\VeSl ,\frican integmtion ,\lO[eo\'er, p<J!icy instrument, in mosl West African integration haw 

iJ.cm limil.d to tariff reductions (Lmgilammer I~n, 4 16; ECOWAS 1,)9~" and 199~b, 7~: 

ECOWAS 2()()()b, 20S). Pmgr~ss on removing Olher barricrs, ,>uch "s qU"n!il.!lVC rcslriclions. 
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imped nll,nl' 10 fa"lur fluw, (parlicularly wilh regard 10 inlra-Ir~oo), barriers to entt)', and nthel 

administralive and leg~1 obstacl"s, has been limited 11,.,,,, impediments haw ,educed t1>o scoP" 

for !rad, expansion, e\'en in cas~s IVh~," tariffs ha\', ken wduc"l. 

Impkmenlalion of pulic~, in We,1 African integration IS as a ,esult a problem, and has 

be"n patticnl atly ,low whcr~ (ar i tf n,duc( ion, h<l ", b,~n n~gol iawd prod uCl-by-pwduCI rali"" 

Ih;>n acro\S-l h~-hoa rd (ECOW,""S 1995a an d 1999a). Sim,larly, I~,< pwgr~" ha; I"'~n rrwk 

when ,'u unlL'i" h<l'" to n,gu liak or h,,"e rdi~d on p<Jsiliw li,ls of seclor> 10 Ix- included. 

ralher Ihan negative li:m or s~"lors 10 b~ e~cluJe d Case-by-casc negotialions and positiv" 

lisl, !I 'W IllCmhct< consid"rahly more latitud" 10 "xclud" ,en;;'li\'e produc(, from 

I ,jwral i {;>Iwn. lill1 i ling Ih" scope 1,,, gains from mlegration (de la 'fom" and Ke lIy I ~n, 34), 

Anolhe, imporl"nl a,)",cl or the limi l' in Ih, )Y)licies IlCnain., to the dis tribu tion of 

benetlt'. "srecia ll y when (he tlCnd"t\< have been pcrcei,,,,d 10 <lccru, rnor, rapidly 10 rLch~r 

mem jwr coun lrks l ik~ Nigeria an d Gh;>na In principk. Ii", richn countr), could curn)xnlsaw 

Ihe poor" C(}unIL'ie, (like !Jenin. lugo, Guinea-Ilis"", " IC) through "Aplicil llnanci"l 

lran,rer" differing sched ules lor tariff reduction., changes in t1>o a llocat ion of indu't['i ~ 1 

[ocation, or localion of infrastructure to <up)Y)n the agreement (eA, [',~ional (k,',lopJ1wn! 

h<l"~' organ i7G( io n<l1 ",cr~t", ial). But in praClic,,_ Ih, c~IC<llation uf th" appropri"t~ ,iz~ and 

di .,tnbul'on uf th~ curnp<Cns;ll lon p<l;",,,n" h"s pro"en 10 I", 'hfJindl, and I"" been Ihe sour"e 

of friction belween n",'Hlx-L' co unlri".', The problem, "an be ~rouped a., foilow" Fin!. 

n",mher, tend t(} rely on simpk, s~~min~ly transparent rr",asur"s of econo mic !lains and 

losse, (such ~s lost tari ff re""nues), hut oft"n the indicalo", ar~ ,'ery misk<lding rr"asure' of 

true ecunu n, ic gains lind lc>s'~' , Th" prubkm" corrop<J und ed I,,, lack orad"'!uale ,ta li, li", 10 

base " ,,,h mea>Ul" on, Ye l still, mo,1 have no fllnd , 10 "", I a,ilk t(} pay sllch compen:;alion 

Ix-""u"", most aw currently in arre"" in du~, and payment 10 Ihe Comn,umty FlInd, SeC(}ml, 

rro~mb,,, Cail to lo ll uw Ihrough wll h agre~d "ompellSallon payments, rhird. ~\i~n "h"r~ 
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cross-hol'del' compensatiun li1k.:" plac~, it generally i, nol di,trib"ted to the individlLals and 

linTl> 11",1 10""" !,om int~grillion; more' ofi@ il a,'"rue, 10 the gm~rnm~m hlLdget for mOl'e 

flen"',l l di,triblLllon. 

ill the countries .,0 affected, gm~rnnwnt blLrealL('radeS rnaJ...~ ,Old, pilyrneLlI' impo,,,ole 

or lhe lad , of p,lymern to lh~ linn or ~nt"rprise >0 a[[""ted. The perc~ived imo"iance in 

economic !;"i,lS wa, the n,,~or 1'C">on [or the <!emi"" ofth~ Ea.,r African CommlLnity (riAC) 

in 1977 (C>1cCanily 1<)<)(,.55: l'oron\an 1993. VI, RiI,enhiIl1990, 89; !Zoo,on 1987, 324; 

I la?"l wood 1 967, 45), The only ~xarnple of ,ucce,, [u I coml"-'","tion arrangem~nts in SSA i., 

SACU, "heR' memlxr collLllri,'s have "greed to" split of tariff I'~\'enn~s collected hy \he 

South Afric'"n Cu,toms Administration I,ut ~ven hel'e th" adminiSlration of Ihe ,plit '" 

ch" Ileng"d wgula.-ty (Bila~wati and K rueg~r 1 %5, 216), 

V I I. The F~ilure to "'~rry Lcunumk Prupu,i1iuns with Politic',,1 rcaJitie, 

The s ig,natori~s to ECOWAS also failed to diSling"jsh oclween the r~q"irernen l' o[ 

I'egional int~gralion tiwTI ('o-o)X>raliuLl alTaLl);ement" Ihe two nu)' in their ,truc'ture, 

ubjccti\in, ""c\Or ('O'nil);~, "nd rnembership, Kegiona1 inte!lfation agwement, g~nerally are 

:Limed al removin!; discriminalion hetwe~n for~ign and dom~sm' sn\iiCe', and [«('\Or, of 

production (Flillassa I 976 j, Thcrc ar~ [our cia"ic type:; o[ am!Llgements: 

• r rn: {or prdvr@ljill) trade areas. ill ,,·hich member ,'ounlri ~s reduc~ 01' ~l im inate troo~ 

barri ers belw"en e"ch other. ,,·hil~ maintaining trade for tlon-m~mbers co" tllri~s 

• .\j['!QJn. lmion ), in "·hi,,h member "oulllri~s r~duce or eliminilte haTTiers to trade 

between each olher "nd adopt a common extemal tariff' toward, nun-rncrnocr 

countrie,. 

• Common Markets, in "hich memlx:rs expand (he hasic custums union by reducing thc 

harriers To tlw tllo\'Gtll~nt uf ta('tors of prud"ct I On (I iloo"r and c"pital]. 

• Economic union ), in which "I~rnocr' ai", 10 rno,-~ f"lly hiinTlonisc' 1'"tiOl,"1 economic 

policies. iLlciuding exchang.e r,lte policy and mon<.;\.ary l'\Jlici~s (c.g,. a monelary 

lLnion!. 
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Ily ,)din iti on. rq;inna) mlegralion provide, preferential t ,,,o tmen\o; r,n m""llx"s "nd ell l"il , 

di:;<;riminalion "g"inst no n-m eml>er< Bha"wali oml K",~~,,, (1\1\15). "mong olhers. h"ve 

cmph",ized this po inl wil h re,pect In fre" l,ode 'H~'''. "nd have argued lhm th"y can i:><:o coiled 

prefer"nlial \,.,,,k oreo,. In Ih ,, ;r alkmpllo lransplanl the Ft.' (Eurorcon Union) m",ld s on In 

Ihe W", l African scene. ECOWAS li ikd to di 'l lngu io;h ,~g,onal inkgraliun ab'feelllenl, on 

one hand from co-nrcration agr"~n"'nT". whi ch '''e ailll ed Ie" dir""l ly "llrade and faclors of 

pn)dnc!ion, and in,kod commi l member.< 10 work logelher loward, a common end or 

[""I"l>e. P~d",p, ECOWAS wO llld have b""n belter offwi'h a cn-nrcroti,," Typ" arrong""len\ 

lh"n lhe u'ge to integrate . Co-orcmti,-e ini tiativeS knd 1" bee more ,~kCliYe HI thei, co\'e"'g~ 

"nd ge n"ra lly reqnire kss l" ng_krm cOlllmillllent thanl!ltegralion. which could h"Ye wurke<J 

betkr wilhm lI'e'l A li-ica, 

It' on" is to go by the dc/initio n of Ilhagwati ond Kr,,~ger (1995), thm whal JoCQV.,.'AS 

,eems To i:><:o jlursu i ng ar" se kCkd jlollcy harmon I.'atinn amI joint p'mluct ion of public g(xx)' 

stICh as r,,,lmad,. bri dge" COlllm (Hl; Ca tlOn , 'y" tem, or in>lwHion , (e,g .. ed ,,,-,,,l iun, re,earch), 

r he,,, area, 01" endeavour "r" not in themselves a moyc toward int"gmtion but m"y bc t"rmed 

co-oper"lh'" initiali"", by ECOWAS 'ille ba,ic conclusion is that at lhi s lim" lher" is lin k 

rcaso n to "xrcct significant gai,lS frolll fi)rmo l reg""",1 mkpolion agreement> in \·Ve>l 

i\l"rlC"" StICh l,'mut! ag re""len l'. in arKI of tllem,eive" "re unlikely to yield appreciable 

be'K'fit, unk", tl",y "Te preceded by dec;,ion, within the memc..,r count,ie, (p",1iculJrly 

~igeria and (;]"ma) to rullow a s trategy of opening th"i] economics to cnml'ctition in global 

m"rk"t, rhis is not to S"y that 'h"," is no pOknli"1 ti,r furtkr ~conomic intq~ratlO n amI 

d,,,,Jl<." mlra.r~glOnal track in W"SI Africa (ind"ed. there is ,ignificant potential): rather th"t 

forma l regional trade a"'feements are not the most appropriale mech"ni , m to achieve these 

go"l" I here appears to be much gre"te, poten tia l for gains from ind,,'idu"l country err0l1s to 

I'ur,u~ a mOr" ou twa r,l-ori""kd lrad" 'lrate~y. espec]ally if lhese action, are ~'-'mplim~nk,l 
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by eftons towarJ, rcgi"":ll ("(lopemlioll, inC'! "dm~ Ihe Joint "onstrudion of tmnsporia(ion and 

commliLlicmi"n inframuc(ur~ "",I other public g()()d, (,uch "' cdl,,",ion and resc"rch 

/"cililie,) 

As ri"hlly plac'ed by J.'mgl\llmmu ~nd I-li~m~nz (19~O), th~ ~xp"ncnc~ of one typ" of 

grouping, in IhlS ~a:,c that of th~ EL"o groupinf' and its tmn,iOmWli()n ()ver year, may n()t 

n~cc"ariiy be re1evanL (0 others ,uch "' ECOW AS_ Lmlgham mer IHld Ilicmenz (I L)')()) h~ "( 

warned the teooeney of gm-crnmcn\s I,m" deve1opinp. co"n(ri~, to Il:;wnK (h~( th: o;p<'ri~nc~ 

of inLhLS(rial i,~d ~OLHl(ry regional in(q),r~(ton "gr~~m~n(' can ~asily he replicated in 

d""elopmf' c'oLmtri~:; '" "the fallacy of tntn:;p<J:;ition" Th~y argue lhm "many initial 

"onciition:; "omillctive !o in(~gm!ion in Europe ha\'~ Ix'(n ovcrlooked hy governmmt' of 

developing c{)lLntric's: ~.g_, a ilig.h level of intra-r<'giollal tfilM Ix'fore in1<'gfll!ion w~, ,taTted; 

sitnil~ritics in incom<' and induSTrialva(i(>n Ic"ds ~Ilowing tor inlTa-imlu,try :;p<:ciaiiza!ion; 

poliIical c"ngenial ity '" forcign Ilftili", and cap~bili(y "",I willingm':;'; to pro\'ick 

com]J'-'ll,a!ion payTIlC'nt', I hi:; 'illdy argue, along th~& lines "nd ,trongly bd iews ECOVi ,\S 

h", a long way (0 go c..,for~ il rea lize, gain, from integration II cann<>l hom Ih i., study lx' 

regald<'d, on the basi' 0 l'Ihe \'ari(lU' p. ,liey imp I iC'll(ion" be con,id",c'd ~ reglOn"l intq~mlion. 

(aJ [I!s/uoilily 

'lh~ hi;IOIY of c()un!rie, in \Vest ,\tTiean of both maChK'C<lnc>mic and polilical 

in.<wbilily ,uggest' that they wou ld he relatively pc",r cand idate,; to) tlK'mlx-rsh ,p ,n "'giotl~1 

integrali()n they anticipated In the uneellilin political climate 01' C'('Up d'ctats ~nd mililat'Y 

tak~owrs, lead~ r.' taikd to dem()nSU~Ie th~ vi,i"n e'f'Cc,t<'d oi' thcm in t<'ITll' 01' it",I1\l"e 

plann lll g ~nd long-tcrm objec'( i,'c." Bc'.,id~, (h~ I~c'k of lll(m-tmd~ m th~ ,"b-r~f'ion " 

compOllnd~d by wC'~k infm:;truc",,"1 Imkage, (St~m a",l (jugcTly 19%, 56) (h~ economic 

re~li(ic,s in th~ , u b-r~gion i:; limhn complic'atul by poor port faci I itie<, \\ eak c()mmum,'ation, 

hn L" ~nd undc-rdn-dOp<:d road n~lworh, which all limit lhe po(en(ial for c''''pamling n:gionl1l 
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track [COW/\S k"d~T", "I Ih~ "lgTllng of the 'J',e"ty establishing il failed 10 reali,e lhm raiL 

","d and p0l1 I"c'ilili~s were designed to slrenglhen trade ties wilh Ihe /()rmel' coloni~II)()\\"'

nnl j'nr' lraek "ilh ncighbonl'ing cc>un\ric> n", policl~S put in placc al n", timc t" facililak 

track libem li ,,,tion I"ilcd al:;o to r""li", ll,"1 ","ny of 11K; strong~"1 ~om",e,c,"1 li% "re 

bel\h'ell d()m esli~ firms "nd Ih(}", in fonner "olonial cOlLnlries, es!",cially where Afri""Tl 

finn, han preferential "cce". 

In (hc unce11ain polilical and economic cn\'ironmcnt Illat continll~S to prcvail 

throughnlll 111 uch of Ih~ co(]tin~nl, ;1 is highly unlik~ly Ih"t ""my ,,1' Ihe th~or~llcal dyn" mic 

gains from regional ime!,'Tation (e.g. increa,e([ imestmenl, product and pro"e" innov"ti(}nj 

c~n II<' ,,cbic\cd. Thc'c concc,.", ,u~g~'t that t"king I'l'dimina,y >Iq" towa"l, cxport 

diH"lliClOtin(] lmd ,,~hl~vlllg alLd ""1lTlIl1HLlILg nLacnX;C(}TlmlllC stab,lity wnulel be 

prere(jlLi,ile, to ,ucc%,ful I,"de imegmlion ill In.:: regio(], Simibrly, whe,e regional 

ime;,'Tation "greemenls (and member gonmmenlsj I,ave lacked credih]li!y, investment has 

n.,t occtin~d_ lLlvcslOr, h"\'C staycel away hom pro.i~Cl' Ihal lla\'C rcli~d on Ille regional 

\'J II. Th., nat ,,~~ of ,\ r riran I{"n"~"n~t;' Jl~o.e" 

(a) C onslmim.\' of a ell/rural C fJJlwlOnaliry 

Culiuml c(}mmOn"lily is a r~quirement f(}f any group that aims al a~hieving 

COllcsi\ ~nc" in" halcv~r Il",y undertake. This is bccaus~ di ffi; ,cnccs "mong j>Coplc' in \V csl 

AIi-ica arC lLot ,,"ly real; thoy arc basic, W~'I AfL'icaTls "L'C eliJlercTltiakd fronL ~ach nth~, by 

hl>tory. ImLguag~, clLlillre, "Tld tradition alld m(}'1 imp(},!antly, religion. Thei, view" aTld 

relation, m11ong,t Ihem (}f (jod alld lllml, Iheir r%p~cli \' ~ countrie" and the differing: vie" (}f 

the r~lati\-~ importanc~ of ri~hts and responsibilitie,. li berty and authority, equ"lity and 

hicrarchy ~rc mi,~d. Thc,c difie.-.,,-,ccs a rc not only tl'" produci of centuries, but cam~ aboLll 

thf()Ll~h colonial i salion "nd th~ p"rtili on (}f Af,ica I(} col()Tli"li, n-L ill 1 SS~.-'86, 
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Reg.ional ;nr~gfalion In \V~';;1 ,'\t;- I ~a, 10 be .;; u,"e 'sfu!. '1.!~ u irl!' cultural commonality 

of lh~ PC'DPk. In lhe "'()fd, of Hllillinglon, "lhe fOlmer Soviet Lnion a., communist., can 

l""come d~moc.fat', the rid can become roOf mid the roell' rich, hUI Rn"ians cannOl ",,~om~ 

E,tonians "nd Azeri, ~"nnol becomc ArmenJ"nCl ovemight" (1992. 27) 

reg ionali.,m i, incr~asing onlhe Ali' ic an ~on tinenr, and particularly in W~'l Afrk:an, a k~y 10 

the reint;-"~~metll ofcivilization-cono,;;iou"",,,s i, to ",ork 1o, a ~OlltmOn idcmit )',n th~ .;; ul:>

r~g l on Hence, (h~ conSlrainl 10 regional ,tll~g,ation may Ix rool~d Ln lk lad.: of" ~olltllton 

",,,ilr,,..allOn and lhe lik~l1ess o;[]cd~d of,uch people". 

In !enn, ofwh"llllll1tinglon (I~n. 33) argue" and which ,nccinctly g i v~., credenc~ 

to the plight of FCOWAS i., that the European L'nion, limned in 1')58 e\"en though was 

nlXcsoary To pre,,~ r\'C peacc bcTw~~n G~rmany and franc~ and TO IO';;IC, lasting pea,,~ a ller 

world W"' II, ~on,lil u !ed " ,'OlltfllOn cultUrI! bas~d on " We"wn! ,."l u~-,ys lellt Jlltl 

expansion o/'tl'" ~conomOc relat ions he!wccn th~ People's R~puhli~ otTh ina and JJong Kong, 

l"iw"n, Sing:"pore aud the OV~,"'"s Chn,c"" ~omm ullilie, '" olhe, Asi"n Coumn~'. If 

cult ura l commonalily i, 10 ,ervc a, a prerequi,ik lor >llch meaninj!ful inlegralion in West 

Africa, th~ll ECO W AS pol ic ie, in the .,"b-r~gi()[l .,honld enSllr~ that culture 1"" mad~ part and 

par~el of th~ core i"ue, that mu,! be addre".,ed in th~ light of al l !h~ ir ongoing aUeml'" at 

hrin~in g COlLnll'i~s in (he ,"h-re~ion togelh~r A, p;opk defi nc lheir identily in ethnic and 

r~hgiou" tcrms, they a,c likdy to SIX tkmw],·c, as a whole ilCek lng To a~h i eve sclf·n;lianc~ 

"milo lra",forTn (heir cOHnlrle, "long lhe line , set '" lh~ T re" iY of L"go, or 1981). Benw,e 

diffe,ellce, in culiure "nd rdigion cre"le differences ;n policy isslle,. ranging from human 

ti~hts to imm igration to trade and comn"'rc~ and ~v~ n to matter> of th~ environm~nt 

th! flur('(1JI!'mli,· ('o!ls/mi!lls 

ECOWAS i., operat~d Through a cont~re tlC-e or Head ofS(al~. a Council of '".lin;,te,"" 
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an aeculiw Secreta,ial, a devdopment and ('o-operation fund, and fiw s lJe<'ialize<J 

COmmtsSlOn> In addition, lhe indi,'idual cOlllmies remain the ultimate dec ision-mak~r> of 

ITOWAS, through wila! h~s I",on 'k'''rihefl '" "int"rgov~rnmentali,m" (NtLlmha 1997, 17) 

By Ihl.l, Ih~ .. \ulliorily ofH~ad.l of Sl~l~ and Go""mn'~nl (lh:n:aJler Ih~ .. \ ulhonLy) "Is al Ilh: 

lOp of th~ hie,arch of go,'eming bodie, and dominak, the burea ucrati(, "y,\em, .. \llth~ pow~r 

to di",Cl ECOWAS come, ti'omthe Author ity, which meets annually, II is r~sponsibl~ lor 

iw,~rnlng {l,~ con·,munity, and 10,. <ietermining policy ,Iirections. It ~lso constitutes the court 

or lasl "pp<:al. ~"~" Ihougll il lIa:; "Ow h<:~n a),'T""d \(> itlnnallY:;O::1 up an [('OW .. \S SUl'r~'"~ 

Court (IOCOWAS 2()()()b. 4!)~), Indeed, Ihe Aulhority is Ihe body thai ,viii dd"nllin~ the 

compo"it ion, pow~rs, statut~' ~nd all OIh",. aspects of th~ ,.~giona] trillllnaL The Authority is 

,~spo",ibk ror "PIX'"ll,""nl;; 10 Ill" "'0.,1 ",,,ior pOSH. induding- llial or ['~~ulive Secrelary 

of IOCOWt\S and t\c('oum, Co'"mi",io,,~r of EClW ..... \S, Ind~~d. as .\Ilumba (1997) has 

oh'~fY"d. "nolhing i, don" "lIl1oul 11I~ t\ullioril/ s ~xp]i~il approval." 

Th" b,eculiv~ S~c,etaf)' and other S"crc:iariat officia l, do Ihe running of the day-Io-

day afbir of H'OWi\S 1.l mil the 1991 refonlls, the ,.,cr~tariat of I:CO\VAS has heen 

deS<crib",1 as weak (A,"'d~ji 1')70,2: 'Jtumba i ')97, 18)_ 11 b~ke<1 any ,knsion·n·,al.",1' I)()w~r 

"nd ~o"l<i only In'pic:,""nl Ill" d"c"iom of Ill" inl"r-gowrrull~m,, ] I)(xh~ " TIt<: bd.: of 

<kci.sion-making aUlhority is invoked to explain Ihe uSllally long reaction lime !Jet",een e"enls 

and Commull ity ""llOme, (NlUmba i 'J<)7, 211) . r>.lore to The point i" thaT the tim" lines ,.,t lor 

Ihe sumn ,iT., of Th~ AllTllOrity runs counttt to lh~ elements required t,,, planni n1' in il~ralion> 

B",id~s, til<: ]~ek of "nltlT~~TTl~nts hy Ill" Sc~T.:l",ial of Con'ln,unil), prolocols ,md "I", th~ir 

imp iemcnwlion r~"dl ' from the Bur",mcralic ineptilude "nd eonslrainU pR'valent in the 

rd"lion,hip belween the AUlhority. the Secr~IlHial and Ihe Coum'i] of " Iini ,ter" 

(c) Imra-f'olilical Outcomes 

The BUT~'me"'lie Polilic, p,,,,,dlgm is th'lI th~ d~cis;o".l "n<1 actions of Hov~rnm~nts 
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ar~ e"~nI Lall} inim-Llatlom,1 pob lical ulilcume" 1 fk; deci,ion, ar~ outcume, ill tfk; ,en'~ lhat 

Whlll happ~n' i, not ,imply ",Iutiun to prohl~m', hlLt are ,"ther r~,ults fmm compromises. 

coalitions, comretition and cfHlfi.Jsiun amo ng gu\-ernmcnt utlkials whu soc Llillerent 1;'C~l:;; ut' 

an lSSu~, ILllhe Ell s"ch u,,'Com% ar~ deri""d lhrough a 'imple majority and procedur~, ar~ 

then set for th~ implem~nlation of th ~ ,aid policy_ But in Africa, ther~ are two way' of 

~xamining thi s plwnom~non One is ti,mc,ional bascd un an anillysis ur cumpunent unit< such 

as sociah"alluu Or a"oci,mu n, cornmumc,niun, and lh~ fornll,\allOn ami ~xe" uliun ufpulicy, 

The u l h~r IS Ihe in,tilutiooal p"x~", depicting th~ ruk of th~ "ctors ami inJ1 u~nc% in the

d~"ision-making and ~xe,'u l ion pr""e" a, a whole 

W hat d~munstrate intrll-national political olLtcom~' "ithin FCOW.'IS, in term_, ot' the 

instiTLLtiunal P" >cess [mplie, lhe "inqit ullu nal cha",ma n "I' .'I t"can pu I [Ilcal leadcrs (7artman 

1%6, 23), in,tituliuna]j,ed dH""ma implie, th~ political lca'k"hip exhibited by tk 

Authority of Head, of Stale and (;uv~rnment in decision-making during their summit,_ The 

[mponance or charisma as a v~h iclc I,,, political inSl il uliu nal tran"t~r has Ji-~4"eLltl) kcn 

noTeLl si rlCC the beginning ur pustculunia l polilical developm~'Tlt or imtillOtionaiismt' the 

po"il]!)n uf chari,matic Ic,,,krship, After inwp'-'",Ienc'e the progre"ion in the unit of 

let'itimacy from parry-to-government and fmm state-to-nation Iwld the leadcr:;; or most 

countrie, in Africa as dominant hc~ds ut such un llS Th~ kade" b;,;cam ~ lh~ "uriglilal 

ance,to,,» ol'the new nation" and a, pojilical ralhc r Ih~n gc n~aloglca l cuOC~pl ill",1."1e,, 

they at thc _",me t ime p~"onali_<c_ po li t ici, e and puplliarise lhcm:;;clve" Because of lhc"" 

u",comcs, mtra-AIi-ican pulillcs " FJc"sed un tile pr~,,,I'-'nl and the pr~,id~ncy unly, The 

d~da'"tion' of lhe pre,iden l becume th~ national ide·nlogy and consecrat.,J into - i,'m_I' lur th~ 

le"d~r's nam~ - a, H\ Nkrumal"sm, !lor~llhi_,m, 'v\olmtlLi'm and !len R~llaism.'3 In tI,,:;; ruk. 

lh~ pr~s i Llent' h~1 ieve Ihey hav~ "'pecial comp~t~nce" in I nlra- A t'rican relal iun, and can mak~ 
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'peeil ie and eyen Ia,! minu!~ impor!al1t and teehllical ckcisi(HlS with(}u( re~anj t(} laid ,lown 

protocol, or tilnctiollalism'llco.tilllCtimw[i'm theoretical m(}dcis. 11 will nO\ be surpnsing 

then 10 say that the non-implemen la li ol1 ofpolil'i~s within ECOWAS may be al\ribuled 10 the 

nature ofi111no-",\frical1 W"y of "doing: busi '''''','' whi"h is b",~allcralic il1l1ature arK! lack< lhe 

tool; l1eeded to tlx Ihe impl~memalion problem. 

"'"lion"1 govemm~nls ",lllln \".'C,l Afrie" "re ''''lors in lerms of de<:i,ion-making 

within lhe in;liluliom of ECOW AS They are neith~, a unitary, nor a conglomera!e or 

or:¥lniZali(}11' hm made up (}I' indi\'idual rlayers aCI Lll g Oil h~hall' of their l'OLllrtri~s. They 

Ih~rclorc r~l"i11 dln:~1 role ill ,kc i:;ioo-making througb Lnte'-go\'Cmmenl"li,m, \Vhi~h ,~,u l lS 

from the po,iti"" l h~y '-"'CliP} at the "pex of the bodies Wilhil1 HX1WAS. '11,e Techl1ical al1d 

Speeiali,ed Commission< are di,cemib le in Ih.,e re,peel>: they are cen!ral to the day-to-day 

ckeision-making that wi [I ~,'entllally tral1sform th ~ il1t~gratioll pl'oce". nut m(}st 01' lh~ !i me 

Iho,~ I'~rl'~'~nta!i ,,~, ;~11! to the,. T"" hnical a lld SP<'cial ii"d Commi:;:;ioos arc lim ikd in the 

0\ cmll Llirec' i(}11s a lld no. "igal i (}11 01' the i11kgl'al iOIl proc~:;s and ~"nno-t c[fe~t i wi y pro",dc Ihe 

'yn~rg:y necdcd, EY~n II' th~y al'e Ih, righl <JfleS 10 pro""k the ,ynergy, they are limil~d in lhe 

scope bocau ,e of the l1alural propel1sily 10 a void new 0' daril1g i nitiatiw; heeause of the lear 

a ll d ]'i,k (}fthei, ,iec i,i011 < 0]' illi lial ivc:; I", ing ovel'mrn~d by the Aulho.-it} (), the C(}urxoil or 

~! i 11istcrs. J J ~r~i 11 II eS thc domi11"111 rok nI' the A lJ1ho.-ity and Ihe COlllleil of Minister, where 

(hc eXlSlen~c of two plenary dclil>emlmg bodi~, makc, th~ :;trul'tlJI~ of JOCO\VAS "top

he"vy" ,,"J hard 10 mall"g~, lhe d,"wb"~k of lh~ pr",'e" here is that lh~ illlthorily ami the 

Coullcilllonnally meets ol1ly Ol1ce a y.ar al1d comradict< that of the Europeal1 Council wh ich 

m~~b tI,,~e l ime , a year and Ihe ( olll1cil of \!il1ister< of th~ FU, ahmll tiliy I() .,ixly .,e«i(}11S 

within a year 

(ei 111" Writ of l:;'C()WAS D"eisi,,//.'; 
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FCOWAS dec isi"n-makinl( mech .. oni.'''' i, th..ot acli"n, are the "uteome ofharg~ining 

counlri~" ", imilviti ual, "!lh di[kr~nt Tl'olin, contribul~ 10 inilimo: poli~i~s , l h~ pollcy 

t"rtllulati~n st~ge compr i.,es an outcome distinct fr~m what anyone country would ha\e 

chm~n, TIl<! Burcaucralic ],olilic, modd 1II cxplain, , uen a proe~" 'os lhe "pu ll ing and 

ha uling" of vario"s pl"yeL' with differenl perc~p l io", ami prior i li e" bm focusing on a 

parlicular oulcollw of a policy_ Bul l:T(l\'iAS sub-regional decision-m"king rdai", lillIe 

currency wile n applied to the interst~te arpwac h ~f regional integrati~n in tl"" H; o r tl'" 

ASPAN, ThLS i, in contrasl wi lh the Fur~pean Cnuneil lHKl Comm l ."i~n rna n(l"res, " ho.,e 

r~lT", rbbl ~ "lid " ,(\.;; rang~ ot' kgal Ln,ln"Tl~nl .' call, "pon Ih<:m 10 ['urs,,~ \ h~ 'r m,S'lon, 

wilhin a r"nge of op lions, which c"n be acbpled 10 diff~ren l nced, ami circumslances 

ACCMd i nl( t ~ Art ide [E9 of tl"" Treaty of R~me , The ()[!li()IIS enn, i sl of regu lation,_ d i reet ive,_ 

decis io n." and recommendat ion, \\"i th ln tl"" Fl~, dire"'i""" are hlTl'hng ~ n me'Tlher .'\ale, 

oilly T~gar(h!lg IlwH T~,u h " and \h~y do nol Irn[,o,,", "ny obliga lion as to the me"ns u"ed l() 

a ll",n Ihu,e re,,,l l' . EL member stak" c"n freeiy cll{}o,,~ II", legal iml rumenls hest "uited to 

giv~ dfect 10 any di rective: a law, a dec ree_ an Mder, an edict, a re~u1at io n ele_ TIleY enjoy 

full di.<cretion in lil~ d~,i ee ~f dome,lic in"lilulional arnw[:cm~nb for "[,plying s"ch 

d irect ive., In suel, a "tuarron " dir eeli ,e " ,",I (liT~ctly "[,[,iJc"bk 10 all 'Tl~'Tlb~r'; it LS a 

rerreSCtll~I L()1\ ~f a r"d"r .. etl mean, tilT eo-eooTd lTl "lin~ and ha rmu",zing 1T1~Tl I b<:r 'laic', 

o:c"n ~ ""c polic lc, 'Hal na ll on"l kg i,lalio ll , Abo, El: ckci,iun, arc mamlalory in all r~,'p'-'d, 

"nd largc letl"1 a ,peei li~ gro up, Ihi, inslrumenl is , 1~ .. w~\'eL different fro m a re gulalion in 

lila l it tloes nO! ha\~ a g~n~rallc gal dfect ~ n d co ncern, ~nly tl~,,,, to wll(1m il i, directed . In 

c~ntra.'1 10 a direct i\e, a deei"o n is h in dil1g w itl, re'f.'eci 10 il.' T~,u l ls "nel HI<; m~an' 

~mpl oyed 10 aehieH such a r~'(jll. A, an inkrrll c(liak TlI~aS"r~, i\ I-.b " wid~ ran~c of 

appl ication with in Tl"" HI. 0riniull., anti recolnmendal iom· are non-hindin,; becau,e lll<!y 
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/i.e'cording to /i.n id e 1 ~~ of the lZ()ln~ Treaty. qua,i-leg i.,lative act;;, ~ r~ equiva lem to 

dOll,,'s lie' bws within Ih<c I:TI A regulatio n is genc"'l and impersonally ~pp] icalJ k, at"] it 

r~pr~,enls th ~ key insmLmem for tlw implGmentar ioll or COHlHlOll po]ic ,~:<, ,\, Ih<c Treaty 

~ny rtll'Hl]x:r 'I"k.·' l' utlil fferelltly, "it ha, 1c'.,,,ll'ffect, on its own and "utomat ically. without 

any imerYl'ntion on the part of nat ional authori, ic" in I h ~ ,ntemal a llll i .. , .,1' Hl ~ ml ", .. '1 ~1~, 

mmt he im plemenlcd wilhin their iGrril",ie,," But ECOWAS l'sla bli,hing heaty and Ihe 

RCli",d Treaty 01' 1992 1"11,1 mliu"J in 1~~3), is con lrary to all ,he", the"e, pmvi, io ns 

ECOW,\S op;crail's IhrOllgh decision, and directi",,,, but w itl",ut any clcar ,liotind ioll 

1"'l\\G~ II ",hid, ,'<,gulariun,., dNisio/ls or directives app ly specil".""ll,. ~ n d whi ch ~rr]ies 

gt'lleraill', a, wl'il a, till' ,pe~ifi~, w.,arding their force and con""nl,'5 """cording ,\r\ick 6 01' 

Ihe Establish ing Treaty. the Authority at,,]l he ('o Lln "LI of Mir",ICr> "PP]Y pO:Jcbmalions for 

the impleme ntarion at"] Ihc ,kl~rTl l ' nallOll "f deci,.;ons wid direclives general ly_ Ilowenr, 

m~II,ber '!" Ie, and cOI" 'llunity institUlions, din~:live" arc thc "on"em 01 onl y II,,' 

CO"HllUnity's own institutions, and nm the TribunaL Reeo",,,,,,ndaliolls "ilh ECOWAS m"y 

he aJJres>eJ w Ih~ ,\llihority iJy the CO Liroc il of ministers_ Ihe r,Y'oll""mdaiio/l ," may 

11ll' C0!l1,,:;1 of I".li ll i,kr, but thos" ree'.,nllnendat iom do nm real ly c.,um, a" thcy ~r~ oil ly 

proposals ,,,b'll i!ld 10 the ,\u!hority fo r app rovaL 

"Sec 1,,,,,,-, I'IS'), "v .. I",ch hc' c'l"b"",I", 00 the compbrk:" ,,,,-,,,h"""1n ".,j,hin the EU 
., I ,,COW ,~S ,~'I j,l " _I. '"";',,,;, ,1, TIl'" ;"'"" j(" j, "flplj,,,I,lh: 10 II " ;HIllm':ly I.lf Lc",1; 0:- ,1,1,' anci ~O\' ,';;'m'r.I 
,mel , i>e ( 'n,,,,,'j' 0" \!, ""k", TI""" "'(' ",) ,,,, I, p- c"'j,"'" lix Ihc Tc,-h " ~,,, 1 une Lhc Sl"xi<l li"cJ (" ,>nln1 j:>>o", 
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Ihose of' lite /\u\horil) "nd atlCeT only Ihe CO ln1nunil y lruliluliuns wilhin Ihe Co",,,,il', 

C(jlllpNcnce, which i, tlw SccrelariaL, the Technical and Sp"cia lized Committee;; of 

fleaw AS,'" 111 litis ca,.; Ileilher Tite AmhuriTy nOr Titu Coun.;ilit", Ihe powcr 10 impo", leg,,1 

obligati(jn, un member co unlries under Lhe I::COWAS Treaty_ To put it another way, the 

Authority ",od the ( 'ouncil' s decisions hm'e a d irect hinding effect only with in dJe i nSlitutiona I 

stmcture of the Commu nity but not ill The national lerriro,)' of the me mher state,_" Because 

ol'lhe,.; "Ilrihule;;, Ihe legal JurisdiClion of Ihese communilie> "quite we"k "11(1 <icpcndenl 

failed L(j c"pLum Ihi, fundamelll" 1 inadequacy inlhe Trcaty pwvi>ioll<, the re will still ex isllhe 

lack of impicmCnlation of communi ty pol ieies and directive,_ 

atle may argue lhat moot de veloring ,;ollntrius "i lllCd at cooremlion h"ve fared much 

1>C ller lit"n Lho"" aimed"t integmLiun, Co-opcrati(jn "g,Teemenb can focu, on "ny uf" wide 

variety of i"ues, iocluding intrastmelLlre comtmction, research and development, 

en" i ronmental mil jatl' e" li)od socurit)', e 'lCrgy man"gemcnt, ll npro, ed jhw> of infonn"1 ion, 

"rid Inutu,,1 dcferhc and ""curil), n", 'Imng cOIl""n"" 1Il II LC litera lum is that Lhe countries uf 

SSA v.uutd bc far lll(jm hkd)' l(j gain by enhancing mgi(jnat courdinalion in Itwse orcas than 

Mel(j "nd l'angariy" 1993,67: Rannhill 19'JO, n: J\.lulai<ll<) 19')0, ~'J: Langhammer a ,od 

Iliemell7. 19'X1, 467: Roh,OIlI'J87, (45) 

An cxa1npic IimJl ouhide tllC \VA sub,region " lite A,,",,,ialioll 01' Suulitca,\ Asian 

objecliye w"" t(j defuse c(jnilicl amung "",'nbcr 't"lu, and l(j hrge a C(jTJlIllUn "(jice (jn 
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itlternationai matter, of 111UlU" ] conc~m Trad~ inkgrat ion took " h"ck s~"t , both h ec"us~ 

,orne m.mh",', (espec ially lndo tl ., ia allLI Th"i latld) init ially had higb tarins, alld because 

'll<:mlx;, sl ~k' Init ially miSln!Skd cach olhe,', itlICtl, ion." A" h01h th~,~ lactors chatl g~d ov~, 

lime. lh~ ~arly ~mph,,,is 011 dialu~Ll~ alld 011 coopeI"tion ~" <:llll1al ]y ~,' oh'cd mlo mur~ 

<ulmant i\'e di ,cu« iOllS nn trade. A.' a result of th is tl ex ihil ity, cooperation in itimi""s ar. I •. " 

thr~ate tlin~ In Ih. rLL ling ~lit~ Ihan ii)[mal Irad~ ag",emctlrs in \.rms of .ncmaching on 

llatiotl~1 sov"r~ i gnly (R~Hnhi ll 19'X1. 29) , TllCy ~ I ,n klld In Ix; I n"'~r prolik, atld Ihu, le,., 
risky lo r po liC}llWhTS, CO-up~-r~ Il()ll m;limi,,"s ~lso uSll~lly ha,~ slllall~r ,*crel",,,II, ~rxi 

bureaucratic hie,"rchi~s, an:! lhe refor~ ar~ ie." demanding nn scarce admillimatin and 

tinoncial r~,o"rc ~, thatl morc formal trad~ a;;,cc mc tl\ " r inally, and ]X-rhaps ",OSI 

Importalltly, cuop"ra lioll ~all help pa,~ Ih~ W"Y for illcr~"s~d lrad~ wil hi n Ihe region (mld 

beyo nd) by improvillg commullication and transpm1atioll links atld hy ~'tJhli,hing dialogu. 

b~lw.en memb~r counu",." both of which are prerequ isite, 10' ' l1cc~%ful itllcgralion 

,. ECQW.-\S T roaty Article b, "-(' Li on n, "oJ Arti('ic 7 
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Chapter VII 

Summary "lid ('unriu,iuD 

I. SU!1Hllary 

l'his Ihe,i, has I",ell an altempl 10 look at tt." policy challeng~, taci ng Africa', ""cond 

larg,,"t reg ional e,'ollomk group ing"_ the M~mpl for a COmmOn markCl for We,t Afric~ 

{ECO\'I'AS). Sl"-"Cifically, we have di,cu,,,,d ""me of the f''''lor> thai 10 d~te have mMe it 

diffic ult for ['COWAS 10 ochiel'e it, integralion aim, and id~als rile ~mpiric al work 

in\'olv"J th" ~,timation of a number of poli~y variable" an,1 browth "quation to regional 

c~onomic inlCgration. Th" e~onom i ~ v~ri~bk" iTldl('~1C,1 impc,hments th~1 h~vc ""'gati""ly 

impa~1Cd the ,'owlines. and relkct The inlll"'m'~ of~('onomic poli cy change, ~s well ~,olher 

e.~planalory fa~tor'. Tk ~''' LS('' ()f e~on"'nic unJerperfOlmaoce of JOCOWAS are many and 

,'a ried . The levels of investments h,,,'~ been low and declining ['mcie,,,,y of capitaL a, 

nlea,Ufed by inL'r~m~ntal capital omput ratios, (ICORS) has he~ n low Poor inthstmClll re, 

inappropri~1C roli"les, wc.k insTitut ions an,1 poor go,'cm.nee wlthm ECO\"AS in tum h~w 

c~ us~J the low-effi~iency raks of ~apilal. 

On the ba,i, of the ,tuJy auJ a review of the evideuce of <xonomic int~gration from I ')75 

to lOOO, W~ were "ble to dewrmine whkh polkies al'llear 10 ha,·~ b('Cn the kaST dTccTi,,~ in 

I~ "n s of i'\Crcasing e~ml()mic growth. 111C main impli('m ions in The poli~les me~nl TO gi,'~ 

dTe,'T 10 th" inlCgnnion pro!,,,,,, in('h,dc "tatk cconO !!l i ~ perforrnanc~ in<licalOfS. lh~ I~cl; of 

Imd~ ,'rc~ t i o n within l h~ "ub-rcgion. ~s well a" dynaml~ effc"(;t, like the fail",e 10 implemenl 

lire po I Lcie" on I he f "-'" Jl()W of lhe r;,ctor, of pnxluc li()n. the libcrali~a liou of traJe among Ihe 

~ountries, amilhe n~llL[" of \'I'e "t African bureaucratic 'y"km, Afri~an economies in ~nentl 
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(and those in \N~st Africa particularly), ,uIT~r from (}U Lnu ~h s(mctural rigi,h (y (0 aliow for 

r",:~ and fa" regional m~rkd s and smooth integratlon_ 

III addition, the lLnpeJLI"~ni' to "l(~gmlion ],a>~ a lo( 10 do w;lh I h~ Sl ruClLlral 

adjustmen l program, (SAP,) dictat~d by tlH: World Bank and [\IF and pum><.:d by slal~> in 

the region Among the major non-SAl' impediments to H .'O\VAS ime,,'Tation ar~ s truct ural 

ri)\idities (<L.eh os dependence on a lew primary' exports and underdevelopmen l of hum an 

capabilill~'); paroch iali>m: dep,.: nd~]lCe on the developed West: proliferation of regional 

groupmgs; polnic,; a huge e.'I~mal dd>t bunkn; (rampon p<(}bkm,; lack or inlonna(i on: 

Africa's economic crisis: dis-equalizing eIT~cu of integration; dele!eriom world ~conomic 

co ndi t io ns: "' wel l a_, war, drou)\hl and disease The majo] SAP-induced imped iments seem 

10 origiMt~ Ii-(}m th~ ILnp'-IrlS s i d~: wll<.:n: all countri~s ar~ ~ ncouraged to ~xporl lunde r the 

\Vorld Bank's o utward oricll("I;oll), bUi al (], e same time Ihe d""lalld-lllanageTlH:lll "pproach 

of Ihe 1M!' c~lls I'm cut-bac'k , in imports This is an obvious contr~diclion given that 

fleOW A S countr;~s I"Ll"lLC "mulmnoou_, and ident ical adj Ll_,tmenl programs 

Econom ic in1~gration i_, a complex proce"_ Al'rica, Llnforlunately, h", yet to succeed 

,n ha>"'g a n.:g i on~1 group ing Ihat ha' all thn:~ I'Ll"dam~ tlUll cond Lli o n, n~c~»ary lor th~ 

S u,,,'~ '>l of <'COll(}Jmc inl~,,'Tat;(}ll ; ,,\S la ;lled political comnlltLnc:m, regular ,,'Towth of nalwMI 

economies, and no m"jor ""onomi" Sll b-regional disparity As T more (I <)<)3) corr~ctl y points 

mot, in the economic S)lfle,'" mos( of the countri~s h",e in tael stagnaled or 10 ,1 ground over 

(h ~ pa,l decade anti were jorced inTO applying the paintill solulion of slruclural adj Ll stmeni , 

(h~ la!i~r brillging iIO own imp<:dinl<.: nh to inl~gralion. A> indicat~d in chapl~r V, the SAPs 

did no( work alld ], av~ bec:n abandom:d by most "(}unln~, in Ih~ ,;Llb-n:g;(}ll. ECOWAS, 

Ih~rejore, is I;,r from living up 10 ils ad vance bi II ing: a, a ,aVi(}UT (}f ~c(}J]{lmi~,; ;ll \N~s( Africa 

tluou~h Stmc(ural Adj 'UllllC'nt I'ro!;r",,,,, 
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cOOp"ml"e ammgcm"nl has many bend!I' lor Ihc Hnprovcmcnl of lif~ for its cilizcnry. But 

for the memi:>"r srates to effectively promote development amongst them: Ihey musl ha\'e 

paradigm, markd;, as an m,tilulion and lll,tilutions meam 10 tramfoml Ihe integration 

proc-es> are important. A ll ho ugh member 'tate, nllHi ploy an im)Xlrtam role in promming the 

~conomic integration throul'h pO'Ovisio n of rolicy environment, ",rv i ~~s, "nd in some C"8"S 

throu~h dir<:ct promollOn of produc-livc acti "1I 1 ~>, mtra->lat" Irade, ami the promotion of large 

markets must playa ,-,eLllml role in comolidating the integration proce,,_ I'his, however, 

,hou lJ be guided by Ir.e po lit ical wi l l to ,"'ppOl1 th~ integr"" io n process by "llo"ill~ 

institutiona l )Xllici~" (0 be mode and implememe<i at the sLLrr.n;<tioll.l l ev~L 

.round region.l blocs . .'\otwith"lamling the dilemma surrounding JO('()WAS-, development 

into a regional integration, co nsi<krahle ''-'''P liei,m stili remain, "oout the Sllec~s" of 

region"l ism in th~ suh-region (jeb uni I~()R_ 42; J-;r-'aku!'wa eI 01. 1997,67), Tn view Oflhi s, 

11.5 ECOWAS ,-,onl"",J r"b~om,[ integralioll w,th that of a 

OJ>t'r<l1 i,,"O For in Ihe p",,,,it of a regional development within th~ We'l A frj ~" I\ sLLh-region, 

the c"rdinal pronouncemem here is Illat int~","Iior\ becomes 0 I'roc~ss "nd nol " n e\'CllL 

II . ('oneiu,ion of the Study 

RegionoiLsm j, nO( a ,"'w ur\(krt;<king ," Alj' i ~;<. Jnde"d, 111" "orld', ol<i~sl cuSlom 

H Tile Suu,l,cm .-\(i-Ie," 0",,0111 ""k-,,,_ liLl' (RanJ) "'<:11:"'" 1Il01~""')' .rca, "'''" t"" CI' A LUILC ar< <""ITIvb llL 
lh" rc~"rd . "i; "''' '' '"'''''~ to ,~,,,, th,t the" "ere " "0"'("( ('lIb ",lth p,rt""'" III 'he SOllth,m A frK"" OII",on1 
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framework i" gcncrally not encouraging. N~venlwlcs", there ha" I"'~n r~su"genc~ of ,nk'~s\ 

,n RI 1'0' b" lh with in Afj'ic" .IKl "n Ihe part of nl~m,,1 "gent; ;ntere,leJ ." Afric"'. 

Jevclopnwnl Tlw motivalions oflhese agent, howc\'~, differ.<' RI is I'requ~ntly ","C n "s "n 

ahcrnali\'~ to uniialnal (,.ad~ liberali/alion, 

J)cs pi!c, !hc concc rn hy International d"",rs of lh~ lack 01' progress in hOlh ec",.)mic 

,k"d"pmenl "nd pri"rily 1[1 Afric", th~y "r~ rall"'r "ptm""I;"; 11,"1 Rl "ill a](1 poor c<llmlrie, 

"r cOlltplemenl Ihelr effort."t par1i~ipaling in the likmlizmi"n "fglob"llrade \'ihalever 

the lIllimale goal of" region"1 arrangement, in."rca"cd intra-regional trade should rank high 

among prionHes. II i, ,,1,0 thc yard,tick !o measurc the d~pth, the scope and th~ ,,-idth of the 

I,., Ih~ W~;;t Afri,,"n C"S~, th~ nl'mng m&lilutional framework for w-operalion "nd 

inl ~grmion in the sub-region i, weak The g~neral vi~w ofhoth rcsearch and poli~'Y r~vi~w 

ar,h is that re,ult, On trade liheralisalion and ~conomic inlCgmtion ha,,~ sO I",. been 

mlegrall<)n sch~m~ m~mlxrshjps. lad. "fr~g"'n"l-kvel monitOling of II", impiemelll"lion of 

de~i,iono, unwi Ilmg"",;, of govemm~nl' 10 cede authority to region" I bodie,. "Ikl , lIb"" IU enl 

I"ck of pow~r by tlw r~gion" l Secrel",ials to I"k~ iniliati \'~, havc "igniflcantly reduced (h~ 

eil;'ctivellCSS of the r~gional inkgralion scheme. l'iw absence of etY""tive compensation 

ar ran~em~n(8 j n flea \'iAS has tlLtiher hi rKlere<i i mpkmentation 01' ce rl ai n !fade I iheral isalion 

meaSur~S. n,i8 is \><:caus" Ih~ Cormn"ni1)' l",U~S '''~ ~nl'-",I~J only 10 mterg<lV~mllt~nl,,1 

mechani,mo, >l,ch "' govemmelll ,-,ommlllee, of ~i vii ,ervanl" COllncil of Mini,ler, (Ca~,,), 

ernio" ,mu i'1C C,-",,'"'on M,,,k<l f,," A fri-o • . 
" TI",ro lie< "'l",,,..,y ,on'c"d;"~ vic", 'O(llil 'he" rp AD '\""H""" wh,6 '.<l";.o _<OJ' 1< 001;- 6\ ",,,-,ill . '0 'he 
We,' be,,,u>e it cc'>emole> "'her form, or p"rlr",,,ILlp '.I"" arc ",-,of,-Alii" ,,,\ ' Oi' 'ck"",<,o "",0 " tho UOf£ 
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an,1 S<lTlln Lih 0 I' H~ad:; "I' Slate and Gov~rnmrnl. The parlicipalion of ~"'ll soci~ly l> [lllnHlll,1 

1 I' IlOn ·~' i,li,,!., in the CCOnOrn ic lnl~gral ion [!roc~", . The nfm.impkmrnll<lion of pol icies. lhe 

non-mldicalion of prolo;,;ols are l"nblem" closely rel'H",-1 10 1"" inability of the Council of 

\1inist~r, {o solve Community prohkm, at ils level, but systematically ret~rring technical 

,Vhl<tc,'cr th~ underlying '''gllm~1l1 lor integrallon. a neces:;ary comlnion for th~ 

r""li,mion of the {h""reti~l<l gl<ins from integration is whether the partner, are similar (i_c_, 

each ba\'e something (o ~ain from integration), or that an dtJci~m and ~q";tahle 

preci,ely the condition that is hardly 'l<lislic'(l among any of the existing JOCOWAS member 

Slate,s, in this case_ stmi ng the case and the problem, that have h~~n exam i n~d_ 

Relo,."" ",;{hiLl th~ ECOWAS Treaty following {he rroposal.s I'ut forward hy the 

Committee 01' Emin~n{ Per",ns lor lhe Rev iew of the ECOWAS Tr~J{y in .lun~ I'J'J2, 

recommendations of th~ Committee, a 101 i, still ,Ie,ired in lm-ns 01' the in"litlnionl<l 

mechani,sms and organi,,'tion of the integration proce" '';01 mlld has been in~or]lorakd 

inlO lh~ rC"ls~d ECO\VAS Tr~aly I'o r th~ strcngthening 01' ECOWAS_~n I'm {he great~s{ 

promise ofECOW.-\S inl~g,"lion dforts, the gUl(hng words tow,mi rcgl()nl<l d~,'dopm~'T1 1 ar~ 

the willinl'ne,s for vo-{)p~Tl<tion, an l<Uitude enabling co-ordination. and Ihe neces"ity of 

hamlonismion 01 the poli~i~, and in,litutiom ,d up to addr~" all the dJll'''ni~, of the 

intcgrallOnl"oc~" 

R<p'm, " .... "(,, ,,"' lu g,,,ne Af,,,,,, "~'--gr""0" ",hc ,,, ,, bJt "I",ll :,,. 1><", "",,,oo,j by ,"'flUJ! "";to,, b""'J!c 
r< " d''''u,n ufr., P' <1.,1 eng C""""","'n,o, unoc, wh;,h Mm,n ",,'"'''' 0l>cratc 
-" T:" <lin" "IOn ob,;,"ive, wero pfOv;ded III ,"-,nol, 2 rJ! 011:", R,'vi,,'d Trc"'y' ECOW,~S "~,"ll ',IiI"",I('I y be 
t:K "'-'< "OM""C ,oo',,"'Jn"y ir_ the rc~;on ,-or the pLlT)XllC ur c,",,"um;(' ;l1lc~n'l;or. ,m el II,,' ,",Ii,,'io" of lh . 
ol:jc','",c, of thc' M,,,,n [('OM" ;" CQT",-,n:ty," [l,1l Lhere ;, "i:1 " ""pi;("";U" 0[' elfo," ,n ",,"', of 
I"n-.oo; EttOl of "x,r);(-", '~on')', .ml L:,,' 'I\ru"'n C",',I .. reow AS be",,,,, S,oreOl,:,t _ Abu;., NLgcri" 
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coocerne,l, There are two types of challeoger; that should he d i,ti nguished: one ;, ,trategi~ wld 

lh" (}lhn is ~""n(}mic, A LHlLl"d W~:;l Afric~ will Ix; in " ,l,"kgic"lly superior posili(}n t(} 

n~g(}lwl~ wilh I h~ c •. ~i'lin~ (}[ llw ~m"rging fulure eC(}ll(}mic bl<x:s lhan c(}uld "ny ol1e

meml""r ""unlry doing it "lone. 'lhe ""col1d challenge i, lhat trade among,t We,t African i, 

impcraT iVe if FCOW AS w"nlS l(} achie\'~ " ~(}nlm(}n mal'ket, 

In surmrwt i(}o, I h~ pn(}CiTy ",Ie 0 f ECOW AS S"crdanal, wlih ill lh~ framework of lh~ 

ECOWAS I r~~ly, i, 10 l~k" lh<' m"nlk (}f le~J.:.'nhip olil, m~mbn ,\ale" lhrough pr(}m(} lion 

of regional Lntegralion 10 lllak~ the "dju,llllmt; Ikce"ary lor lhem to become part 01 the 

g lobal ~col1omy ~eed l ess to >oy. it is the currenl inslitlLtion"1 approach to r~giona l 

iOlegr~tion, wh);;h hm proved To he indTecti\'~ ~o,l i" condemned to rem~in So uotil d~cis ioo

making lll~cha11i,m of a "'pr"nali(}n"1 n~tur~ ar~ agrc'ed u]XIn ~nd "Jhn~d l(}, Th~ 

\OllLOI "l'i"m en" hr ine,l in Ihe Abui". ECOWAS, and th~ UE"-10A lIeatie, have tiiled to 

~omp~nsal~ r0c Ihe absence Oflhi" fUlld"mental pre-r~qui"it~ 

As Viilm(}l righlly rcm~rks (199.1,25), lhe dilTerel\~e betweeo the p,(}\'ir;ioos (}r,he old 

a11d Ih" """ ECO\,'AS Tr~alico (}n lbe (}o~ h"'1<\, ~nd Ill(}s" (}f Ih~ AfTic_o E~(}n(}m l ~ 

C()I11munily (AIOC) verslU the FuropeanUnion (IOU) Tr"ali~s o111he olher hamL in relmi(}1110 

The hinding Jorce of decision" 'i" rme of ,ub,t""ce, wuching on the fund"me111a l i"ue (}f 

r, "l' r"n"tiUTlahl) . 

A, alre~Jy di,,-,us.,~,\ In th ~ slu,\y. r;upmnal iotlUl jly refers to a silU~tion "where "n 

mlcmalion"1 ioslll"li(}o is wd(},,·ed ,,·;lh ]XIwers l(} t_J..e deCl";,,n! hindi og (}n sove,eign "lates 

ei ther generally or ill s)""ci fic area, of the "t"l~ " "clivily" (Wilmol 1 ~~3, 26). ThU!, w berea:; 

il " ckar Ih~t Ihe prO\,ision, or the AIOC and EL' Treaties er,,'i,a~e,l the e,tab li,hment oj 

",)\'"""1 jOIl~1 iOol]1 ul j(}n, t(} (}\,~r",e their integralion p,.rxe", the \ 975 ECOW AS Treaty and 

lhal (}r the R"v i s~d (}o~ (}r 1992/3. did not contemplate any "uch instilutions in lhe rr"millg 
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Sla£" 01' the [COIl/AS, 11 1:< rCa""rLLlg. h()w,,,~'r, 10 note Ihal the (hr"" related key 

dim"mion, involved III the integration of the African economies tic. no" cl~~rly "1'0l" .. 1 

~I"I giv~n the ,",cess.,O' ~"'ph~' is h{){h irl a,. lf~"lie8 ~nd prioriTi~, of l h~ Jllajor pu'I·19~) 

A[nciiT' ,COnOUl1C cUTlll1luniTics 

!Jut (he lack of policy implementation towards I]", regional integmtion dfoIT j, taking 

pbc~ in ii cont~xl Ilw c h.l'~ct~,.i '"' [neon,;,)"",,;es. r" "'~tly PI"l, of I he CO"lin~n l. Th<: ),,-,,1-

C'Ulutlliil ,Me', I~'''w'' s d~ I rns tv kgili",~~y ill,d the l hr~ "1 of incr~"sil1g markCl ,~gJlWn l"l LUll 

call for a comprchen,jve mappraj,"i of the imbgc" between slru, illw i adj",trn"ni poiicie" 

(he social reg" iJlOl)' functions of the Sla(e, ",,-I the creation of regional eCOIlOm;", 

In r~lhin king ECOWAS' appmacl1 to integralion, I]", cost of non-integration 11liS ]",com~ 

• s.c~o"d",.l' ",sue ~ornr~'~d "ilh Ih~ IllrCil\ ofdisi"lCgrMionlhrough fOl'ml!] me~"s or Ihe 

cUlTosivc imp"ci or Tl1m>-oIJIC "'I\<orb. An il1Slt1lJl;Onal rdunn wLlhm ECOWAS i, "0 

palla~eJ or ,,,b,lilule for lhe lad, of pol iii cal will or dd,cienci" in poli~i~, and prugran""e, 

fo[, '~gio"a] co-operation, especially in the economic ,eCIOL /lowever, it mllst be no ted 111a l 

;"'>\;I\l lio",,] dc1,eietlci~s h.ve h~Tlljler'ed cO-0l'er'~I;o" ~nd e,e;i1ed shol'1comings within 

ECOWAS, and ne~d, 10 be r~cIlf'ioo. 

nle summation from this stlldv is that coonlries involved in JOCO\VAS regional 

,,'(~gr'~Tion havc nOT f~red ""l' belt", iLl term, or the n ~o-tilncliolli!l iq model Ilk-"y clai m to 

h~ve l",,,n op"r;!ti"~ LLnde] Neith~r hi!,.. t]", inte~riilio" l)['oces, nc,'url'"l in ~ "'y,tcm~tic ~nd 

JH"gm~T;~ Tll~"""".' etl\i,>~g~,l in most Th~ ECOWAS Protocols, ~lore,o . in 8p it~ oftl,. 

I'L~IT h"1 th~ funclional]sT gnodu"I;'1 "pprulOCh h., been Th e gu idLng Iheo['~Tic.llbmcwork for 

regiona l integration in We"1 African il ha, nOi t;."cn " s lJ~"e",ful L'ax le!. Con,;;:qu~n!l) a 

bold,,] approach is needed 

Etrecliv~ reg ionlil integration i, getlerally recognised a, a component of a stralegy to 

impro ve ~conom ic growlh nle inter-regional co-operation inilialivc addr"s~s ,0Tll C ofll'" 
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w~akresse, of r~gional mitiative by emp hasisi ng oUt\>.',,,d orientation, national and r~gional 

roli cy compkm~"Ta['iTy_ a"d the dir~ct iTl\-ok~m~"t of pei,-ale :;~dor_ (j"-~ ,, lh~ pr~~ario u s 

e""lrOllmnH fac,"); ECOWAS m~mbc,," panin' larl y urlder the World T",de Organisatioll 

(\'iTO) ag"'~m~nts alld Ihe lre"d , of globali,alion, ECOWAS ,'alU'IOt am".d 10 lag I"'hind in 

th~s~ de,dopmell l,_ 

!"h c' governmc nt s of lhc "'h-region must demonstrate bOTh The p"lil,cal wil l an,l th~ 

" ,illillgness to implcment ratiticd proTocolo. 1r~oties o"d progromm~'" They mu,t toke 

T""'e,,arl' r~rne,ha l s l ~p' loward , fi,cal r~' t ",inL ~ lIn-~"<'y flexibiiLty and Ihe introdunion or 

su!"'rvisory mechanism, to keep pace with fLllan.: ial libcralisatio'L WhaT n~cds to be rcalised 

and lear"T a, a leSSoo " fmm South.casl Asia, thou gh. is Ihat ASEAN states e"hibit a lot of 

c"mp1cm~ntarity c ,-~" ill 0 "'dor (for nampk. agricult ur<'J Ihat i, p",~~i,~d To be ,'onUllO" 

(thus compctiti\'ej amollg mcmb",r, _ I'h",. a c]e,n understanding of where compamtiw 

a<i\'anlage lie in each Wesl Arncall country app"ars to be th~ flIst hurdk thai member 

cOl",t['i ~s mu,1 pass belore a common agri c ul tmal policy can I", imp lemcntcd "I1,e,e 

ckLllcnges lU~an thr~~ Th ings for ECOWAS F irs!. is the accepta,ICc of nc,,' objcctives and 

ECOW AS', greal~r illleg",tioll ill th~ CLltllT~, It has to de'dop beyond " Ial~- Io-'late rel atio"" 

In practice, integrat io n has becn go ing on for somc timc and some intcgration has alrcady 

hapl"'ll",1 as ,h"wn by the LiJx,rian crisi, and il> imntnl iak contagion antong ECOWAS 

m~mN;r., How much mtcgmtioll is to be aclll~''C ill ECO\VAS m Ihi, rcsJX-"t dep~llr1 011 thc 

de\'e lopment of i"g~nuo us slrakgies and all abrlity 10 "npl ~rn~nt them, A,tu le e<5onomi,' 

diplomacy ",ill ha w to be display~d in thc prcmi,es Ihat wiil bring ECOWAS 10 the Icvel of 

de\'elopment achie\cd in ASEAl\. 

Second. is Ihc ins tiTutional ]""pome to drive the regional integration ECOWAS ha , 

hem proud to be ablc to do tilings "ilhout having ,trong in,titut ion> _ I'hal mol' be vahd to] 
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lloe lirst tW~J1{y-""vcn yean whe n stolc-t(}-state relatioTis alu"~ sullie~d. But i[ r~gional 

Int~gration " "" nnportalll dndopmeni objn'ti,~ [or IOCO\VAS, which it should he if 

IcCOWAS want, 10 nwintain its relevalKe in thc tiLture, then grCMcr irlStitutlO"alLsation i, II 

must. TIli s mellns rC:-;()ure~S (human ond iinaocJal) should Ix );iwn to ECOWAS ECOWAS 

m~y still ;lWei oceonlLn:; 0 B,ussd,-lyp<" of bureauc,"cy, but there is a ](}ng way t() go from 

Iron,lonnmg Ill<: ECOW .. \S Sl'e,elari"t as il i, l1(}W into a Rn"""ls-lypc or", io IUtur~. 

Somdhing In ktw~cn Ihe , ~ lwo l)]1e , i, "d\'i,"h]~. 

Finally. is tloe need Inr lhe \:(;0, to I'ar[icil'ate "'ore ii]lly in ECOWAS's lIe'[]vilLn 

alld t() creatc a rlCXu' Ix;tw~"TI gowrTlTTlCTll' lI"d '\,(;0, lluuugh Ill<: lrka o[ an annual 

ECOW .. \ S Congr~" in whie'h bolh ,idl'S e'an explain lheir ide", ami progr"mmes ""d call 

~"plor~ ways 10 promol~ co-op..Hl'Oll. Abo, the challcng~ (}f ill(~gmtion should Ix; left To 

bureaucrat, rather than to the uSLLa] IIcad, of State and GO\'Crtllllcnts. Tl'lITislotcd iTito the 

This is not only lru~ of Ihe m'Xlm!!, o[ Ill<: lOCO WAS Head" of (;o\'ernment and tloe l' oreign 

J\lini,tcn, bLLt also (}rtho"" in (}lhcr !imctional arcas who havc r\OT. to da(c, IlCc" involvcd in 

,1>,; pm"c% of co-o]X'rati(}TI a"d i"tcwatioTi. 

Whllt mude i of devdopmelll should \'i ~"I .. \ [riell "dopt to c'liC'h up wilh tloe r~'l o[ lh~ 

world? In lhe la,1 40 or so y~M' "fler c-olomallSm, the 'Iuestion cm[,"lto cve'y di'Clmioll 011 

the d~"elopment of Africa i, on I.ow to mo"e horn th~ signing ot' promcols to 

implemcnt"!iorl. '-lany arr~mpt, h.wc h;.'<'TI made ill thc pa,1 at atticLLlaring a purroscful 

paradit',m tor' (h~ "(}tniTlc "t. hlll "O! much a, t>,.'{:" achic\'cd. 

Tlw ~LJlTcnl ,low poc~ of ECOWAS inkpolion I'ullow. tll<: culmination of ""rH1U> 

facto" or inadequ"cies. Wilat implicalion, c"n be drawn from th~ "llemp[ to fulfil Ih" 

requirement> o[ 1I [ull-fledgvd R':;ionai Lnlq,ralion m W~,t .\i'riell'i fir", (hc co-or(hTiation 
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mechanisms envis"~ed in th~ lwati~s have f"iled to aohie\'e an orJerly a,1d equitabl e 

distribul iol1 of the fmits of iLlJnslt'i~1 policy_ These I'ruits also rco,cd v~ry meagrc Or OO n

eX Lst1n;;, '" the ""llI ,; lria] development pbm, b",.od on iTllj.>ort/,ub,titution could nol produce 

them e,'en after severa l SAl's policies 

Second, political di ITerence, ha\'e widened" ',,"e the conn, cl, 1 n I,iberi", Sierra J -conc, 

(;ninca-fli""u anJ othcrs " ,hen Ihe ",,'onsi,tcnc,cs in Ihe 1973 proIOCO] 011 inlervention had 

to hc ",iepled lHllhlC"lIly or .ort of impo,ed by Nigeri" ,md to an eXI~nt, (;hana rhe 

political "ill to discuss crucial matters at summits are im reded by the absence 01' some IIead, 

01- State tor ll1lexrloinable reawn" On reh~y ma~c,,' agcnd",j, ,nort-tcnn """1,.,,1 ckarl) 

o'~Thh'l<low, 'my IOl1g-t~nn CCOnOrn,c ",u~s, csPG~lally tho'" rel"ted to the implementation 

agend" , /\ compatible sy,tem of dorn",lic policie, and ~conomic m"n"gement i, critical for 

convergenoe in key prices - such as gooJs rrices, asset prices (interest rates), anJ the 

exchange '"te - to occur"t low levels 

Th ird, anJ relat~J to th e abovc, dilTcr i n~ polilloal oriental ion, ,,11 100 dcarly i, 

~'""'ng Ihc (hv~,g~nc~ in ~coT>Olnic m"n"g~m~nl, rhere is the lack of comp"libilily of lhe 

curh>oci~, in lhe s ub-r~gion, rh"r,>"re two differ~nt ClUT~OCy unious iu the sub-r~gion at 

present ooth work i ng against each other and compeli ng lor recognition 

r ,n"Uy, Ih e provi>ion of COn,rTJOn >-c,,'ic~s may l:x; imj.>ort"ni not only fOf mCfe"sing 

inl'" region"l t[[l<le, but "Iso when ,uch se"'ic'es r~quire huge im'e,tm"nt "nd/or ar~ neoo~-d 

by countries with sp~ci"l geogmphic chara<:wristics, such as land lock'le" by some member 

countries (;;\'en the inahility of such land-lockeJ countries (such as 1\-bli, Rllr\"ina hsoj, to 

mo ve g(l()(\, Irom the coa'taJ areaS, road transportation is imreml ive ii- thes e cmlntrie, are to 

runy rarfi oipatc IL'Hade wilhi n Ih e ,uh-rcgion_ 

I'orou lan (199J), I anghammer and Hicmenr (199(1), and Ra,~nhill (1990) have an 

pTo].>o;cd thatlhe trade integration approaoh, hein::r tile only aprmach that ECOWAS h"s been 
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rur,uing ,h0l11d he aH)ided, Trade iJtld tiJClor integrat ion Ihey :;;'iJ)' ~r~ nol considered f~~,ihk 

hee" u<,e or Ihe di""nilarily or A II1C" n, Or for lh"l m"ll~r W ~sl Afri"'lll of 1m: econom;es ani 

1m: di lTieullie, of pUlling ill pb"e all df~c l iv~ compensation mechan ism (Foroutan 199.1. 56 j, 

n'e claim is lh~! "co-operal ion, co-mdin!]lion ~nd harmolli,"lioll hold greiJ\er prom,s<; for 

A frlc" " <.X>lInlrl~' ",lh"r lhan "" "ll~rnpl low""b r~giollal illlq;ralioll (FOroUWll I 'l'n. 265). 

W~ "gl"~ lhal lOCO\,'AS may ha\'~ solidified gaim from inlegration ifit were pllr.,ued 

[ir>l Oil Ih~ basis of rq~ional "o-operalion for inlrasln,,·tur~ development andior what is 

des.crihed as tflematie co-operation. That is an agreement on e'ms-hmde, it,,"e'tment, '-1y. 

belween l\iger i<J il'oct Gh.nn. COle d' jvoit'e a,oct Gh~lla. Nib~r;n ""d COle d'jvoire elC, 

prec~dlllg !rad~ co-o]xoralion, Jlldi,-idual eo-o]xonni\'e all~mpl' in s~ctoraJ projects lum to 

~\oid the rrohlem., oj' distrihlltion oj' gain., atid loss of so\'ereigmy that h~s heen ct1leial to lhe 

illiegrillion proc~s' wilill n ECOWAS ~Ild rel:Jrded iI,' dYl1ilmic lr~Il'looniJ1ioll, Al:;o. co

operalne ~Ild"i"-OU" em]x>w~r coulllrie,' a ,oct gn-e them cO il liderK'~, TIle power ~].'o "'. 11](' ill 

confidence be lweenlhe eo untri~s irKTem<:lllalJy o,.~r lime. An ~.~",npl~ wa, lh~ co-op<T"llOll 

in iron and ;tee l hetween the 13Fl\rUIX countfi~s th"t p,eceded lhe European rconomic 

COllllllLluily A co-operati"" endeil\,out' allow, (he countt'i~.' ~ Il ouf'.h tilll~ 10 consolidate gains 

nlld 10 \", pt'cp~t'ed 10 I"ci lilnt<; j'ut"'~ milrket pol icies low~rds r~gional illlq;'iJ!ion. like the 

lrallslorn'''llOll or lne Ef'C 11 ,to lhe EU, 

'vVhil~ lhis ,Iud:- ",·k,o:.>wkdge> Ihe proposilb hy rOrOIlI~1l {1992j, bllg:hammer alld 

ttiemenze (I~~I), and Ra\'enhill (JWIJ), w~ beJiev~ lnal JOCOWAS' problems have mor~ to 

do "iln Ihe "~y thing' 'II''' Ii",,,, .-ilther rh~n rhe "ily th ings O1Oglillr! 1",- An", aiL e,'ery 

eCOllOrl'y whelher "Tl'all (a' ill ROlw'.na ill Southern AIi-ioa) alld 011><:[\ in lh~ export or 

prim~ry eOlTlImxillies Or will'oul any ,,,,lllral r~SOurceS (n. in hrallj, mily succeed if set 

obje,·ti"e, ill shorl-!~nn ",ld iOllg-lerrn pia 'lllill g: ",e mel ill il ~r~lio"" n'eir rtans W0l11d al.;;o 

v"ork irlhey illvohe ci,-il.nciely. c.-~n their pol icies in the context 01 that "ountry ",ld [',Jr.1 
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We ix:liew ECOWAS' lack of pro g r~ss I,'om this study " not Ih.t ur lwd~ mlq;wllOn 

bLLt Thai the ~stahh ,hin~ TR'aly .,,,1 thaI of lk R~Vl",d 'J're.ty were not planned u, ing the 

ilera tive method or planning, in which lhe rou ,id ill g rather< de tilled Tlw tran,f"rOlation of 

cCOWAS into a ,ystem of multirl ~ time-,co pe - a c;-iclic and rullin~ "'.Y ul' plan ''' ng: inlo 

,hon, Ol".liu rtl a rld 10 rl g tn'" p""'~"~" .\fuch., th~ t",d~ In kgwlion appro.ch i, often 

invohd 10 he Ire problem lor countne, wilhin Afri". and p.rticul.rly, l:!C()\VAS, the 

crahing of policies 10 tramforlll cCOWAS ,hOll ld h.ve raken into con.,iderat ion pr~,-a i lillg 

cO IlJi tio ll ' on tl", co n1 ill~nl of Africa and tl", c ircum,T;mce, unde r which such pol icie, are 

req "iCed, The pol ic I ~' ''''101 ahu ,laIC ", ... ler whi ch prt",edur~" and " il h 1',,11 cognisance of tl'" 

, 1I b-r~gion', lim Li .lion" Ihal tho,~ pian' ar~ 10 oc impkrnml~d, 

l,u(cad, ECOWAS ' inl"~ralion wa, ralioll.1 onl y 10 the exlenl 10 whi"h Ire A~thorily 

of I k aJ, of State and (; u\'Crnn",nt (AI 1S(;) could arrive at ha't ily del'isio ll b.,ed mo,lly on 

" ''' i i ilary-lyp~'' ,ol~ liun, tu p,,-,c i>c and I"" ited quest ions Second, lhe ,ruJy fuund oul that 

lhe planning of EC()\'I'AS w. , nol "honl~-gfO"'n". in Ihal lk d~c "i u ns ur protocoh 

eSUl hli,h ing the integration process \"iere Il ever embedded in We,l Ali-i"an realilie, ,uch a , 

tlw Ii Init, In the '~lH~gio n u I' I"'de, the rr"d~ct ioll of o nly primary good" the d i fterence, in 

lang~ag~, c" l lur~, val,,~s beCat l,e of coloniai i,m alia olber /acto", etc_ n,ird, tl", p lallning of 

ECOWAS 1':~I,ij,ed li>C ideologic, ol'ti>C Fuunding father' aholLlthe meanillg of "'~k in g th~ 

"Iola l iLb~"'l i on or lh~ African conlH'~nt" t'''''11 coloniail ,)1l an" Imper ialism, EW rl t holl~h 

most Foundillg Fathers illsl ituted dm,tic "conomic )X>i i ci~, i",,"~dialdy a lkr lI"l~l'~ll(k;nc~ 

to u,her economic JewlOpll1~nL their vi,ion, were betrayed .nd , Ix)li-lived by mili lary co up 

d'elaTS, If",-,ai' of overthrow_ a>sassinmioll ', and dictators hip , the reby defe"ling tre lenet, of 

pun-A frican ism 
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J he study "Iso argues lhat tCOWAS Founding Fathers, in lh~ pursuit of th~ 

nhkcli "es. did n, ,1 dn a good joh on the m()d~ liti~s "(',, hal /illlclionulir;min"" I;Jt"'llon~ I ism 

cnl~ih. Ilt~ prulocob Ih"l wen; all propo,~d a[l(\ ,"i ,lied "eI~ r!lmlly limited in xope with 

r~g'Hd 10 ti",c. tlu:mcs, SlakdLOilkr<, <:le, ,"ther tha" inlw:onnecliolls be lween them like the 

Ileo-fullctionalist would claim. In shon, Ihe planning, vi.,;,"" decision." tran<f"nll~ti,", "fth~ 

inkgrmion proC"" of H 'OW AS \Va, lacking a s lep-by·step process th~t is inhe ,,, nl ;11 l)() i1~y 

implementation or al'eas and '''''tors ChM~clcri,,,d by relatively simple conditions (mli 

"",,,;,,",,11' as 1"""Jlg kw Inn,,~ n ll,,1 [adors). bUi whal ["dor> exis i lh"l are relati\iely well 

known and which demand proper ~cliom "(power to act, toolbox, etc) tn lix the car" 

TIle analysi; "fthe dynamics determining LCO\\' AS i nt~grati"n ha; h~~n displ a]~d in 

lklail. Onc c~n draw gellcra l ~onclur;ion> thO! CCOWAS relationr; have beCll dctcrrTlln~d and 

'hapd, inth~ fir,t phase, by politica l dynamic ., During this period. it ha, been ob,erved tha t 

economic int~gral inn w~s at a "ery \\'~ak and in;urncient levd In contra"t, the J::lJ h", 

sho"n stl'"ng and detenl1ined polil i c~1 "ill to maimain its integrati"" mode l rhe 

del"nll in"ti on 01' thc European C ommun ity t" cl'eat~ integratinn e>. plainell nll ly the ex i,t~nc~ 

orpolill~al "~" sons Oflh"Cold WM y~a[', 

rhe J::urol'ean Comrrllmilv'" detemlillalioo 10 ""'gll a lime framc for lk 

cnnsolid~tio" of it; int~gratinn prn"e" i, based e"ential ly on nen-functionalism economic 

integl'~lion model, In ol'Mr wOl'd,. it was ~I,n th~ rolitic~1 dynamics, which assured the 

creal".», ,HId d"\i~lopmcnl ol'lh ,o ,clati"'l>hil' in the tlr.'1 rhar;e, I!ow~\'el' . in CCOWAS' 

siluation, such political J]ll"rrll~' have kC"Tl ","ncd by dislocallOn ill thc inklll of Ih~ 

principle., of functiomlism and nen-tuocli"nalism LCOWAS' inte)(ration pnxes> ha, been 

c"mplic~led by conflicts, with th~il' ~tt~ndanl probkm; nf ma"i,,~ human displacement and 

Mq",C\ i,,,, ol'human I,\ies ,HId property Issues or identity. governanc~. resnurce allocation, 

State .,0\ ereignty and pm\'er ,truggle, somelimes co upled" ith the p""CJrwlil y q"~sl i on, havc 
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~conomic development bul " Iso to make the .,ub-reg ion uns uila bl e lor regi onal integr:llioll. 

To ~chi GVG a !tUG ",g ion ~1 economic Hlkgralion ECOWAS llw.1 Ix; r~cepli'iC 10 

'In:n glh~lllng and ~.~pa nding ~.,isling bihlleml coop.;mliw arrangements. All pmti~ipaling 

countrie, musl bring polili~"j wi ll derived from re~ional l e~der.' Gnl ightCllcd llation~1 

imere.,!, a., \\ie ll a, pOl'nbr support. and WiTh inlGl kcluah plQyillg a catalyl Lc role. Also 

rGqnircd Q'" long , i.ioll, Q rGgion.1 concq.>1 of de'idopmenl, dTec!iw individ ual and 

inslillJlional "dm",islram'~ cap"bil iti~, and poli tical ,ki ll s, frank aCkllO\\i led~ment and 

di,cu"ion of In.:: f"~1 Iha l a., di IT~renl ,Iale, and areas h"ve ditterent ill!ere.,!.,_ the jlfOCGS> ot 

~n:al ing a web of regional cool'"'ra li on me~ns member< will h1,,'e 10 tmkc uadeoth_ with 

cooperation S oVGra ll bendi!> worth Iil(; comrromi>c', 

j'her~ ",e major issues yet 10 Ix: "ddlr:,,~d wilhin loCOWAS. "nd the following 

sugge.,l ion., are otYered a., a way tOl'.vard. Fir.,t, integratio n c~ n co nl;'r substant ial 

in sli!<nioml ]-,."""th •. hut ollly ii' rcal a'l1 ho ri\y i" delegatcd to c~nl,al in,l ilul I0n" Tl1~ 

ECOWAS S~c,c!.,i"t ami the Commission musl he gi\'en lho:: supranalion"l aulonomy il 

,ks~rv~, 10 impkmenl prolocols "nd drive lhe engine oflhe integralion 

Second, r\il\eria has lUldou btedly been in the fordi'(}ll! of m"jor ~ct ivitic' in thc 

Community For example_ it has cont,ibut~d I'egularly towards dknivc fu,,,,( ionL llg ""d 

mai ntenance of thc ECOWAS Secretari~( and in cilldi ng thc mai nk tl QnCC or pcacG and 

s1ah ili,y through conll'i hlll io n. (owQrds 11", upte").> ol'ICO\·JOG lurc~" 11 has aho '"P1X>r\ (X1 

IlK; ECOWAS fUlld,", wdl ., In.:: ~slab[i,hed rde'ianl ,~gional Jillancial imliluliom, which 

air: basic to me"nin~ful ecollomic inlegmlioll, Nigeria alld Cote d'h-oire mu." "SSllme full 

leader,hip role, with iLl lhe Community and to steer the atra ir., of lhe imegr"tion like Fr"nce 

and (;ermany \\iilhin the E\!, L"s!iy, hUlnol [eas!' lho:: leaderohip of ,\frica m",1 prov i,].:: IlK; 
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v;,wn "nd J;,,,d;on Il~~,kd 10' lll~ ,,,~~on,,llIll~g,"lion ;o:: l"'m~s lhal w~'''' "'lahli,hal o ul of 

the Ali-ican Economic ( 'ommlLni!y rreaty, and charged with the achievemem of a Common 

~la rkel b) Ihe yea r 2()2-'_ Tn the abwnce or slLch a , hi n in policy, FCOWAS would be 

uillikely 10 move member ,'0""1ri,,, lo wards grcat~T inlcgralwll wililin ll,e 8ub-regioll. 

In,teaJ, the inlegration cou ld act ually be detrimenlal to the member countries involved 

resulting in Ihe weial umest and the instab; li !y that continlLolLsly revisits the suh-region_ 
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Map or West ArricHn sub-region showing ECOWAS 
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